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Résumé
L'existence des ondes gravitationnelles (OG) est l'une des prédictions les plus intéress-
antes de la théorie de la relativité générale (RG) d'Einstein [57]. La découverte ex-
périmentale des OG serait donc un test important de la théorie elle-même. En outre,
puisque les OG interagissent faiblement avec la matière, elles peuvent voyager à travers
des régions très denses sans subir de changements importants, contrairement à ce qui
se passe avec les ondes électromagnétiques [108]. La détection des ondes gravitation-
nelles permettra donc d'ouvrir une nouvelle fenêtre d'observation en particulier dans
les régions de l'Univers inaccessible à l'observation électromagnétique. Les détecteurs
interférométriques, comme Virgo [55, 38], sont actuellement les dispositifs les plus pro-
metteurs pour la détection d'ondes gravitationnelles issues de sources astrophysiques.
Actuellement, la sensibilité des détecteurs des OG n'est pas encore suﬃsante pour avoir
un taux d'observation de quelques événements par an. Un intense programme expéri-
mental visant à améliorer la sensibilité est actuellement en cours [38, 39]. Particulière-
ment, les prochaines générations de détecteurs d'OG, aux basses fréquences (10 Hz - 50
Hz), seront limitées par l'eﬀet de la pression de radiation quantique sur les miroirs sus-
pendus [38, 122, 34]. Ce phénomène, pas encore observé expérimentalement, est l'objet
d'un des champs de recherche le plus actif en ce moment. Riche de l'expérience acquise
avec Virgo, le travail ici présenté vise à la construction d'un détecteur pour l'étude des
eﬀets quantiques de la pression de radiation dans les détecteurs d'ondes gravitation-
nelles: l'expérience QuRaG. QuRaG sera constitué d'un interféromètre de Michelson
suspendu, dans lequel la géométrie est optimisée aﬁn de détecter le bruit quantique de
la pression de radiation. Chaque bras de l'interféromètre sera composé d'une cavité
Fabry-Pérot (FP) de très haute finesse, dans laquelle seulement le miroir de fond sera
suspendu et donc sensible au bruit quantique de la pression de radiation. Par con-
séquent, durant ma thèse, un grand eﬀort de R&D a été réalisé aﬁn d'être capable de
construire l'interféromètre ﬁnal. Au cours de mes trois années de thèse, j'ai eu une par-
ticipation active dans la conception et le développement de tous les sous-systèmes de
QuRaG. Donc le travail que j'ai fait durant ma thèse porte sur divers aspects du projet
QuRaG dont les problématiques appartiennent à diﬀérents domaines de la physique.
Ce manuscrit présente en détail les diﬀérentes études réalisées. Par conséquent, j'ai
analysé de nombreux systèmes de suspension pour les miroirs de fond de QuRaG en
estimant et en comparant leur bruit thermique avec le bruit de la pression de radiation.
Mes calculs ont permis de valider la meilleure conﬁguration comme étant celle avec un
niveau de bruit thermique inférieur au niveau de bruit de la pression de radiation, mais
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qui soit aussi réalisable pour QuRaG.
Le dernier niveau de suspension des miroirs de fond devra être donc un Double
Pendule monolithique en silice fondue avec deux ﬁls de suspension de 40µm de
diamètre et 2cm de longueur, et le miroir suspendu devra avoir une masse ≤ 0.1g et
comme dimensions 5mm × 3mm × 3mm. De plus, l'analyse modale sur la totalité
des optiques de l'interféromètre suspendu QuRaG montre également que le disque qui
maintient directement les optiques de l'interféromètre doit être plus épais que prévu
dans le dessin préliminaire, et avoir une épaisseur de 40mm à la place de 10mm aﬁn
d'empêcher les résonances internes du disque de tomber dans la bande de détection de
QuRaG.
Cette analyse a permis de conclure que QuRaG ne sera pas limité par le bruit
thermique, et que donc sera capable de détecter le bruit de la pression de radiation
dans la même bande d'observation des détecteurs terrestres d'OG, en particulier de
Virgo.
La problématique de réaliser les ﬁls des suspensions requis par l'analyse de bruit
thermique, a demandé la collaboration du groupe Virgo de Perugia. Par conséquent,
j'ai travaillé à Perugia presque un mois pour apprendre la technique de tirage de ﬁbres
de silice fondue à partir d'une `graine' de silice de 3mm de diamètre, par une machine
à ﬂamme oxhydrique. En outre, j'ai appris la technique de mesure des pertes dans les
ﬁbres tirées. J'ai après pu transférer toute l'expertise acquise à Nice, où nous avons
mis en place une procédure similaire pour tirer des ﬁbres de silice. En faisant des tests
de soudure des ﬁbres, j'ai découvert que la machine à souder pouvait être utilisée pour
tirer des ﬁbres. Donc elle a été adapté avec deux moteurs commandés sur le PC pour
contrôler très précisément la position du point de fusion et le temps de chauﬀage. Elle a
permis de tirer des ﬁbres d'un ordre de grandeur plus ﬁnes que les ﬁbres de départ ayant
400µm de diamètre . Actuellement, les meilleurs échantillons tirés qui se rapprochent
le plus des spéciﬁcations ont une partie centrale de 1.5cm pour 40µm de diamètre.
Mon travail couvre également la problématique du contrôle électrostatique des
miroirs suspendus, car le système de contrôle de QuRaG prévoit un dernier niveau
de contrôle directement appliqué sur les miroirs suspendus. Par conséquent, j'ai étudié
le problème sur un miroir prototype de 1g en suspension dans un interféromètre de
Michelson simple. Le contrôle électrostatique a été réalisé en plaçant un condensateur
sur un support mobile derrière le miroir suspendu avec l'autre miroir du Michelson collé
sur une barre piézoélectrique. Quand une tension est appliquée sur le condensateur,
une force agit sur le miroir suspendu. Ce déplacement du miroir est compensé grâce au
signal de correction renvoyé à la barre piézoélectrique qui déplace l'autre miroir pour
compenser le déplacement du miroir suspendu. Le problème du contrôle électrostatique
se trouve être directement connecté au problème de suspendre le miroir. Ainsi, plusieurs
techniques et types de ﬁls de suspension ont été testés. Néanmoins, la conﬁguration
qui a donné un meilleur résultat est constituée par deux oreilles en PVC collées sur
le miroir, et un unique ﬁl de suspension noué autour des oreilles qui se trouve être
un de mes cheveux ayant (58 ± 3)µm de diamètre. Avec cette suspension, j'ai obtenu
un déplacement maximal de ∼ 800nm pour une tension appliquée de ∼ 100V sur le
condensateur. Un test préliminaire a montré que l'augmentation d'un facteur 10 sur
8
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le déplacement maximal sera possible avec un ampliﬁcateur qui permet d'atteindre la
tension de 300V .
Un autre sujet important couvert par mon travail est la génération et l'optimisation
des modes d'Hermite Gauss d'ordre supérieur. Ces modes ont une plus large répartition
de l'intensité par rapport au faisceau Gaussien fondamental, ils peuvent donc mieux
moyenner les distorsions de surface de miroir causées par les mouvements thermiques.
Bien que mes estimations de bruit thermique ont montré que la sensibilité de QuRaG
ne sera pas limitée par ce bruit, nous pourrions néanmoins utiliser ultérieurement ces
modes pour réduire le niveau de bruit thermique des miroirs de QuRaG, si durant la
phase opérationnelle cela sera nécessaire. En outre, ces modes peuvent être également
appliquées pour améliorer la sensibilité des expériences d'horloges optiques, qui ont
approché la limite de bruit thermique du miroir, et des d'interféromètres d'OG de
prochaines générations. Le travail eﬀectué sur ces modes démontre que le système qui
a été mis en place est capable de générer des modes d'Hermite Gauss propres jusqu'à
l'ordre HG25,25. Des pourcentages de couplage en cavité mode-cleaner de ' 90% pour
les modes HG1,1 et HG2,2, ' 80% pour le HG5,5 et ' 70% pour le HG10,10 ont été
obtenus.
L'ensemble du travail ici présenté démontre qu'il est possible de construire un inter-
féromètre suspendu de petite échelle qui soit capable d'observer le bruit de la pression
de radiation dans la même bande de détection de détecteurs d'ondes gravitationnelles
terrestres.
9
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Introduction
The existence of gravitational waves (GWs) is one of the most interesting predictions of
Einstein's theory of General Relativity (GR) [57]. The experimental discovery of GWs
would therefore be an important test of the theory itself. Moreover, since GWs interact
weakly with matter, they can travel through very dense regions without undergoing
signiﬁcant changes, contrary to what happens to electromagnetic waves [108]. The
detection of GWs would therefore open a new window of investigation especially in
regions of the Universe inaccessible to electromagnetic observation. Interferometric
detectors, such as Virgo [55, 38], are currently the most promising devices for the
detection of gravitational waves originated from astrophysical sources. Currently, the
sensitivity of GW detectors (GWd) is not yet suﬃcient to observe signals with the rate
of few events per year, so there is underway an experimental program to improve it
[38, 39]. In particular the next generations of GWd, at low frequencies (10Hz - 50Hz),
will be limited by the quantum radiation pressure eﬀect on the suspended mirrors
[38, 122, 34]. This phenomenon, not yet experimentally observed, is the subject of one
of the most active research ﬁeld at the time. Rich of the experience acquired with Virgo,
the present work aims at building a detector for the observation of the eﬀects of the
Quantum Radiation Pressure Noise in GWd: the QuRaG experiment. It will consist of
a suspended Michelson interferometer in which the geometry is optimized in order to
detect the quantum radiation pressure noise. Each arm of the interferometer will be a
high finesse Fabry-Pérot (FP) cavity in which only the end mirrors will be suspended
and then sensitive to the quantum radiation pressure noise. Hence, it has been done
a great eﬀort of R&D in order to be able to build the ﬁnal interferometer. During my
three years of thesis I took active part in the conception and development of all the
subsystems involved, as the generation and optimization of HGmodes, the thermal noise
reduction through the choice of the best suspension system, the electrostatic control of
the suspended mirrors, the pulling of thin silica ﬁber, the technique of welding it to a
light silica test mass and the direct measure of their losses.
Therefore, in the First Chapter I introduce the scientiﬁc background in which the
QuRaG experiment is framed and the leading motivations to this experiment. Hence, I
will discuss about the gravitational wave detections, and all the noise sources that limit
the actual sensitivity of the ground based gravitational wave interferometers.
A speciﬁc chapter is then dedicated to radiation pressure noise, since it is the subject
of the observation that our QuRaG interferometer is aimed to attain. Therefore, in the
Second Chapter I introduce the project QuRaG and I explain why and how this
11
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noise will limit the sensitivity of next generations of Earth based gravitational wave
interferometers. I also make a brief excursus on the current other experiments for the
observation of this eﬀect, and then I explain how QuRaG will be sensitive to this eﬀect
and what is the signal that we do expect to observe.
The Third Chapter is devoted to discuss on the thermal noise in a suspended inter-
ferometer. This noise is currently one of the most important limit in the ground based
gravitational wave detectors. In particular, the thermal ﬂuctuations of the suspensions
is dominant in the low frequencies and the thermal ﬂuctuations of the mirror surface in
the middle frequencies. Therefore, I make an historical overview on the problem and I
explain in detail all the diﬀerent thermal dissipation mechanisms that are encountered
in a suspended interferometer like QuRaG and Virgo.
The goal of the chapter on thermal noise is to introduce the theory elements neces-
sary to then explain, in the Fourth Chapter, the thermal noise analysis on QuRaG.
All these analyses that I have done allowed us to constrain the design of the QuRaG
last stage suspensions. In fact, thermal noise is likely to be one of the most important
limit on the sensitivity of QuRaG. The validated conﬁguration requires two suspension
wires of length 2cm and very thin diameter of only 40µm.
This requirement on the suspension wires characteristics obtained from my thermal
noise estimations, lead to the realization of such thin wires. Thus, in the Fifth Chapter
I describe the evolution of the procedure for pulling thin silica ﬁbers and the system to
measure their intrinsic losses, and I show how the best pulled samples at the present
time are getting closer to the thermal noise analysis requirements.
The Sixth Chapter describes the part of my work that has been devoted to the
study of the electrostatic control of a prototype 1g mirror suspended in a Michelson
interferometer, with a capacitor placed on a movable support behind the suspended
mirror. This work has been necessary since the overall control system of the QuRaG
interferometer foresees a last control stage directly applied on the suspended mirror.
The problematic of electrostatically control a suspended prototype mirror turned out
to be directly connected to the problematic of suspending the prototype mirror. Thus,
several techniques and kinds of wires have been tested.
In the Seventh Chapter I present the work done to generate and optimize the
Hermite Gauss modes of Higher Order. These modes have a wider intensity distribution
with respect to the fundamental Gaussian beam, thus they can average better over the
mirror surface distortions caused by the thermal motions. However, my estimations
of QuRaG thermal noise showed that its sensitivity will not be limited by this noise
source, we could employ these modes to further reduce the thermal noise level of the
QuRaG mirrors, if during operation it will result necessary. Moreover, these modes
could be also applied for improving the sensitivity of the optical clock experiments,
which approached the mirror thermal noise limit, and of the next generation of ground
based gravitational interferometer.
In the conclusive Eight Chapter, I make an overall discussion on the obtained
results.
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Chapter 1
Scientific Motivations and
Background
In this ﬁrst chapter I will describe the scientiﬁc context in which this thesis and the
QuRaG experiment are involved and the scientiﬁc motivations that lead this work. Both
the scientiﬁc motivations and the scientiﬁc background are related with the detection of
the Gravitational Waves and in particular with the future generation of ground based
detectors. Ground based gravitational wave detectors are Michelson interferometers
with Fabry-Pérot cavities, having a detection band within 10Hz and 10kHz. The
current sensitivity of these instruments has not been able to make the ﬁrst detection,
since it is limited by several noises, such as the thermal noise in the low frequency range,
and the shot noise it the high frequency range. Therefore, the scientiﬁc community is
currently making a great eﬀort to upgrade these instruments in order to increase the
sensitivity of a factor 10, hence the detection rate of a factor 1000 (i.e. for Virgo
from 0.01 events/year or few events/ 100years, to few events/years). Nevertheless,
this improvement requires a higher power circulating within the Fabry-Pérot cavities,
which will lead these instruments to face the limits due to the quantum nature of the
light. The shot noise will still dominate in the high frequencies, while the radiation
pressure noise will dominate in the low frequencies. The radiation pressure eﬀect has
neither been observed yet by gravitational wave detectors nor by other small scale
experiments operating in the same frequency range and in similar conditions. Therefore,
it is crucial to develop table top experiments to study this eﬀect, to verify the theory
and to test and develop methods that circumvent this limit. This is the primary aim of
our experiment, called QuRaG: a suspended interferometer which will be able to observe
the Quantum Radiation Pressure in the same detection band as the Virgo gravitational
wave interferometer.
1.1 Scientiﬁc Motivations
Interferometric detectors, such as Virgo [55, 38], are currently the most promising
devices for the detection of gravitational waves (GWs) originated from astrophysical
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sources. Virgo is a Michelson interferometer (ITF) for the detection of gravitational
waves that works in the range of frequencies (10Hz-10kHz), trying to detect signals from
massive astrophysical sources, such as supernovae and coalescing binaries [38] present
in clusters of galaxies, like the Virgo Cluster, from which the interferometer was named
after. Currently, the sensitivity of GW detectors (GWd) is not yet suﬃcient to observe
signals with the rate of a few events per year, so there is underway an experimental
program to improve it [38, 39]. In particular the next generations of GWd, at low fre-
quencies (10Hz - 50Hz), will be limited by the quantum radiation pressure eﬀect on the
suspended mirrors [38, 122, 34]. This phenomenon, not yet experimentally observed,
is the subject of one of the most active research ﬁeld at the time. Rich of the experi-
ence acquired with Virgo, this work aims at building a detector for Quantum Radiation
Pressure Noise: the QuRaG experiment. It will consist of a suspended Michelson inter-
ferometer in which the geometry is optimized in order to detect the quantum radiation
pressure noise. Each arm of the interferometer will be a high finesse Fabry-Pérot cav-
ity in which only the end mirrors will be suspended and then sensitive to the quantum
radiation pressure noise. This phenomenon is due to the quantum ﬂuctuations of the
electromagnetic ﬁeld of the laser within the cavity which generates a pressure eﬀect re-
sponsible for movements of the suspended mirrors. For a free test mass in a Fabry-Pérot
cavity, this eﬀect can be modeled as [122]
XRP (ω) = 2
F
mω2
√
8h
(2pi)2
Plas
λc
(1.1)
where F is the finesse of the cavity, h is the Planck's constant, c the speed of light, λ
the laser's wavelength and Plas the power of the laser.
For QuRaG, we will use the same laser as Virgo, a Nd:YAG of wavelength λ =
1.064µm. The values for the cavity finesse and the laser's input power that will be
used are probably F = few104 and Plas = (few mW -few× 10mW ). The requirement
of having a high finesse assures that the mirrors will be more sensitive to what happens
inside the cavity with respect to what comes from the outer part.
Not only the ﬁnesse and the laser's power, but the whole design of the interfero-
meter, as well as all the important parameters should be optimized in order that the
displacement of the suspended mirror induced by the radiation pressure noise, eq.(1.1),
will be at least ∼ 10 times greater than the displacements due to all the other eﬀects in
the frequency range of interest ∼ (10Hz − 1kHz). Therefore, it is necessary to reduce
all the other noises that could limit the sensitivity of QuRaG. Hence, the whole inter-
ferometer will be under vacuum, to reduce the residual gas viscous damping eﬀect and
unwanted eﬀects due to diﬀused light, it will be suspended through mechanical ﬁlters
(superattenuators) to reduce the seismic noise and the elements of the suspended inter-
ferometer will be made of silica to reduce thermal noise losses [125]. Moreover, we took
into account the possibility, if required, to further reduce the internal thermal noise of
the mirrors using Hermite-Gauss (HG) modes [138] of higher order [66, 103, 110].
I delay the discussion on the radiation pressure noise to the second chapter, where
I will explain the theory, some of the experiments done to study this phenomenon and
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I will explain our experiment starting from the preliminary design and the spectrum
of radiation pressure noise that we expect QuRaG will detect. In the present chapter
I will explain the scientiﬁc background of this thesis and of QuRaG experiment: the
detection of gravitational waves.
1.2 Scientiﬁc Background: The Detection of Gravita-
tional Waves
The Theory of General Relativity (GR), developed by Albert Einstein from 1907 and
enunciated deﬁnitively in 1916 [57], is still the most robust theory of gravitation after
the Isaac Newton's one [112] in 1687.
However Newton's theory is still very powerful, some predictions, such as the precession
of the perihelion of inner planets of the Solar System and in particular of Mercury, are
not in agreement with the experimental results. In fact, the subtraction of all the New-
tonian eﬀects from the observational data gives an excess in the advance of Mercury's
perihelion equal to 43 arcsec/century (with respect to the ICRF international celestial
reference frame [5]). Nevertheless, GR explains well this phenomena and this was just
one of its ﬁrst successes. Although not fully exact, Newton's theory is still in excellent
agreement with the observations in the limit of low speed motions (much lower than
the speed of light) and in the presence of weak gravitational ﬁelds. Therefore, in this
limit, any relativistic theory of gravity must be traced back to the Newtonian one,
condition that is satisﬁed by Einstein's theory.
GR is a theory of extreme complexity which is based on mathematical structures
particularly sophisticated and it introduces a totally new vision on the physicals
concepts through the idea of their geometrization. Gravity is no more described as
a force, but as a geometric property of space-time no longer Euclidean, but with
the structure of a Riemannian manifold. Its metric tensor gµν , is diﬀerent from the
Minkowski's one ηµν proper of a ﬂat space-time metric.
The basic idea of the Einstein's relativistic theory of gravitation is that the presence of
a massive object curves space-time around it. Any changes over time in the distribution
of mass induce perturbations in the metric that propagate at the speed of light as
ripples of the metric which deﬁnes the space-time.
The parameter used to distinguish between strong ﬁelds and weak ﬁelds is GM/(Rc2),
where G is the universal gravitational constant of Newton, M the characteristic mass
scale, R the characteristic scale of the dimension of the system and c the speed of light
in vacuum [108]. This parameter tells us that the intensity of this kind of emission of
radiation strongly depends on the mass and length scale of the source (see eqs. (B.3),
(B.4) and (B.6)). Therefore, detectable sources should have mass of typically more
than few×10MSun or being a system of compact stars, like for example two solar mass
neutron stars orbiting at a distance from each other of R = 1.89 · 108m. Hence, the
detectable gravitational sources are very massive, compact and energetic astrophysical
objects.
Only with the birth of the Relativistic Astrophysics in the 60s, new experimental
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activities were carried out and many relativistic eﬀects were discovered and observed
[116]. Moreover, the explication of these new discovered astrophysical processes could
only be done within a theory based on GR. General Relativity concerns the study of
very energetic phenomena and very massive object, as already said. Therefore, the
search for gravitational waves (GWs) aims at investigating regimes of strong gravity
associated with the formation and dynamics of very massive and energetic objects such
as blacks holes and neutron stars.
GWs interact weakly with matter, so they can travel through very dense regions
without undergoing signiﬁcant changes. On the contrary the electromagnetic waves
change from their original state because they are absorbed and diﬀused while traveling
through dense media. Therefore, when they arrive at the observer they have lost
important information about their source. The detection of GWs will then open a new
window of observation and investigation, particularly in those regions of the universe
inaccessible to the electromagnetic observation.
One of the most interesting phenomenon which produces emission of gravitational
waves is the stochastic background of cosmological origin, which will allow us to
directly look into the ﬁrsts seconds of the Universe. Other important sources are
very massive astrophysics objects which involve very energetic phenomena as the
coalescence of compact binaries (neutron stars and black holes), supernovae, and
gamma ray bursts. The observation of the GWs from these phenomena will give deeper
information about the physical processes that govern the formation and evolution of
these objects, and the states of matter in the regime of strong gravitational ﬁeld.
Although gravitational radiation has not been yet directly detected, there are indirect
evidences for its existence. For example, the 1993 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded
by Hulse and Taylor for the discovery and the measurements of the orbital decay of the
binary pulsar PSR B1913+16 by GWs emission, as predicted by Einstein's theory of
GR. The pulsar's orbit gradually contracts, due to the emission of energy in the form
of GWs, causing the pulsar to reach periastron slightly earlier [151]. This conﬁrmed
that GWs are more than mathematical anomalies.
Recently, on 17th March 2014, astronomers at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center
for Astrophysics announced that they had detected and produced the ﬁrst direct
image of gravitational waves across the primordial sky within the Cosmic Microwave
Background, providing strong evidence for inﬂation and the Big Bang [37]. This
polarization map, which is reminiscent of the way iron ﬁlings arrange themselves on a
surface under the eﬀects of a magnetic ﬁeld, was found to have particular vortex-like,
or curly, patterns known as B modes. The presence of B modes is a tell-tale sign of
the passage of GWs generated during inﬂation, as the interviewed John Kovac said
to NATURE [49]. With BICEP it has not yet been obtained a direct measurements
of GWs, but only indirect evidence: the measurement made by BICEP indicates an
interaction between gravity waves and the cosmic background radiation. Although
peer review will be needed, this discovery is an important media-spotlight to encourage
interest in the search for gravitational waves.
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The Detection of Gravitational Waves
Interferometry is currently the most promising technique for the detection of grav-
itational waves (GWs). However, the history of gravitational wave (GW) detectors
traces back to the Sixties, with the resonant bars of the pioneer Joseph Weber [149].
A resonant bar is essentially a suspended cylinder whose main internal mode of
oscillation is excited by a passing gravitational wave. A transducer converts the small
vibrations of the bar into electrical signals. This type of detector is eﬃcient only
in a narrow frequency band around the main resonant frequency. Typically with a
sensitivity of the order of h ∼ few 10−211/√Hz at 1 kHz, as shown in ﬁg. 1.1. The
exempliﬁcation of a detector of this type is represented by two test masses at the
opposite ends of a spring. The footprint left by the passage of a gravitational wave is
the elastic response to a variation of the metric [149]. The pioneer idea of a detector
based on an electromagnetic signal transmitted between two free test masses showing
the eﬀect of the space-time curvature of in the nearby region dates back to 1956,
in a work by Pirani [121]. Diﬀerent classes of detectors belong to this fundamental
scheme. Nevertheless, the present discussion is limited to laser interferometers [130].
Precursor of this detection technique was already Weber himself, that together with
Forward, took into account the possibility of using a laser beam, instead of the spring,
to measure the variation of distance between the two test masses. Afterward, at the
Hughes laboratories, Forward carried out en experiment of this type [62]. However,
it is in 1972 that the idea of interferometric detection of GWs is successfully tested
by R. Weiss. At M.I.T. Weiss carried out a detailed study on the viability of this
experimental conﬁguration, laying the foundations of modern GW detectors [152].
Important progress (see ﬁg. 1.1), both in sensitivity and in bandwidth, are achieved
thanks to the concept of interferometric antenna. Virgo is one of these detectors. In
ﬁg. 1.1 are compared the great improvement in sensitivity obtained with the starting
Virgo with respect to the resonant bars. The modern Michelson interferometric
detectors have reached such an impressive sensitivity (much better than in ﬁg. 1.1) in
measuring small displacements of test masses (of the order of the attometer 10−18m)
that next generation detectors will have to face the quantum nature of light (the
Standard Quantum Limit, SQL). Beating those limits will be one of the challenges of
the third generation detectors. Thus, a further improvement of the detector sensitivity
will require to circumvent the standard quantum limit of the detector. Few ideas have
been proposed for the quantum enhancement of gravitational wave interferometers,
and one of the most promising is Cave's [34, 35] (see chapt.2). In 1981 he ﬁrst proposed
the possibility to circumvent the SQL on GW interferometers by injecting squeezed
vacuum, a non classical state of light, into the output port of the interferometer [35] (see
sec.2.3.1). Then, several experiments have been carried on to produce squeezed light,
ﬁrst in the few MHz band, and in the audio frequency band (10Hz−10kHz) interesting
for GW ground based detectors, by means of optical parametric processes (see chapt.2)
[143]. The squeezing produced in this way is frequency independent (see sec.2.3.1) [89].
If the squeezing angle of the injected vacuum state is constant all over the detection
band the squeezing is called frequency independent and the SQL is beaten only at a
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of the sensitivity curves of Virgo and bar detectors. The gain in sensitivity
and bandwidth obtained by the Virgo interferometer is straitforward noticed.
given detection frequency. For the frequency dependent squeezing, the squeezing angle
is suitably adjusted for each detection frequency so that the SQL is beaten all over the
detection frequency band. In order to implement the frequency dependent squeezing,
some methods have been studied, such as the use of detuned ﬁlter cavity that allows to
rotate the squeezing angle. Another powerful method seems to be the ponderomotive
squeezing, which uses the radiation pressure to produce squeezing as a result of the
coupling between the radiation inside an interferometer and the mechanical motion of
a suspended mirror [45, 89, 23]. This method, which will provide frequency dependent
squeezing, still needs to be studied in small scale experiments, as well as the radiation
pressure noise. This phenomenon, not yet observed in GW interferometers, will limit
the sensitivity of these instruments at low frequencies. Hence, it is necessary to
observe and study it on table top experiments in order to verify the theory and have
a deeper knowledge of this back action eﬀect due to the quantum nature of light.
Squeezing apparatus are currently under study to be implemented in the next future
on the next generation of advanced GW interferometers [70, 43, 64]. The QuRaG
experiment and my doctoral research work are framed within this scientiﬁc background.
The Interferometric Detection of Gravitational Waves
The principle of operation of a detector based on a Michelson interferometer is the
following. The equation of geodesic deviation (eq.(B.9)), enunciated in the appendix
B, shows the eﬀect of the passage of a GW on the distance between two free particles
and states the theoretical foundation of the detection of GWs. Since the intensity
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of the gravitational signal from astrophysical sources arriving on Earth is small (of
the order of h ∼ 10−211/√Hz ) [108, 91, 48, 61, 132, 54], it is expected that the
eﬀect of the passage of the GW occurs with a similarly weak variation of the distance
between the free test masses (displacements of the order of the attometer). Therefore,
the choice of measuring these variations with a laser interferometer is reasonable and
appropriate for two main reasons. First, because the Michelson interferometer is an
instrument whose response is directly proportional to the diﬀerential variations of the
arm-lengths, then because the use of an L-arms conﬁguration maximizes the coupling
with the quadrupolar deformation imposed by the GW on a system of free test masses
(see ﬁg. 1.13 and ﬁg.B.1). Moreover, since the noise sources related to amplitude and
frequency ﬂuctuations in the light source of the interferometer are common in the two
arms, in this way are canceled.
1.2.1 The Michelson Interferometer
The Michelson interferometer is born as a Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS), but
it is largely used as a displacement sensor, as in the case of the GW detection. The
phenomenon of the interference is the most used one to measure a spectrum (ﬁrst results
by [41, 42, 52] ). The Michelson interferometer is based on the interference between
two beams, the simplest possible. The coherent source, generally a laser, is divided
Figure 1.2: Scheme of a Michelson Interferometer. In the ﬁgure is shown the eﬀect of the passage of
a gravitational wave through the displacement of the mirrors (∆x and ∆y).
through a beam splitter (BS) into two beams perpendicular to each other. At the ends
of each beam is placed a mirror that reﬂects back the beam recombining it on the BS.
The coherence of the source is needed to ensure the interference. It is also required the
condition that the length of the coherence should be higher than the arm-diﬀerence of
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the interferometer. The recombined beams then arrive on the detector. The distance
between the end mirror and the BS is called arm of the interferometer. Any diﬀerence in
the optical path between the two arms produces a phase shift between the recombined
beams. Then, the output signal, which is the intensity of the recombined beam, is
a function of the delay (called interferogram), and it is detected and analysed. The
interferogram is uniquely related to the spectrum of the radiation as they are a pair
of Fourier transforms. Hence the name FTS [52, 106]. The invention of the FTS is
due to Albert Abraham Michelson (1880) which, together with Edward Morley, used
this tool for the famous Michelson-Morley experiment that proved the non-existence
of the luminiferous ether [107]. In his interferometer the two arms were of the same
length. Therefore the non-constructive interference would have occurred only if the
speed of light in the two arms had been diﬀerent. At the time it was believed that
the electromagnetic waves propagate through a medium called ether. According to this
theory, the Earth would have to be in relative motion to the ether. Then, by aligning
one arm of the interferometer with the direction of motion of the Earth, the speed of
light would have to vector sum with that of the Earth, causing a phase shift with respect
to that of the arm perpendicular to the motion. The Earth was considered just moving
with a velocity of v = 30km/s with respect to the Sun, and no motion of the Solar
System with respect to the center of our Galaxy (220km/s) and of the Galaxy with
respect to the Great Attractor of the Local Group of Galaxy Clusters was known at the
time. The light traveling the interferometer along the arm orthogonal to the direction
of motion of the Earth will not sum with the velocity c, then after a full round trip it
will have a phase ωL 2Lc , where L is the arm length and ωL is the angular frequency of
the laser source. On the other hand, the light traveling in the arm aligned with the
direction of motion of the Earth, will accumulate a phase of ωL
(
L
c+v
+ L
c−v
)
. Hence, the
light which recombines at the beam splitter will have accumulated a phase diﬀerence
∆ϕ = ωL
(2L
c
− L
c+ v
+
L
c− v
)
= ωL
(2L
c
− 2L
c(1− v2
c2
)
) ≈ ωL(v2
c2
)
. (1.2)
Therefore, Michelson and Morley where looking for a quadratic eﬀect in v
c
. The absence
of this eﬀect marked the death of the ether theory and the beginning of Einstein's
Special Relativity. Michelson was aware of the capabilities of its spectroscopic
interferometer [105, 106], but at that time it lacked detectors that were capable of
accurately measuring the light intensity. The eye was the only detector that Michelson
used. In 1911 a huge step head was done by Rubens and Wood, when they published
the ﬁrst interferogram using a micro-radiometer as detector [131]. However, the FTS
was not very useful until eﬃcient techniques for calculating the Fourier transforms
have been developed. In the '50s and '60s, with the ﬁrst computers, there were the ﬁrst
astronomical use of FTS (P & J.Connes, spectra of the planets [41]). In 1965, Cooley
and Tukey published the algorithm of the fast Fourier transform [42], that speeded up
the calculations of several orders of magnitude, thus allowing the practical use of the
Michelson interferometers as spectrometers [52]. In the following the operation of the
interferometer is brieﬂy summarized in order to then calculate the power incident on
the detector [101].
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Let the ψin be the electric ﬁeld of the monochromatic light emitted by the laser (of
frequency νL) of the Michelson interferometer
ψin = Ke
iωLt, (1.3)
where K is the amplitude of the incoming beam and ωLt the phase, being ωL = 2piνL.
Figure 1.3: Michelson interferometer for the detection of GWs.
The beam is then separated in two equal beams by the BS. One beam is transmitted
towards the mirror 1, ψ1 = tBSψin, and the other is reﬂected and rotated by pi/2
with respect to the incoming beam, ψ5 = irBSψin, where tBS and rBS are respectively
the coeﬃcients of transmission and reﬂection of the BS. Later, the two beams ψ1 and
ψ5 accomplish respectively the paths l1 and l2 and become ψ2 = e−ikLl1ψ1 and ψ6 =
e−ikLl2ψ5. The end mirrors reﬂect the beams ψ2 and ψ6 and rotate them of pi. Then,
we have the beams ψ3 = −r1ψ2 and ψ7 = −r2ψ6, where r1 and r2 are the coeﬃcient
of reﬂection respectively of the mirror 1 and of the mirror 2. After having done again
the paths l1 and l2, the beams are ψ4 = e−ikLl1ψ3 and ψ8 = e−ikLl2ψ7 and they are
located in the vicinity of the BS, where they are recombined in the output beam ψout =
irBSψ4 + tBSψ8. The power of the output signal is then
Pout = Pinr
2
BSt
2
BS(r
2
1 + r
2
2)
(
1 +
2r1r2
r21 + r
2
2
cos(2kL ·∆l)
)
, (1.4)
where Pout = |ψout|2, Pin = |ψin|2 and
∆l = l1 − l2. (1.5)
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Figure 1.4: Scheme of the reﬂection-transmission and recombination of the two beams in the Michel-
son interferometer.
It follows that if the ∆l varies, as a consequence of the passage of a GW, or due to the
mechanical spurious displacement of a mirror, also the intensity of the output beam
varies. The optical path diﬀerence in the two arms ∆l causes a phase shift between the
two beams recombined on the BS of an amount
∆φL = 2
2pi
λL
∆l (1.6)
where λL is the wavelength of the laser.
The light beam is focused on a photodiode placed at the exit of the interferometer. In
this way it is measured the variation of light power which is a function of the phase
shift ∆φL.
Moreover, the contrast C of the interference pattern at the exit of the interferometer is
deﬁned as
C =
Pmaxout − Pminout
Pmaxout + P
min
out
=
2r1r2
r21 + r
2
2
, (1.7)
where the second equality is true because Pmaxout = Pinr
2
BSt
2
BS(r1 + r2)
2 and
Pminout = Pinr
2
BSt
2
BS(r1 − r2)2. Then
Pout = Pinr
2
BSt
2
BS(r
2
1 + r
2
2)
(
1 + Ccos(∆φL)
)
. (1.8)
The contrast, which depends on the reﬂection coeﬃcients, indicates whether there are
defects on the optical surfaces. Moreover, remember that the reﬂection coeﬃcient r
is related to the coeﬃcients of transmission t and absorption a by the relation r2 +
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t2 + a2 = 1, which corresponds to the conservation of energy. If we consider an ideal
interferometer, it would have lossless mirrors with equal reﬂectivity r1 = r2 = r and
totally reﬂective r = 1, and the BS which transmits and reﬂects the same amount of
light and perfectly equal to tBS = rBS =
√
1/2. Furthermore, in this case, the contrast
would be maximum, C = 1, and the power output measured by the photodiode would
be equal to
Pout =
Pin
2
(
1 + cos(∆φL)
)
. (1.9)
When the interference observed at the output is destructive, i.e. Pminout = 0, it is called
the dark fringe. The dark fringe is the working condition for GW interferometers, since
around a null signal it is easier to detect the tiny signal coming from GW sources. In
this case we have that
2kL∆l = (2n+ 1)pi with n ∈ N (1.10)
and, if we do not substitute C = 1 as in eq. (1.9) the output power becomes
Pout =
Pin
2
(
1− C
)
. (1.11)
1.2.2 The Eﬀect of an Incident Gravitational Wave
The purpose here is to describe how an incoming GW aﬀects the phase shift between
the two beams of light that pass through the arms of the interferometer. A schematic
Figure 1.5: Eﬀect of an incoming GW of polarization + (upper ﬁgure) and x (lower ﬁgure) on the
arms of a Michelson interferometer.
representation is shown in ﬁg.1.5.
A key feature of the interferometer concerns the mirrors which, in order to be con-
sidered as free falling test masses, they are suspended by a sophisticated apparatus of
pendulums in cascade, the so called suspension system. This condition has its the-
oretical foundation in the equation of geodesic deviation (eq.(B.8)), which states that
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the variation of the distance between two free test masses, i.e. electrically neutral and
subjected only to the gravity force, is proportional to the intensity of the impinging
gravitational wave. The system of pendulums makes the interferometer behave as a
low-pass ﬁlter for all disturbances at frequencies lower than those of the suspension sys-
tem. The free falling condition of the test masses is therefore limited only to the band
in which the noises are small compared to the gravitational signal to detect, namely
the detection-band of the interferometer. Given a characteristic frequency of the pen-
dulum system, ωp, the mechanical quality factor characteristic of the energy lost in one
cycle of oscillation is Q = ωpτp [60], where τp is half of the amplitude time decay of
the oscillation τA, i.e. τp = τA/2. Assume to be valid the weak ﬁeld approximation
explained in appendix A, and to have a gravitational signal due to the progressive wave
hµν(z, t) propagating along z and given by the equation (A.59). Consider, also, the
wave hµν(z, t) to be plane, monochromatic of frequency ν and with polarization h+
[129]. In order to simplify the notation, the chosen polarization (+) is implicit in the
expression of the wave h+(z, t) = h(z, t). The metric element is then
ds2 = −c2dt2 + [1 + h(z, t)]dx2 + [1− h(z, t)]dy2 + dz2. (1.12)
Suppose that the wave h(z, t) is oriented like the axes of the interferometer and passes
through it along the perpendicular direction. In this way the maximal deformations
are along the axis of the arms x and y. Let the origin of the reference system coincide
with the BS of the Michelson interferometer and let l1 and l2 being the distances of the
mirrors from the origin.
Consider the optical path of the beam along the arm x. From the Special Relativity
[95], for the light it is ds2 = 0, therefore
c2dt2 =
[
1 + h(z, t)
]
dx2. (1.13)
Then the time interval necessary for the photon to travel along the path l1 of the arm
x is
τA =
∫ τA
0
dt =
1
c
∫ l1
0
√
1 + h(z, t)dx, (1.14)
and since h(z, t) 1
τA ≈ 1
c
∫ l1
0
(
1 +
1
2
h(z, t)
)
dx. (1.15)
In addition, the considered wave can be written in the complex form
h(z, t) = h(t) = h0e
iωt, (1.16)
and assuming that the GW can be considered almost constant during the time taken
by photons to make a full round-trip in the arms ( νt 1), then
τA ≈ 1
c
(
l1 +
1
2
h0l1
)
. (1.17)
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Similarly, for the way back it is
τB − τA =
∫ τB
τA
dt = −1
c
∫ 0
l1
√
1 + h(z, t)dx ≈ 1
c
(
l1 +
1
2
h0l1
)
, (1.18)
where the - sign in the second integral is because in the return path the dx is negative.
The total time taken to travel back and forth in the x arm is then
∆τx = τB − τA + τA = 2l1
c
+
1
c
∫ l1
0
h(z, t)dx ≈ 2l1
c
+
l1
c
h0. (1.19)
Hence for the y arm, the round trip time of the photons is
∆τy =
2l2
c
− 1
c
∫ l2
0
h(z, t)dy ≈ 2l2
c
− l2
c
h0. (1.20)
Then the time shift, ∆τ , of the light recombined at the BS after a full round trip in
the two arms x and y, is
∆τ = ∆τx −∆τy = 2
c
(l1 − l2) + 1
c
(l1 + l2)h0. (1.21)
The overall optical path diﬀerence between the mirrors is the equal to
∆L′ = ∆l + ∆lGW , (1.22)
where, while ∆l is given by the initial length variation between the two arms, previously
deﬁned by the eq.(1.5), ∆lGW is the additional diﬀerence caused by the passing GW
∆lGW =
1
2
(l1 + l2)h0. (1.23)
So ∆L′ corresponds to a phase shift of
∆ϕ′L = 2
2pi
λL
∆L′ =
4pi
λL
(
∆l +
1
2
(l1 + l2)h0
)
, (1.24)
where λL is the wavelength of the laser. The above equation shows directly that the
longer are the arms of the interferometer, i.e. the largest is L (L = l1+l2
2
), then the
largest is the phase shift associated to the GW.
Furthermore, assuming that the approximation according to which the GW is con-
stant in the time taken by the photons to make a full round trip in the arms is not
valid, the time shifts in the two arms are given by
∆τx =
1
c
∫ l1
0
(
1 +
1
2
h0e
iωt(x)
)
dx− 1
c
∫ 0
l1
(
1 +
1
2
h0e
iωt(x)
)
dx, (1.25)
∆τy =
1
c
∫ l2
0
(
1− 1
2
h0e
iωt(y)
)
dy − 1
c
∫ 0
l2
(
1− 1
2
h0e
iωt(y)
)
dy. (1.26)
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Note also that the travel times, t(x) and t(y), depend on the displacements x and y.
Before the reﬂection they are equal to
t(x) =
x
c
+ t0, (1.27)
t(y) =
y
c
+ t0 (1.28)
with t0 initial time. And after reﬂection they are
t(x) =
2l1 − x
c
+ t0, (1.29)
t(y) =
2l2 − y
c
+ t0. (1.30)
Therefore the equations (1.25) and (1.26) become
∆τx =
1
c
∫ l1
0
(
1 +
1
2
h0e
iω
(
x
c
+t0
))
dx− 1
c
∫ 0
l1
(
1 +
1
2
h0e
iω
(
2l1−x
c
+t0
))
dx (1.31)
∆τy =
1
c
∫ l2
0
(
1− 1
2
h0e
iω
(
y
c
+t0
))
dy − 1
c
∫ 0
l2
(
1− 1
2
h0e
iω
(
2l2−y
c
+t0
))
dy. (1.32)
Solving the integrals they give
∆τx =
2l1
c
+
1
2
h0
iω
eiωt0
(
eiω
2l1
c − 1) (1.33)
∆τy =
2l2
c
− 1
2
h0
iω
eiωt0
(
eiω
2l2
c − 1). (1.34)
The optical path diﬀerence between the two arms is then
∆l′ = ∆l +
1
4
h0c
iω
eiωt0
(
eiω
2l1
c + eiω
2l2
c − 2). (1.35)
Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that initially, before the passage of a GW,
the arms are of equal length l1 = l2 = L. Then the previous equation becomes
∆l′ =
1
2
h0c
iω
eiωt0
(
eiω
2L
c − 1). (1.36)
Then by multiplying and dividing by e−iω
L
c it is
∆l′ =
h0c
ω
eiω
(
t0+
L
c
)
sin
(ωL
c
)
. (1.37)
In more compact form it then becomes
∆l′ = h0Le
iω
(
t0+
L
c
)
sin
(
ωL
c
)
ωL
c
. (1.38)
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Finally it follows that the complex phase shift associated with ∆l′ is
∆ϕ′L = 2
2pi
λL
∆l′ =
4pi
λL
h0Le
iω
(
t0+
L
c
)
sin
(
ωL
c
)
ωL
c
. (1.39)
This is the relationship that directly links the response of the interferometer to the
gravitational signal [40]. Notice that the phase shift is proportional to the amplitude
h0, and not to the power, as for the electromagnetic detectors.
This is important because the phase shift measured at the output is a direct measure
of the gravitational signal. Nevertheless, it is important also to notice that the phase
shift is also directly proportional to the arm length L. Consider the case of a GW of
amplitude h0 ∼ 10−211/
√
Hz impinging on a Michelson interferometer of arm-length
L = 1km. In order to detect this signal with an IR laser of λ = 1µm, it is necessary an
angular resolution on the output phase signal of about ∼ 10−11rad, which corresponds
to an arm-length variation of ∼ 10−18m.
Therefore, Fabry-Pérot cavities of length L are placed along the arms to increase
the phase of the light reﬂected by the arms at the point of optical recombination (BS)
and thus amplifying the phase diﬀerence of the output signal. The eﬀective cavity
length is then the real length multiplied by the Fabry-Pérot gain G.
1.2.3 The Fabry-Pérot Cavity
The Fabry-Pérot instrument has been invented by C. Fabry and A. Pérot in 1899. It
takes advantage of the multiple reﬂections between two parallel and partially reﬂecting
surfaces. The following treatise explains the principle of operation of a Fabry-Pérot.
Consider two mirrors (see ﬁgure 1.6) [63]:
 parallel and separated by a distance d,
 identical, thin and semi-reﬂecting,
 with coeﬃcient of reﬂection r, coeﬃcient of transmission t and with negligible
coeﬃcient of absorption (a ' 0).
From the ﬁgure 1.7 notice that the optical path diﬀerence between two following trans-
mitted beams is:
δ =
2d
cos θ
− 2d tan θ sin θ = 2d
cos θ
(1− sin2 θ) = 2d cos θ. (1.40)
The optical path diﬀerence δ (eq. 1.40) corresponds to a phase diﬀerence ϕ
ϕ = kδ = 2kd cos θ =
4pi
λ
d cos θ =
4pi
λ0
nd cos θ, (1.41)
where λ is the wavelength in the medium of refractive index n and λ0 is the wavelength
in vacuum. The two are related by the relationship:
λ =
λ0
n
. (1.42)
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Figure 1.6: Representative basic scheme of the Fabry-Pérot: 2 thin parallel and semireﬂecting plane
mirrors.
Figure 1.7: The optical path diﬀerence between to following transmitted beams is highlighted in red.
A lens at the output of the second mirror, focuses all the parallel beams outcoming
from the Fabry-Pérot onto the focus plane of the lens. The electric ﬁeld transmitted is
then:
ET = E0t
2 + E0t
2r2eiϕ + E0t
2r4ei2ϕ + ... = E0t
2
+∞∑
n=0
(r2eiϕ)n (1.43)
and since r2 < 1, the previous geometric series is converging:
ET = E0t
2
+∞∑
n=0
(r2eiϕ)n =
E0t
2
1− r2eiϕ . (1.44)
Therefore, the transmitted intensity of the ﬁeld is
IT = |ET |2 = I0 t
4
|1− r2eiϕ|2 (1.45)
where I0 = |E0|2 is the input intensity. It is then useful to introduce:
R = r2 reﬂectivity, (1.46)
T = t2 transmissivity. (1.47)
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Hence, the transmitted intensity becomes:
IT = I0
T 2
|1−Reiϕ|2 , (1.48)
where the quantity in the denominator can be rewritten as [63]:
|1−Reiϕ|2 = (1−R)2
[
1 +
4R
(1−R)2 sin
2 ϕ
2
]
. (1.49)
Therefore:
IT = I0
T 2
(1−R)2
[
1 +
4R
(1−R)2 sin
2 ϕ
2
]−1
. (1.50)
In the previous equation appears the coeﬃcient of Finesse F, which measures how
narrow are the interference fringes (see ﬁg. 1.8) and can be deﬁned as:
F =
4R
(1−R)2 . (1.51)
Figure 1.8: Diagram of the transmitted intensity IT in function of the phase ϕ, by varing the
reﬂectivity R, hence the coeﬃcient of Finesse F. As R increases, the interference fringes become thinner.
Hence, the intensity is:
IT = I0
T 2
(1−R)2
[
1
1 + F sin2 ϕ
2
]
, (1.52)
where
A = 1
1 + F sin2 ϕ
2
(1.53)
is called the Airy function. The maximum of intensity recurs for the phase values
ϕ
2
= Npi, where N is the order of the interference. Hence, recalling the eq. (1.41), the
maximum are obtained for
ϕ = 2Npi =
4pi
λ0
nd cos θ. (1.54)
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Then, the free spectral range (FSR) is deﬁned as the separation between two adjacent
orders of interference. In terms of phase this corresponds to
ϕN+1 − ϕN = 2pi. (1.55)
From the equation (1.41), it can be rewritten as
ϕN+1 − ϕN = 2(kN+1 − kN)nd cos θ = 2(ωN+1 − ωN)
c
nd cos θ (1.56)
then in terms of angular frequency ω it corresponds to
ωN+1 − ωN = 2pic
2nd cos θ
. (1.57)
The FSR in terms of frequency, for small θ, is then:
νN+1 − νN = c
2nd cos θ
' c
2nd
. (1.58)
Lets analyse a spectrum consisting of two neighbour components ω and ω′, which for
simplicity are assumed to have equal maximum intensity I0. The interference pattern
will be the sum of two Airy functions as follows
IT = I(ϕ) + I(ϕ
′) =
I0(
1 + F sin2 ϕ
2
) + I0(
1 + F sin2 ϕ
′
2
) (1.59)
where for small θ, cos θ ≈ 1, and the phase of the two components in the two maximums
of intensity are equal to ϕ = 2ωd
c
and ϕ′ = 2ω
′d
c
.
The two components are said to be resolved (see ﬁg.1.9) if the single curves intersect
Figure 1.9: Two neighbour spectral components. They are said to be resolved if the individual curves
intersect at half of the maximum intensity I0 (Taylor's criterion).
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at half of the maximum intensity I0 (Taylor's criterion).
Therefore, at the saddle point it is ϕs =
ϕ−ϕ′
2
(ﬁg. 1.9)
Is = I(ϕs) =
2I0[
1 + F sin2
(
ϕ−ϕ′
4
)] ≡ I0. (1.60)
From which it follows
F sin2
(
ϕ− ϕ′
4
)
= 1. (1.61)
If the two components are close to each other, then the quantity ϕ − ϕ′ is small and
such that
sin
(
ϕ− ϕ′
4
)
≈
(
ϕ− ϕ′
4
)
, (1.62)
hence
|ϕ− ϕ′| = 4√
F
= 2
(
1−R√
R
)
. (1.63)
From the equation (1.56), for small angles of incidence θ, the amplitude resolution of
the Fabry-Pérot can be obtained:
δω = |ω − ω′| = c
2d
|ϕ− ϕ′| = c
d
(
1−R√
R
)
. (1.64)
An important parameter of the Fabry-Pérot used in interferometry is the ﬁnesse (F),
which, in spectroscopy is deﬁned as the ratio between the FSR and the full-width
half-maximum (FWHM):
F = ϕN+1 − ϕN|ϕ− ϕ′| , (1.65)
while in metrology the ﬁnesse is deﬁned
F = pi
2
√
F = pi
( √
R
1−R
)
, (1.66)
in fact the two are equivalent if we consider that R > 0.5, as it is for the highly reﬂective
mirror of the Fabry-Pérot cavity of an interferometer like Virgo (see eq.(1.75)), where a
high number of multiple reﬂections inside the cavity is needed. The resolving power
(RP), or quality factor of the cavity, is deﬁned as [63]:
RP =
ω
δω
=
c2pi
λ
d
c
√
R
(1−R) =
2d
λ
pi
√
R
(1−R) . (1.67)
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The order of the interference N can be expressed by the equation (1.54) and for the
approximation of small angles of incidence it is
N =
2d cos θ
λ
≈ 2d
λ
. (1.68)
The RP is therefore
RP =
2d
λ
pi
√
R
(1−R) = NF . (1.69)
In the Fabry-Pérot of a Virgo-like interferometer, the stored intensity is
|ψ1(ϕ)|2 = G 1
1 + F sin2(ϕ
2
)
(1.70)
Figure 1.10: Schematic representation of the transmitted and reﬂected beams in the Fabry-Pérot of
a Virgo-like interferometer.
where G is the gain between the stored and the incoming power. It is deﬁned as
G =
t21
(1− r1r2)2 , (1.71)
where the coeﬃcients of reﬂection of the input mirrors and the end mirrors are diﬀerent
r1 6= r2. Then the finesse can be written:
F = pi
( √
r1r2
1− r1r2
)
. (1.72)
In particular in Virgo the reﬂectivity of the input mirrors (R1) and end mirrors (R2)
are R1 = 0.88 and R2 = 0.9999. Therefore the gain G is proportional to the finesse
according to the relationship
G =
√
F =
2F
pi
. (1.73)
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In the output interference pattern of the Fabry-Pérot, the phase shift around the res-
onance induced by the perturbation of the cavity length δL, at the ﬁrst order, is
ϕ(L+ δL)− ϕ(L) ' 2kGδL (1.74)
i.e. it is directly proportional to the gain in power G.
Recalling from the eq.(1.65) that the ﬁnesse is deﬁned as
F = FSR
FWHM
≈ pi
√
r1r2
1− r1r2 (1.75)
where the FRS = c
2L
and the FWHM is equal to
FWHM =
FSR
F =
c
2LF . (1.76)
The cavity is a low-pass ﬁlter for all frequencies, with a cut-oﬀ frequency
ωc = 2piνc = 2pi
FWHM
2
= pi
c
2LF =
1
τs
, (1.77)
where τs is the storage time of the light beam inside the cavity. Therefore, the optical
path length, also called eﬀective optical length, is increased with respect to L and equal
to
Leff = FL 2
pi
1√
1 + (ω/ωc)2
(1.78)
which is modulated by the cut-oﬀ frequency and proportional to the ﬁnesse. For fre-
quencies lower that the cut-oﬀ frequency it is
Leff = LG (1.79)
thus equal to the cavity length multiplied by the gain G. Then, this choice not only
raises the level of the signal by the gain G, but it contributes to reduce the shot noise
(see sec. 1.3.3).
In order to describe the frequency response of the interferometer, it is considered
the case of a simple Michelson interferometer. From the equations (1.8) and (1.24) it
is possible to deduce the output power detected by the photodiode, after the passage
of the GW of intensity h 1,
Pout = Pinr
2
BSt
2
BS(r
2
1 + r
2
2)
[
1 + Ccos(∆φL + 2kLhL)
]
= Pinr
2
BSt
2
BS(r
2
1 + r
2
2)
[
1 + C[cos(∆φL)cos(2kLhL) + sin(∆φL)sin(2kLhL)
]
≈ Pinr2BSt2BS(r21 + r22)
[
1 + Ccos(∆φL) + C2kLhLsin(∆φL)
]
(1.80)
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Figure 1.11: Frequency response of an interferometer with arms length L = 3km and laser wavelength
λL = 1.064µm .
in which, since h  1, it has been possible to do the approximation cos(2kLhL) ≈ 1
and sin(2kLhL) ≈ 2kLhL.
The plot of the phase shift ∆ϕ′L (eq.(1.39)) normalized by the amplitude of the gravita-
tional signal, in function of the frequency, shows that the response of the interferometer
is not linear (see ﬁgure 1.11). It exists a cut-oﬀ frequency above which the response of
the interferometer is attenuated. This frequency, 2pic/L, corresponds to the travel time
of the light beams in the arms. In fact, for signals with lower period, the eﬀect of the
passing wave is averaged over more than one period. The phase shift is canceled for
all the integer multiples of the cut-oﬀ frequency 2pic/L. This means that the detector
is blind to all the signal with these frequencies. Being the cut-oﬀ frequency inversely
proportional to L, this phenomenon constitutes a limitation to the arm-length of the
interferometer L.
Furthermore, if the gravitational wave does not arrive in the direction orthogonal to
the plane of the interferometer and has not a deﬁned polarization, the generic direction
can be written in the spherical coordinate frame (see ﬁg.1.12). And the phase shift
associated to the length variation of the arms will be
∆ϕ′L = 2
2pi
λL
∆l′ =
4pi
λL
L
{[
1
2
(1 + cos2θ)cos2ψ)
]
h+(t) + (cosθsin2ψ)h×(t)
}
. (1.81)
Moreover, in this case the angular response of the interferometer is described by the
antenna diagram pattern as in the ﬁgure 1.13, which shows that the detector has a
wide ﬁeld of view. Nevertheless, the response is attenuated along the plane of the
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Figure 1.12: GW incident from the generic direction n in the reference frame with spherical coordin-
ates.
interferometer and in particular it vanishes in the four points which corresponds to the
bisectors of the axes x and y (the directions of the two arms).
Figure 1.13: Antenna pattern diagram of the interferometer. It represents the response in function
of the direction of the incoming wave having polarization h+ (on the left) or h× (in the middle). The
last diagram on the right represents the response averaged between the two states of polarization.
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1.3 Noise Sources in a Ground Based Interferometer
The word noise refers to any physical variable that randomly ﬂuctuates over the time.
There are many sources of noise that set limits to the sensitivity of the laser interfero-
meter, as in any measuring instrument. These noises occur with random ﬂuctuations
of the measured signal. Depending on the type of process that they produce, they can
be divided into:
NOT INSTRUMENTAL NOISES
 noises that cause an eﬀective motion of the mirrors
1. due to external disturbances
- newtonian noise
- seismic background
- civil or industrial noise
INSTRUMENTAL NOISES
 noises that cause an eﬀective motion of the mirrors
2. intrinsic noise −→ thermal noise
3. technical noise −→ control noise
4. back-action noise −→ radiation pressure noise
 noises that alter the measurement
5. noise of the laser source, with amplitude and phase variations
6. intrinsic noise −→ shot noise
7. technical noise −→ stray light
The dominating noises in an interferometer are the seismic and civil-industrial
noises, in the low frequency range, (lower than 5Hz, i.e. below the detection band),
the thermal noise in the range (5-500)Hz and the shot noise above the 500Hz.
In the following treatise on the diﬀerent noises and on the phenomena that originate
them, each noise is characterized by its power spectral density [117], deﬁned as
X2A(ν) = lim
T→∞
2
T
∣∣∣∣ ∫ T−T A(t)e−2piνtdt
∣∣∣∣2, (1.82)
where A(t) represents the time evolution of the physical quantity taken into account.
The corresponding linear spectral density is
x˜(ν) =
√
X2A(t) (1.83)
whose unit of measurement is [A]/
√
Hz. The amplitude of the ﬂuctuations of the
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position noise can be calculated from its spectral density X2A(ν) as
Arms =
√∫ ∞
0
X2A(ν)dν. (1.84)
The noise in an interferometer, in general, occurs as a variation of the apparent or
actual position of the mirrors, producing an output signal on the detector. In order to
compare and distinguish the noise from the gravitational signal it is useful to deﬁne the
equivalent spectral density h˜n
h˜n(ν) =
x˜(ν)
L
(1.85)
which represents the amplitude of the gravitational signal that would have generated a
displacement equal to that one associated to the oscillations induced by the stochastic
noise process n. In order to extract the gravitational signal from those generated by
the various types of noise it is therefore necessary to study the eﬀects produced by each
of them.
Separated chapters are devoted to the radiation pressure and thermal noise, where they
will be discussed in more detail.
1.3.1 The Seismic Noise
A ground based interferometer is ﬁrstly subject to the environmental noise: seismic
and civil-industrial. Indeed, an interferometric antenna ﬁxed to the ground suﬀers
from permanent ground vibrations induced by the seismic activity, the wind, the oceans
motion and the human activity. These vibrations are transmitted to the optical com-
ponents of the apparatus by means of the suspension system and the resulting signal is
the main limit to the sensitivity of the detector in the low frequencies, i.e. below 10Hz.
Typically the spectral displacement amplitude generated by the seismic noise is [40]:
x˜seism(ν) =
10−7
ν2
[m/
√
Hz] for ν > 0.01Hz, (1.86)
and in Virgo (since L = 3km), this amplitude corresponds to a strain sensitivity
h˜seism(ν) =
2
√
2
L
x˜seism(ν) ≈ 10
−9
ν2
[1/
√
Hz]. (1.87)
Hence, the only way to detect GW in the low frequency band (lower than 0.01Hz)
is to go on space. Therefore, it is undergoing an ESA L3 mission called eLISA, former
LISA (Laser Interferometric Space Antenna) [3]. Anyway, it is possible to at least
damp these vibrations on Earth. Therefore, the optics must be isolated and suspended
by suitable mechanical ﬁlters. The chain of ﬁlters in Virgo is called superattenuator.
Their working principle is described in the following. Let k be the recall constant of
a suspended pendulum, deﬁned as k = mg/l, β is the dissipative coeﬃcient, which for
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simplicity is supposed to be viscous, and let F (t) be an external force which modiﬁes
the equilibrium position of the suspended massm. The equation of motion of the mirror
is then
mx¨(t) + βx˙(t) + kx(t) = F (t). (1.88)
In the frequency domain it is:
−ω2X(ω) + i β
m
ωX(ω) + ω20X(ω) = F (ω), (1.89)
where ω20 =
k
m
is associated to the resonant frequency ν0 = ω02pi of the suspended pendu-
lum. The transfer function associated to the equation of motion (1.88) is
H(ω) =
X(ω)
F (ω)
=
ω20
ω20 − ω2 + i βmω
. (1.90)
From the transfer function of eq.(1.90), note that, for seismic perturbations:
 below the resonant frequency, ω  ω0, the transfer function is
H(ω) ≈ 1 (1.91)
i.e. the noise is totally transferred to the suspended mass;
 in the proximity of the resonance, ω ≈ ω0, the noise is ampliﬁed of an amount
equal to the quality factor Q = ω0m/β
 above the resonance, ω  ω0, the vibrations are attenuated as
H(ω) ≈ ω
2
0
ω2
. (1.92)
In the case of a system of N coupled oscillators, the transfer function becomes
H(ω) =
N∏
i=1
ω2i
ω2i − ω2 + i βmω
. (1.93)
where ωi is associated to the resonant frequency νi =
ωi
2pi
of the i-th oscillator. Hence,
above the resonances, ω  ωi, the vibrations are attenuated as
H(ω) ≈
(∏N
i=1 ω
2
i
ω2N
)
. (1.94)
This brief treatise shows that suspending the optics by a series ofN identical pendulums,
with the same quality factor Q, hence the same resonance ω0 = βQ/m, it is realized a
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low-pass ﬁlter with cut oﬀ frequency equal to ω0
2pi
. Thus, the seismic vibrations on the
mirrors are damped by an amount (ω0
ω
)2N
. (1.95)
Referring to the Virgo case, it has been designed in such a way that its sensitivity
is limited only by intrinsic noise sources starting from 10Hz. This condition translates
into the need to reduce the seismic noise of at least 10 orders of magnitude. Such a
condition is obtained by the so called superattenuator. Anyway, despite the presence
of this sophisticated suspension system, the achievement of the nominal sensitivity is
partially limited by other sources of noise, such as the residual environmental noise,
that are not ﬁltered by the suspensions.
1.3.2 The Newtonian Noise
The Newtonian noise is caused by the ﬂuctuations of the mass density distribution in
the vicinity of the interferometer, and in particular close to the mirrors.
Variations in the density of the atmosphere or of the ground, or the motion of close
bodies, like the oceans or the Earth's crust, produce a ﬂuctuation of the local gravita-
tional ﬁeld. These variations are directly detected by the mirrors, independently from
the isolation system. Therefore, the displacement of the mirrors due to the newtonian
noise can not be corrected or damped by a superattenuator system.
The equivalent spectral density associated to the newtonian noise for a ground based
interferometer like Virgo is [122, 40]
h˜N ≈ 3 · 10
−11
ν2
x˜seism(ν) > 10
−19
[
1/
√
Hz
]
for ν < 4Hz. (1.96)
Nevertheless, the newtonian noise does not constitute a signiﬁcant limit to the sensit-
ivity, since generally it determines a density perturbation signiﬁcantly lower than the
detection threshold, which is due to other noise sources.
1.3.3 The Shot Noise
The shot noise is an intrinsic noise of the interferometer which is related to the quantum
nature of light. It is caused by the statistical ﬂuctuations in the number of photons
incident on the detector, and consequently causes a spurious phase shift. It may be
dominant when the ﬁnite number of particles which carry energy is small enough so
that the uncertainties due to the photon distribution are signiﬁcant.
Due to the presence of the Fabry-Pérot cavity along the arms, the shot noise grows
linearly with the frequency and dominates the sensitivity starting from few hundreds
Hz.
The number N of photons emitted by the laser, as well as from any source of light,
follows a Poisson's distribution, whose standard deviation is
σN =
√
N. (1.97)
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The output power on the photodiode, related to this phenomenon, can be expressed as
the average energy carried by the photons E in the time ∆t, multiplied by the quantum
eﬃciency of the photodiode η
Pout =
E
∆t
η =
N~ωL
∆t
η, (1.98)
where N is the average number of incident photons and ωL the laser's angular frequency.
Recalling the equation (1.98) for the N , and the standard deviation of a Poisson's dis-
tribution from the equation (1.97)), the ﬂuctuation of the number of photons associated
to the shot noise is then [40]:
∆Nshot =
√
N =
√
Pout∆t
~ωLη
. (1.99)
The power ﬂuctuation at the output photodiode is obtained by making the derivative
of the eq. (1.98) with respect to the N and then by multiplying by the ﬂuctuation of
the number of impinging photons ∆Nshot ( eq.(1.99))
∆Pshot =
∣∣∂Pout
∂N
∣∣∆Nshot = √Poutη~ωL
∆t
. (1.100)
Assume to be in the ideal case, the output power at the detector is given by the equation
(1.9)
Pout =
Pin
2
(
1 + cosφ
)
, (1.101)
where, for the sake of simplicity, the phase with no gravitational signal ∆φL, has been
written as φ. When a GW passes by, the output power varies of an amount equal to
PGWout =
∂Pout
∂φ
∆φGW = −Pin
2
sinφ∆φGW . (1.102)
In order for the event to be detected, the signal to noise ratio (S/N) must be greater
than or at least equal to 1. If we consider only the shot noise, it is [54, 111]
∣∣ S
N
∣∣ = ∣∣ PGWout
∆Pshot
∣∣ = Pin2 sinφ∆φGW√
~ωL
∆t
η
√
Pin
2
[1 + cosφ]
≥ 1. (1.103)
The minimum detectable phase variation ∆φGW is obtained in the dark fringe, i.e. when
it is in the condition of destructive interference (φ = pi) [54, 111]
∆φGW ≥ ∆φGWmin = limφ→pi
√
2~ωL
Pin∆t
η
√
1 + cosφ
sinφ
=
√
~ωL
Pin∆t
η. (1.104)
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The equivalent spectral density h˜shot associated to the minimum phase shift due to the
shot noise ∆φGWmin , can be derived from the relationship ∆φGW =
4pi
λL
∆lGW , where
∆lGW = hL [129]:
h˜shot =
λL
4piL
∆φGWmin =
1
L
√
λL~c
8piPin∆t
η. (1.105)
From the previous expression note that the spectral density associated to shot noise
decreases as the input power of the laser increases, i.e. h˜shot ∝ P−1/2in .
It follows that to increase the sensitivity of the interferometer, it is necessary to
decrease the minimum detectable phase diﬀerence ∆φshotmin , given by the eq. (1.104).
This is possible by increasing the Pin and the arm-length L. The former operation
is limited by the radiation pressure noise which increases with
√
Pin (see sec. 1.3.4).
Moreover, on the Earth surface is not possible to build interferometers with arms longer
than some km, because of the curvature of the earth. Nevertheless, it is possible to build
interferometers longer than a few km underground or partially underground, but the
expensive cost is the limitation. Therefore Fabry-Pérot optical cavities (see sec. 1.2.2),
inside the arms, allow the light beam to undergo multiple reﬂections, thus lengthening
the optical path up to a much greater eﬀective length. For Advanced Virgo, the ﬁnesse
is supposed to be 450, so that the eﬀective optical path in the arms is about 860km.
Moreover, in Advanced Virgo, the input power Pin will be artiﬁcially increased by the
recycling technique, which consists in placing the all interferometer in a resonant cavity
by adding a power recycling mirror before the beamsplitter [39]. Therefore, the presence
of the recycling mirror increases the circulating power of a factor equal to the recycling
gain GPR, while the Fabry-Pérot cavities acts as a high pass ﬁlter with cut frequency
νFP =
c
4LF = 500Hz (with F ﬁnesse). Hence, the shot noise has the following proﬁle
[40]:
h˜shot,V irgo =
νFP
2
√
4pi~
ωLηGPRPin
√
1 +
ν
νFP
. (1.106)
1.3.4 The Radiation Pressure
As the input laser power Pin grows, the interferometer turns to be sensitive to the
ﬂuctuations of the radiation pressure. This one, as well as the shot noise, is related to
the quantum nature of the light, and it is discussed in detail in a devoted chapter (see
chapt. 2). The photons impinging on the mirror exchange momentum with it, thus
perturbing the mirror position. For a mirror of mass m, given an input power Pin, the
power spectral density of the ﬂuctuations of the position associated with the radiation
pressure is
x˜RP (ω) =
2
ω2m
√
2pi~Pin
cλL
η. (1.107)
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The associated equivalent spectral density is
h˜RP (ω) =
2
ω2mL
√
2pi~Pin
cλL
η, (1.108)
in which L is the arm-length of the interferometer.
As already mentioned in the section on the shot noise, from the eq. (1.108), it can be
noticed that the equivalent spectral density associated to the radiation pressure h˜rad,
increases together with the laser input power Pin as P
1/2
in , contrary to the shot noise
which is proportional to P−1/2in . This implies that it is possible and necessary to ﬁnd an
optimal value for the power Pin = Popt, for which the two noises, at a given frequency,
are equivalent h˜shot(Popt) = h˜rad(Popt) [129].
1.3.5 The Residual Gas Pressure Fluctuations
Inside the interferometer, can occur laser beam phase ﬂuctuations due to the residual
gas pressure. These ﬂuctuations appear because of the relation existing between the
refraction index and the residual gas pressure value [122]. In fact, even in the ultra
high vacuum condition, inside the instrument are present residual gas molecules. For
example not ideal mirrors determine only a partial reﬂection of the light. It follows that
some photons are diﬀused inside the optical cavities and can combine with the laser
beam, giving rise to spurious phase shift. This eﬀect causes a change in the refractive
index n, according to the equation [122]
n = 1 + 
Pres
Patm
= 1 + 
Nres
Natm
(1.109)
in which Pres is the residual pressure, and Patm the atmospheric pressure. Nres and Natm
are the respective molecular densities.  is a constant whose value is  ∼ 1.2 · 10−4.
The related equivalent spectral density is [122]
h˜gas(ν) =

Natm
√
wbeam
vH2
Nres
Vbeam
√
pi, (1.110)
where vH2 is the velocity of the H2 molecule, wbeam is the beam waist at the far mirror
distance (∼ 0.1m in the starting Virgo) and Vbeam is the corresponding 'volume' of the
beam Vbeam = piwbeamL. From the eq. (1.110) notice that the equivalent spectral density
associated to the ﬂuctuations of the refractive index depends on the characteristics of
the gas molecule. In the ultra high vacuum condition, like in Virgo, the limits on the
partial gas pressures are diﬀerent and equal to 10−9mbar for the molecular hydrogen
and 10−10mbar for all the other gases. In Virgo the residual gas pressure eﬀect is of the
order h˜gas(ν) ∼ 2.5 · 10−261/
√
Hz [122].
1.3.6 The Thermal Noise
The Thermal Noise consists on the random ﬂuctuations of a macroscopic observable of
a given system, at the thermodynamic equilibrium, due to the thermal motion of the
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microscopic constituents.
The thermal noise, is one of the intrinsic noise of the system. It is present in all
the experimental apparatus and constitutes one of the intrinsic limitations on their
sensitivity [73, 74, 79].
The thermal noise of a suspended interferometer can be distinguished in two diﬀerent
types. The thermal noise of the suspensions, and the thermal noise of the mirrors.
They are described through the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem (FDT) [93].
Before introducing the FDT is necessary to make some assumptions. Consider a
one-dimensional system at the thermodynamic equilibrium at the temperature T . The
system is also linear, i.e. its response is linear with respect to an external applied
force F (t), and dissipative, i.e. it dissipates energy by irreversible processes. Then its
linear response, in the frequency domain, to an external force F (ω), is X(ω), i.e. the
ﬂuctuation of the coordinate x(t):
X(ω) = H(ω)F (ω) (1.111)
where H(ω) is the transfer function of the system.
From the equation of motion it is possible to derive the velocity V (ω) = X˙(ω) = iωX(ω)
which is related to the impedance of the system Z(ω) through the
V (ω) =
F (ω)
Z(ω)
. (1.112)
It follows that the H(ω) and Z(ω) are related as
H(ω) =
X(ω)
F (ω)
=
X(ω)
iωX(ω)Z(ω)
=
1
iωZ(ω)
(1.113)
therefore, in order to calculate the thermal noise, it is enough to know one of them.
Then, the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem states that, giving an external force F (t),
the power spectrum of the ﬂuctuations of x(t) is
wX(ω) = X
2
therm(ω) =
4kBT
ω
∣∣=[H(ω)]∣∣ (1.114)
and the power spectrum of the external force F (t) is
wF (ω) = F
2
therm(ω) = 4kBT
∣∣<[Z(ω)]∣∣. (1.115)
These show that the energy of the ﬂuctuations is distributed along the frequency band.
A diﬀerent approach is usually applied when the mechanical loss is not homogen-
eously distributed on the system, i.e. the Levin approach [97]. This is the case of real
mirrors, where structural defects and stress within the bulk material are localized and
the mechanical loss associated with the polished surfaces is higher than the levels typ-
ically associated with bulk eﬀects [127]. Therefore, Levin suggested a direct application
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of the FDT to the optically-sensed position of the mirror substrate surface [97]. This
technique uses a notional pressure, of the same spatial proﬁle as the intensity of the
sensing laser beam, to the front face of the substrate and calculates the resulting power
dissipated in the substrate on its elastic deformation under the applied pressure [127].
Using this approach the power spectrum of the eﬀective displacement of the mirror's
face can be described by the relation [97, 16]
X2mir(ω) =
8kBT
ω
Uφ(ω) (1.116)
where T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann's constant, φ(ω) is the loss
angle and U is the static strain energy stored in the mirror when a pressure dis-
tribution p(r), due to the laser impinging on the mirror, is applied on the mirror surface.
The thermal noise will be discussed in more detail in the chapter 3.
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Chapter 2
Quantum Pressure Radiation
Noise and the QURAG
A gravitational signal arriving on Earth has an amplitude whose order of magnitude
is typically h0 ' (10−20 − 10−22)1/
√
Hz. This infers that a ground based km-scale
GW interferometer needs to be able to measure arm-length diﬀerences smaller than
10−18m, which is like measuring a length even smaller than the diameter of an atom
with respect to the Earth Moon distance! Therefore, all the noise sources, already
discussed in the previous chapter (see sec. 1.3), which limit the sensitivity must be
identiﬁed and removed [128]. Ground based GW detectors have sensitivity in the audio-
Figure 2.1: Volume of Universe observable by Advanced Virgo, compared to Virgo and Virgo+
(Virgo after substitution of steel wires by fused silica ones to reduce thermal noise of the suspensions).
band frequency range, i.e. Virgo could detect GW signal in the range 10Hz − 10kHz.
In the present status, the main limitation to the sensitivity is the thermal noise of
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the suspensions and of the mirrors for frequencies lower than 200Hz and for higher
frequencies is the shot noise of the light, as it is shown in the ﬁg. 2.2. The limited
Figure 2.2: Main noise limitation in Virgo sensitivity curve.
sensitivity of GW detectors reduces the detection distance of observable gravitational
events. For instance, signal such as coalescing binaries are limited to few megaparsec1
with a very low expected detection rate in current conﬁguration (0.01 events/year or
few events/ 100years). Therefore, a large international eﬀort is ongoing to improve the
sensitivity, realizing the so called second and third generation of GW detectors, which
are expected to make the ﬁrst GW detection. In this program of enhancement Virgo
will become Advanced Virgo, reaching a sensitivity 10 times higher than the starting
Virgo, thus being able to observe a volume of universe 1000 times higher (see ﬁg. 2.1)
[39].
Nevertheless, in order to reach such improvement in sensitivity, an increasing of
the laser power circulating inside the Fabry-Pérot cavities is necessary. This will lead
the GW detectors to face the limit imposed by the quantum nature of light: the so
called Standard Quantum Limit (SQL). Therefore, it is crucial to develop table top
experiments to study this eﬀect, to verify the theory and to test and develop methods
that circumvent this limit. This is the primary aim of our experiment QuRaG.
2.1 Quantum noise in GW interferometers
The gravitational wave interferometer works in the dark fringe condition, which means
that all the light incident on the beamsplitter returns back to the photodiodes, called
the dark port, and it is only sensitive to the diﬀerential length between the two arms.
11Megaparsec(Mpc) = 3.0857× 1022m
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The other port is called the bright port. From the dark port the vacuum ﬂuctuations
of the light ﬁelds enter in the interferometer, as explained by Caves [34]. They are then
coupled inside the Fabry-Pérot cavities and they make the suspended mirror ﬂuctuates.
This eﬀect is called radiation pressure noise, and together with the shot noise constitutes
the quantum noise, i.e. the limit in the sensitivity of GW detectors due to the quantum
nature of light. The photon shot noise is a sensing noise and the photon radiation
pressure noise is a back-action noise, as represented in the ﬁgure 2.3. The former
Figure 2.3: Photon shot noise is a sensing noise, photon radiation pressure noise is a back-action
noise [85].
dominates in the high frequencies (higher than 200Hz), the latter will dominate, in the
low frequencies, the sensitivity of next generation of GW detectors as it is shown in the
sensitivity curve of ﬁg.2.4. As already discussed in sec.1.3.3 and 1.3.4
 the shot noise derives from the ﬂuctuation of the output power caused by the
quantum ﬂuctuations in the number of the photons at the interferometer output
(see the ﬁgure on the right in ﬁg.2.3).
 the radiation pressure arises from the uncertainties in the mirror position due to
quantum ﬂuctuations of the internal ﬁeld inducing radiation pressure ﬂuctuations
that drives the mirrors (see ﬁgure on the left in ﬁg.2.3).
In fact, when reﬂected back, the photons exchange momentum with the mirrors. There-
fore, the ﬂuctuations of the light ﬁeld inside the Fabry-Pérot cavity aﬀect the suspended
mirrors by a random transfer of momentum to the mirrors, as represented in the ﬁgure
on the left in ﬁg.2.3.
It was already shown in the '80 by C. M. Caves [34, 35] that this radiation pressure
force can be attributed to quantum ﬂuctuations of the vacuum optical ﬁeld that enters
the unused port of the interferometer, the antisymmetric port [45].
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Figure 2.4: Sensitivity curve of Advanced Virgo.
2.2 Standard Quantum Limit
The standard quantum limit (SQL) for gravitational wave detectors, where the photons
are used to measure the positions of the test mass mirrors, is obtained when the un-
certainty in position measurements due to radiation pressure induced ﬂuctuations is
equal to the position measurement uncertainty due to ﬂuctuations in the number of
photons (or shot noise) [45, 17]. This equality can be seen as a statement of the Heisen-
berg uncertainty principle [82] for the position and the momentum of the particle. An
initial measurement of the particle position imparts an unknown momentum to it via
radiation pressure, which prevents one from predicting the outcome of a later position
measurement, since the momentum and position do not commute [45]. This is known
as quantum back-action noise.
Therefore, the gravitational wave interferometer can be consider as an observer of
the dynamics of the suspended end mirrors, as depicted in ﬁgure 2.3. In this context,
the radiation pressure noise and the shot noise can be seen as the displacement and
momentum ﬂuctuation of the mirror. It should be evident that the more precisely one
needs to know the state of a macroscopic object like a mirror of a GW interferometer,
the more it will behave quantum mechanically. Thus, the two noises are linked to the
quantum uncertainty given by the Heisenberg principle:
∆x∆p ≥ ~
2
, (2.1)
therefore the greater is the accuracy on the position ∆x, the lower will be the accuracy
on the momentum ∆p and the best condition achievable corresponds to the equality in
the eq.(2.1). To express this limit for a GW interferometer it is necessary to recall the
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expressions for the linear noise spectral density of the photon shot noise (see sec. 1.3.3)
and for the radiation pressure noise (see sec. 1.3.4):
hshot(ν) =
1
L
√
c~λL
8piP0
(2.2)
hRP (ν) =
1
mLν2
√
~P0
2pi3cλL
, (2.3)
which are derived independently and are therefore uncorrelated. Moreover, the square
root of their square sum gives the total quantum noise of the GW interferometer:
hquantum(ν) =
√
h2shot(ν) + h
2
RP (ν). (2.4)
From the equations 2.3 it is straightforward noticed that while the noise contribution
of the photons decreases with the input laser's power, the contribution of radiation
pressure grows. However, it exists an optimal value for the laser's power for which at a
given frequency the quantum noise is minimized. This condition is called the Standard
Quantum Limit (SQL) and it corresponds to the minimum achievable quantum noise,
hSQL. It is reached when the two contributions, hence the two terms of equation (2.4),
are equal
hSQL(ν) =
√
2h2shot(ν) =
√
2h2RP (ν). (2.5)
The SQL and the optimal laser power, for a given frequency νSQL, are then
hSQL(νSQL) =
1
L
√
~
2mν2SQLpi
2
(2.6)
PSQL = mλLcpiν
2
SQL/2. (2.7)
The ﬁg. 2.5 shows how the quantum noise of a GW Michelson interferometer varies as
the input laser power changes. As the input laser power increases the radiation pressure
noise increases, and if the laser power decreases the shot noise increases. Moreover,
when the power changes, also the minimal value of the total quantum noise and the
frequency at which the SQL occurs change. Nevertheless, even changing the laser power
the SQL cannot be overcome, therefore the SQL establishes a fundamental limit for the
measurement precision of classical GW interferometers. For Advanced Virgo, since
m = 40kg and λL = 1.064µm the formula for the optimal power is:
PAdV ' 2 · 104ν2SQL. (2.8)
Therefore, since several interesting gravitational signal are expected to be around
100Hz, this will be the frequency for the SQL in Advanced Virgo, which corresponds
then to a power inside the FP cavities of 2 × 108W . The higher power inside the
Fabry-Pérot cavities is possible thanks to the power recycling system [39], so that the
input power does not need to be so high. The current value for the Advanced Virgo
input laser power is set to be ∼ 175W . However, several techniques are currently under
study in order to test and build the suitable technology which will allow to overcome
this limitation in sensitivity [45].
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Figure 2.5: Quantum noise sensitivity curves of a GW detector by varying the input laser's power.
When the power changes, also the minimal value of the total quantum noise and the frequency at
which the SQL occurs.
2.3 Origin of the Standard Quantum Limit
The standard quantum limit is the limit on the accuracy with which any position sensing
device can determine the position of a free mass in the absence of correlations between
shot noise and radiation pressure noise. In fact the shot noise and radiation pressure
noise enforce together the SQL only if they are uncorrelated. Therefore, it naturally fol-
lows that this limit can be overcome by creating correlations between radiation pressure
noise and shot noise [45]. The devices, ﬁrstly proposed by Braginsky [23], that prevent
their own quantum properties from demolishing the state of the system on which they
are performing the measurement, are called quantum non-demolition (QND) devices.
QND interferometers are then obtained by realizing correlations between radiation pres-
sure and shot noise.
I previously spoke of shot noise as the ﬂuctuations of the number of photons on
the output port, and of the radiation pressure as the ﬂuctuations of the vacuum ﬁeld
inside the arm cavities. Whereas, speaking in a quantized radiation ﬁeld language, the
shot noise represents the phase quadrature and the radiation pressure the amplitude
quadrature of the input vacuum ﬁeld [45]. The amplitude-phase commutation relation is
analogous to the position-momentum commutation relation. In fact, the shot noise, i.e.
the number of photons arriving at the detector at not equally spaced time intervals, can
be seen as a not well deﬁned phase of the radiation state associated with the laser [128].
On the other hand, the ﬂuctuations of the number of photons exchanging momentum
while exerting a real pressure on the mirrors, can be seen as the ﬂuctuations of the
amplitude of the radiation impinging on the mirrors.
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2.3.1 Squeezed States
For both shot noise and radiation pressure noise as described in sec. 1.3.3 and 1.3.4,
it has been assumed a Poisson statistics with the same mean value. In a quantized
radiation ﬁeld language, this means that we are dealing with radiation states with
Poisson photon statistics and which have uncorrelated quantum noise equally distrib-
uted between phase and amplitude quadrature [128].
The non correlation of radiation pressure-shot noise expressed as non commutation
of the amplitude quadrature X1 and phase quadrature X2 of the vacuum input ﬁeld, in
quantum mechanics formalism [148], is:
[X1, X2] = 2i. (2.9)
The Heisenberg principle for the variances of the amplitude ∆X1 and of the phase ∆X2
quadrature can be written as
∆X1∆X2 ≥
∣∣ [X1, X2]
2
∣∣2 = 1, (2.10)
where the equal sign deﬁnes a family of minimum uncertainty states. The coherent
states are a particular class of minimum uncertainty states with
∆X1 = ∆X2 = 1. (2.11)
The coherent state |α〉 has the mean complex amplitude α and it is a minimum un-
certainty state for X1 and X2, with equal uncertainties in the two quadrature phases.
Therefore, a coherent state can be represented by an error circle in a complex amplitude
plane whose axis are X1 and X2, as shown in the phase space plot of ﬁg. 2.6 [148].
Figure 2.6: Phase-Space plot showing the uncertainty in a coherent state |α〉 (left side) and in a
squeezed state |α, r〉 (right side).
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The center of the error circle lies at
1
2
〈X1 + iX2〉 = α (2.12)
and the radius ∆X1 = ∆X2 = 1 accounts for the uncertainties in X1 and X2. There is
also the family of minimum uncertainty states deﬁned by
∆X1∆X2 = 1 (2.13)
and by plotting the eq.2.13 in the plane ∆X1 −∆X2, we obtain the hyperbola where
the minimum uncertainty states lies on (see ﬁg. 2.7). Only the points lying on the right
Figure 2.7: Plot of the ∆X1 versus ∆X2 which represents the hyperbola of the minimum uncertainty
states. The dot marks the coherent state, while the grey region corresponds to the squeezed states.
of this hyperbola correspond to physical states. The coherent state is a particular case
with ∆X1 = ∆X2 of a more general class of states which may have reduced uncertainty
on one quadrature at the expense of increased uncertainty in the other ∆X1 < 1 < ∆X2.
These states correspond to the grey region in the ﬁg. 2.7 and they are called squeezed
states [148].
The squeezed states can be generated by using the unitary squeeze operator
S() = exp
(1
2
∗a2 − 1
2
a†2
)
, (2.14)
where  = re2iφ, ∗ is its complex conjugate, and the annihilation operator a is deﬁned
as
a =
X1 + iX2
2
, (2.15)
and a† is its adjoint operator, the creation operator [148]. The squeeze operator obeys
the relations
S†() = S−1() = S(−), (2.16)
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and has the following transformation properties
S†()aS() = a cosh r − a†e−2iφ sinh r (2.17)
S†()a†S() = a† cosh r − ae2iφ sinh r (2.18)
S†()(Y1 + iY2)S() = Y1e−r + iY2er (2.19)
where
(Y1 + iY2) = (X1 + iX2)e
−iφ (2.20)
is the rotated complex amplitude. The squeeze operator attenuates one component
of the rotated complex amplitude, and ampliﬁes the other (see eq.(2.19)) [148]. The
degree of attenuation and ampliﬁcation is called squeeze factor and it is determined by
r = || . (2.21)
The squeeze state |α, r〉 is obtained by ﬁrst squeezing the vacuum |0〉 and then displacing
it with the unitary displacement operator D() (D(α) = exp(αa† − α∗a))
|α, r〉 = D()S() |0〉 . (2.22)
A squeezed state has the following expectation values and variances
〈X1 + iX2〉 = 〈(Y1 + iY2)〉 eiφ = 2α (2.23)
∆Y1 = e
−r ∆Y2 = er (2.24)
〈N〉 = |α|2 + sinh2 r (2.25)
(∆N)2 =
∣∣α cosh r − α∗e2iφ sinh r∣∣2 + 2 cosh2 r sinh2 r, (2.26)
with N number of states. Thus the squeezed state has unequal uncertainties for Y1 and
Y2 and it is represented by the error ellipse in the phase space plot of ﬁg. 2.6. The
principal axes of the ellipse lie along the Y1 and Y2 axes and the principal radii are ∆Y1
and ∆Y2 [148].
2.4 Beating the Quantum Limit
The Michelson interferometer operates at the dark fringe condition to minimize the
coupling of the technical laser noise to the antisymmetric (dark) port. Since most
of the light returns towards the laser, a partially transmitting power-recycling mir-
ror (PRM) is placed between the laser source and the beam splitter to `recycle' the
light back into the interferometer [45]. The gravitational wave signal at a given fre-
quency, due to asymmetric motion of the end mirrors, appears as a phase modulation
on light. Upon mixing with a local oscillator ﬁeld at the beam splitter, this phase
modulation is converted into amplitude modulation that is detected by the photode-
tector. The gravitational signal appears only in a single quadrature. As well as for a
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simple Michelson interferometer, in the power-recycled Michelson only the phase quad-
rature is detected. Therefore, the radiation pressure noise and the shot noise in this
interferometers are uncorrelated. Vacuum ﬂuctuations entering the antisymmetric port
of the beamsplitter pass into each arm and return to the antisymmetric port with an
uninteresting overall phase shift. Without injecting squeezing or a modiﬁed readout,
there is no quantum non demolition at any operating power. Consequently, this conﬁg-
uration has been called `conventional interferometer'. The conventional interferometer
is a power-recycled interferometer with arm cavity half-linewidth of 100Hz and power
input at the beamsplitter that gives the standard quantum limit performance at 100Hz,
i.e. Pin = PSQL(100Hz). The quantum non demolition (QND) interferometers can be
Figure 2.8: Spectral density of noise for a power-recycled interferometer. The solid (black) curve is
the sensitivity for a conventional interferometer with Pin = PSQL(100Hz); the dash-dot (green) curve
is for the same interferometer with squeezed input at a ﬁxed, frequency-independent squeeze angle;
the lighter solid (grey) curve has a squeezing injected at a frequency-dependent (FD) optimal squeeze
angle; the dashed dark (black) curve is a frequency-dependent homodyne or variational readout that
measures the optimal quadrature at each frequency; the lighter dashed (grey) curve uses a variational
readout as well as 10dB of squeezing injected. Total fractional losses of 1% in the arm cavities and
5% in the output train are included in the noise curves plotted here [45].
realized in diﬀerent manners, such as:
1. the injection of squeezed states which modiﬁes the interferometer input ﬁelds;
2. the realization of dynamical correlations by coupling the optical ﬁeld to the mech-
anical modes of the mirrors;
3. the direct measurement of a QND observable which satisﬁes the commutation
relations for the measurement probe;
4. the variational readout method applied on the output ﬁelds.
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The eﬀect on the quantum noise reduction in the sensitivity curve of a Michelson
interferometer are summarized in the ﬁgure 2.8 which compares the several methods,
listed above, of beating the SQL.
The injection of squeezed states of light
The squeezed states of light, as already demonstrated in sec. 2.3.1, reduce the noise
in one quadrature at the expense of additional noise in the orthogonal quadrature (see
eq.(2.26)). The vacuum ﬂuctuations entering in the interferometer from the unused port
of the beamsplitter corrupt the measurement of the mirror position, with the amplitude
quadrature X1 responsible for the radiation pressure noise, and the phase quadrature
X2 responsible for the shot noise. Therefore, injecting the squeezed vacuum with the
appropriate squeeze quadrature into the antisymmetric port of the interferometer will
reduce the dominant optical noise by a factor e−2r, which is then called the power
squeeze factor (see eq.(2.21)). The squeeze angle describes the linear combination of
input quadratures in which the ﬂuctuations are reduced and it governs the degree of
squeezing of each quadrature [45].
The Dynamical Correlations
Another method for the realization of a QND interferometer is to modify the mirror
dynamics by coupling to the light. The basis of this process lies on the fact that the
radiation pressure force not only causes random ﬂuctuations of the mirror position, but
also exerts a restoring force with a deterministic frequency dependent spring constant,
called ponderomotive rigidity [29]. The resulting dynamical correlations of the shot
noise and radiation pressure noise are manifestations of quantum non demolition in the
sense that the correlations lead to go below the SQL [28].
The Measurement of QND observables
A general criterion of a QND measurement is that the measured observable q˜ commutes
with the operator O(q˜) that describes the back action of the probe of the measurement,
[q˜, O(q˜)] = 0. In the Heisenberg picture this corresponds to [O(t0), O(t1)] = 0, so that
momentum can be a good QND observable since it commutes with itself at diﬀerent
times. A measurement of the momentum perturbs the position of a test mass, as con-
sequence of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. This position kick does not inﬂuence
the time evolution of the momentum, hence there is no back-action. Therefore, the po-
sition is not a good QND observable. In fact, a measurement of the position at a time
t0 disturbs a consequent measurement at a later time t1 > t0 due to the momentum
kick from the ﬁrst measurement [45]. Hence, momentum measurements are back-action
evading if no position information is collected. Moreover, since the test mass speed is
proportional to momentum, relative speed is also a good QND observable. Such kind
of interferometers are called speedmeters [89] .
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The Variational Readout
The ponderomotive squeezing derives from the natural correlation of the light intensity
ﬂuctuations, to the mirror position ﬂuctuations upon reﬂection of light from a mirror.
This process can be described taking into account the fact that when light, or vacuum,
with ﬂuctuations in the amplitude quadrature ∆A(= ∆X1) and in phase quadrature
∆φ(= ∆X2), is incident on a mirror, the mirror position is inﬂuenced by ∆A due to
the back-action force of the light on the mirror [45]. If the position signal is measured
in the phase quadrature ∆φ, then the noise on that measurement is given by
∆φ− κ(ω)∆A, (2.27)
where the κ(ω) is a measure of the back-action coupling and depends on the frequency
of oscillation of the mirror ω. If a single quadrature is measured at the output of the
interferometer, the noise on that measurement will depend on κ(ω) at each frequency
ω. However, if it can be measured an admixture of quadratures with a frequency
dependent homodyne angle that is function of κ, then it would possible to eliminate
∆A from the measurement at all frequencies [89]. Since the measured quadrature varies
with the frequency, this method is generally called variational or equivalently frequency
dependent homodyne readout [45].
2.4.1 Ponderomotive Squeezing
Next generation of gravitational wave detector will adopt the technique of injecting the
squeezed light into the output port, in order to beat the SQL of the interferometer. This
method has already been experimentally tested in few experiments [157]. In all these
experiments, the eﬀect of squeezing was measured in the few MHz frequency band,
where the eﬀect of classical noise sources, such as the laser frequency and intensity
noise, can be reduced [128]. However, squeezed vacuum has been also produced in the
detection band of ground based GW interferometers 10Hz−10kHz, by using parametric
processes [143]. Nevertheless, this method encounters some technical limitations, such
as the photothermally driven ﬂuctuations, which reduce the squeezing level.
An alternative method to produce squeeze vacuum is the ponderomotive squeezing,
as already discussed in the previous section on the `dynamical correlations'. The basis
of this method is to take advantage of the radiation pressure to produce squeezing. In
fact, whenever a carrier light with sidebands reﬂects oﬀ a mirror, the reﬂection pon-
deromotive squeezes the light's sidebands, creating correlations between their radiation
pressure noise in one quadrature and shot noise in the other [89]. Although these cor-
relations are not accessible by a conventional interferometer because of the particular
quadrature that its photodiode measures, they can be accessed by conceptually simple
modiﬁcations of the interferometer input and/or output optics. With these modiﬁca-
tions the conventional interferometer becomes a QND device. These correlations were
ﬁrstly presented implicitly by Braginsky in his earlier identiﬁcation of the phenomenon
of ponderomotive squeezing [19].
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2.4.2 Other Experiments on Radiation Pressure Noise
Experiments for the observation of quantum radiation pressure noise are currently on-
going all over the world. Even if their sensitivity did not reach the sensitivity required
for the Advanced generation of gravitational wave interferometers, they allowed to in-
vestigate the eﬀects caused by classical radiation pressure, such as the optical spring
or the cold damping. The graphics of ﬁgure 2.9 report and compare the sensitivity
requirements of these experiments [109].
Figure 2.9: Comparison of the quantum radiation pressure noise limited design sensitivity of ongoing
experiments.
Second Generation of Gravitational Wave Interferometers
The second generation of GW detectors are designed to reach a quantum radiation
pressure noise level at few tens of Hz, and in ﬁgure 2.9 the value for Advanced LIGO
is shown as representative of them. In order to detect gravitational wave signal these
detectors require a sensitivity better than 10−19m/
√
Hz. For these instruments, the
observation of quantum radiation pressure noise would be just the result of the pur-
suance of the ultimate sensitivity. Nevertheless, their goal is to observe gravitational
waves, therefore, in order to contrast the eﬀect of radiation pressure heavier mirrors
with double mass (40kg) will be introduced.
10m Prototype at the AEI, Hannover
A middle scale laser interferometer called Hannover 10m prototype is currently being
set up at the Albert Einstein Institute (AEI) in Hannover [70]. The prototype interfero-
meter will be used as a test bench for Advanced GW detectors. No recycling techniques,
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such as power recycling or signal recycling, will be used in the initial round of exper-
iments. Since high light power is required to approach the SQL regime, arm cavities
of ﬁnesse F = 675 are planned. In this way the resonantly enhanced light power does
not travel through the beamsplitter, minimising the thermal load in the substrate. The
end mirror of each interferometer arm will be formed by another Fabry-Pérot cavity,
a so-called Khalili cavity, which is held on anti-resonance for the carrier light. Such
a compound mirror can yield a high reﬂectivity while carrying only moderate coating
thermal noise [1].
1g Suspended Mirror at MIT, Massachusetts
Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) intensively studied
the eﬀect caused by radiation pressure in optical cavities . They employed a small
suspended mirror of 1g and they succeed in realizing the control of the cavity length
only by the radiation pressure [43].
Thin Membrane at AEI, Hannover
AMichelsonSagnac interferometer which senses the motion of a thin translucent silicon
nitride (SiN) membrane with subwavelength thickness has been experimented at the
AEI in Hannover. The researchers found that such an interferometer provides an op-
erational point that is optimally suited for quantum opto-mechanical experiments with
translucent oscillators. In the case of a balanced beam splitter of the interferometer,
the membrane can be placed at a node of the electromagnetic ﬁeld, which simultan-
eously provides the lowest absorption and optimum laser noise rejection at the signal
port [64]. The power reﬂectivity of the membrane is about 30%. Moreover, since this
membrane is very light, i.e. ' 125ng and has a high mechanical factor (Q ' 106 in
vacuum), it is quite sensitive to the radiation pressure and therefore very promising. A
cryogenic environment is needed to reduce the thermal noise. The expected spectrum
of quantum radiation pressure noise is ﬂat, since the fundamental resonant frequency
of the membrane is higher than the frequency range of observation [109].
Micromirror Resonator at MIT, Massachusetts
The MIT group is developing an interferometer with small mechanical oscillators real-
ized with the MEMS (Microelectromechanical systems) technique. The mass of such
mirrors is typically 250ng. This mirror concept allows to have a control system sim-
pler than a pendulum-type one. Nowadays, many experiments have been done using
cantilever type mirrors, as for example for observing the radiation pressure cooling
[33]. They succeed many optomechanical experiments, nevertheless these mirrors are
not suited for the observation of quantum radiation pressure noise, since their resonant
frequency is too high (order of 1MHz), owing to their small scale. However, the MIT
oscillators have 1−5mm sticks, thus the target frequency range to observe the quantum
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radiation pressure noise can be lower. Moreover, the mirrors should be cooled in order
to thermally reduce excited ﬂuctuations.
NAJO 20mg, Tokyo
In this experiment a low mass 20mg mirror is suspended in such a way to optimize
the radiation pressure noise at low frequencies (see ﬁg. 2.9). However, this experiment
pointed out problems in the alignment and control of a high power cavity [109].
2.4.3 Observed Radiation Pressure Eﬀects
Quantum eﬀects of radiation pressure have never been observed within the frequency
band of ground based GW interferometers. The ﬁrst experiments fell short oﬀ the
quantum regime [77, 36] and even though recent experiments demonstrated a much
larger optomechanical coupling between light and mirrors [67, 47, 142, 135], they were
mainly focused on the demonstration of the quantum state of a very small mechanical
resonator [90, 94] . However, several experiments studied physical phenomena derived
from classical eﬀects of radiation pressure, such as parametric instability [21, 22, 87,
161], optical spring [27, 20, 18], and optical cooling [156, 102]. In order to produce
the dynamical eﬀects of radiation pressure on the light or on the motion of the mirror
in a Fabry-Pérot cavity, the phase change induced by the mechanical motion must be
linearly coupled with the intensity ﬂuctuations of the intracavity ﬁeld. This mechanism
consists in detuning the laser frequency from the cavity resonance, such that the stored
power, and hence the radiation pressure force, has a linear dependence on the cavity
length [11]. A blue-shift will corresponds to an restoring force, and a red-shift to an
antirestoring force.
Optical Spring
This eﬀect occurs when the optical restoring force on the cavity mirrors is no longer
negligible with respect to the mechanical force. It produces, then, a frequency shift
of the mechanical resonance [27, 20, 18]. The optical spring eﬀect has been studied
in a detuned Fabry-Pérot resonator in which one mirror is ﬂexibly mounted [137] or
suspended [146]. The optical spring eﬀect has been observed in Virgo. A Fabry-
Pérot cavity of 1cm is created with a concave mirror equal to a Virgo end mirror
(VM) and a ﬂat mirror (called auxiliary mirror AX) [145]. This high ﬁnesse (between
4 · 103 and 6 · 103) is isolated from the seismic noise with a system equal to the Virgo
superattenuator. The control on the longitudinal motion is done by acting on the VM
only, like in Virgo. The optical spring is modelled as a mechanical spring of elastic
constant kopt, acting between the two mirrors. Evidence of the optical spring eﬀect
emerged from the observation that it was possible to lock the cavity only for positive
detuning (cavity longer than the closest resonance), corresponding to a positive value of
kopt. A static detuning, varying from run to run, ranging between 10−11m and 10−12m
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was measured, corresponding to a stiﬀness constant kopt varying between 7 · 104N/m
and 104N/m [145].
Optical Cooling
The optical restoring force owns the important characteristic of having a radiation
pressure force proportional to the velocity of the cavity mirrors which derives from
the time delay of the cavity response [156, 102]. This feature has become accessible
to the recent experiments thanks to the high ﬁnesse of the optical cavities. Radiation
pressure cooling has been observed with several optomechanical devices, such as cm-
scale mirrors, micromirrors, toroid microcavities and micromechanical membranes [67,
47, 142, 135]. The combined eﬀect of optical spring and optical cooling has been
used to trap a gram-scale mirror by using two laser beams inject in a single cavity
[44]. The technique was to apply two diﬀerent frequency oﬀsets for the laser ﬁelds to
simultaneously realize a stiﬀ optical restoring force and a viscous damping force.
Parametric Instability
When the optical rigidity is much weaker than the mechanical rigidity, the optical
spring eﬀect is negligible and the mechanical resonant frequency is only slightly shif-
ted. However, the viscous optical force may still have a strong eﬀect if it is of the
same order of magnitude of the mechanical viscous damping. The system behaviour
at the resonance is then dominated by the damping. For a blue-shifted cavity, para-
metric instability occurs when the optically induced negative damping compensates the
mechanical damping so that the total damping eﬀect vanishes [21, 22, 87, 161]. The
parametric instability eﬀect has been observed with micromirrors [12] and in a high
power optical cavity coupled to the pendulum mode of a suspended mirror [46].
2.5 The QuRaG interferometer
Although ubiquitous, quantum eﬀects of radiation pressure are so weak that they have
not yet been observed in the quantum regime, because they are hidden by thermal noise,
and especially by the mirror coating thermal noise. Nevertheless, since the quantum
noise will be the main noise limit of the next generations of GW, it is crucial to develop
necessary tools to study this eﬀect. A wide spread international eﬀort, both in theor-
etical and experimental ﬁelds, is active at the present time. Our experiment, named
the QuRaG interferometer, is framed within this scientiﬁc background, and our aim
is to realize an instrument which will be able to experimentally observe the quantum
radiation pressure eﬀect in interferometric measurements such as gravitational wave
detectors.
QuRaG will be a small scale suspended interferometer that will be sensitive to the
quantum radiation pressure in the kHz frequency range of GW interferometers. A table
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top experiment like QuRaG will allow to test the theory and ﬁnd and test methods to
beat the SQL.
2.5.1 The Preliminary Design of QuRaG
The observation of quantum eﬀects of radiation pressure on the mirror displacements
requires severe conditions on the system's characteristics. All noise sources must be
controlled in accurate manner in order to be in quantum radiation noise regime in the
frequency range desired, i.e. the audio frequency as the ground based GW detectors.
At low frequency the main limitation comes from the seismic noise, that in Virgo is
properly ﬁltered by a complex chain of mechanical ﬁlters called superattenuator, as it
has already been explained in the ﬁrst chapter. For the frequencies up to few hundreds
of kHz the main limitation comes from the thermal noise of the suspension thermal
noise and mirror thermal noise. Therefore, the design of QuRaG takes advantage of the
experience of Virgo, and reproduces its geometry optimizing it in order to be in regime
dominated by the quantum radiation pressure eﬀect. QuRaG will then be a suspended
Michelson interferometer in which mechanical ﬁlters will attenuate the seismic noise in
the low frequencies. The core of the experiment will be a monolithic interferometer made
with fused silica, a low intrinsic losses material that is largely used in GW detectors to
reduce the thermal noise both of the suspensions and of the mirrors. For this reason
Figure 2.10: Preliminary Design of QuRaG.
it is necessary to further monolithically suspend the end mirrors of the interferometer,
those which will be sensitive to the quantum radiation pressure eﬀect. The design of
the QuRaG interferometer has been develop during my doctorate thesis and I devoted
my work on the optimization of the design for the last suspension system of the end
mirrors. An electrostatic control will be further applied on these mirrors. In order to
be more sensitive to the radiation pressure eﬀect the end mirrors should be very light,
only 0.1g. Since, as it is evident from the formula of eq.(2.3), the spectral noise of
quantum radiation pressure is inversely proportional to the mirror mass.
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2.5.2 The Quantum Radiation Pressure Noise in QuRaG
The suspended mirrors of QuRaG will be those sensitive to the eﬀect of the radiation
pressure. We want them to be suspended in such a way to have a low pendulum
resonance, around 3Hz, in order to observe the radiation pressure noise, above the
resonance, in the same detection band of the ground based gravitational wave detectors,
i.e. 10Hz − 10kHz. For realizing this, the suspension system should be optimized to
be dominated by the radiation pressure in this frequency range and all the other noise
contributions have to be reduced as much as possible.
The suspended mirrors can be considered free test masses above their pendulum
resonance, ωp, and this approximation is currently done for Virgo [122] (see sec. 1.3.4)
and it has been done for the Japanese experiment [109]. Nevertheless, in order to
have a more exact behaviour of the radiation pressure noise in the range of frequency
1Hz − 1kHz, it should be taken into account the eﬀect of the pendulum resonance ωp,
which should be around 3Hz.
I will now derive the power spectrum of the radiation pressure noise for a suspended
mirror in a Fabry-Pérot cavity, in the whole spectrum of frequency, where ωp is the
resonance of the suspended mirror. Consider a laser of power P0 impinging on the
mirror's surface, it has a momentum P0/c and Fγ (the radiation pressure term) is the
total force that it exerts on the mirror. In the elastic collision between them, the
impinging laser will exchange momentum with the mirror, and the total momentum
on the suspended mirror in one Michelson interferometer arm cavity will be equal to
2 × P0/(2c). The radiation pressure term Fγ, the force exerted by the laser on the
mirror surface, is then
Fγ = 2
P0/2
c
. (2.28)
In the equation of motion of the mirror, I should also consider the gravitational (Fg)
and elastic (Fel) terms, so that the equation of motion of the suspended mirror, along
the optical path direction, is then
mx¨ = Fγ −mgx
l
− kx, (2.29)
where
Fg = mg
x
l
(2.30)
is the gravitational force and
Fel = −kx (2.31)
is the elastic recall force exerted by the suspension onto the mirror. Moreover, in the
eq.(2.29) the double dot stands for the second time derivative, m is the mirror mass, g
the Earth's standard acceleration of gravity, l the length of the suspensions and k the
elastic stiﬀness of the suspensions.
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The force applied by the laser impinging on the mirror can be rewritten as
Fγ =
√
8P0~ω0
c2
, (2.32)
because the square of the laser force can be expressed as [109]
F 2γ =
(2
c
)2
< δP 20 >=
4
c2
2P0~ω0, (2.33)
where ~ω0 is the energy of a photon of the laser. Now it is convenient to write the
equation of motion eq.(2.29) in the domain of frequencies ω where the X(ω) is the
Fourier transform of the x(t)
−mω2X(ω) =
√
8P0~ω0
c2
−mω2gX(ω)− k(ω)X(ω) (2.34)
where ωg is the resonance corresponding to the gravitational term deﬁned as
ω2g =
g
l
, (2.35)
and k(ω) is the complex elastic stiﬀness of the suspension deﬁned as [133] which con-
siders the anelasticity degree of the suspension,
k(ω) = kel(1 + iφ(ω)), (2.36)
where φ(ω) is the loss angle, the term which takes into account all dissipative processes
and depends on the frequency (see sec. 3.2.2).
Therefore, the power spectrum of the mirror ﬂuctuations due to the radiation pres-
sure can be written as
< XRP (ω)
2 >=
(Fγ
m
)2 1[(
ω2p − ω2
)2
+
(
ω2pφp(ω)
)2] , (2.37)
where ωp is the total pendulum resonance of the mirror suspension given by the sum of
two contributions, the gravitational, ωg, and the elastic one, ωel,
ωp =
√
ω2g + ω
2
el, (2.38)
where the elastic component is deﬁned as
ω2el =
kel
m
. (2.39)
Moreover, in the expression of eq.(2.37), I considered the dilution eﬀect due to the
presence of a real pendulum, (see sec. 3.3.1) which allows me to introduce the so called
pendulum loss angle φp(ω) by imposing the following equivalence
ω2elφ(ω) = ω
2
pφp(ω), (2.40)
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so that the dilution factor is deﬁned as [124, 127]
D =
ω2el
ω2p
=
ω2el
ω2el + ω
2
g
< 1. (2.41)
The elasticity of the suspension has the positive eﬀect of reducing the pendulum losses
of the suspension, since the dilution factor is also
D =
ω2el
ω2p
=
φp(ω)
φ(ω)
(2.42)
so that
φp(ω) = Dφ(ω) < φ(ω). (2.43)
The square root of the power spectral density of the mirror displacement due to the
quantum radiation pressure eﬀect, in the frequency range of QuRaG detection band is
then
< XRP (ω) >=
√
8P0~ω0
c2m2
√
1[(
ω2p − ω2
)2
+
(
ω2pφp(ω)
)2] . (2.44)
I now rewrite the photon energy as ~ω0 = hν0 = h cλL , where λL is the laser wavelength,
and in our case λL = 1064nm, and I call Plas = P0 the laser power. Moreover, if I also
consider the fact that the Fabry-Pérot cavity with ﬁnesse F has a gain G = 2F
pi
(see
eq.(1.73)), the eq.(2.44) of the square root of the power spectral density of the radiation
pressure induced ﬂuctuations for one suspended mirror becomes
< XRP (ω) >=
2F
pi
√
8hPlas
λc
√
1/m2[(
ω2p − ω2
)2
+
(
ω2pφp(ω)
)2] . (2.45)
In order to observe the quantum radiation pressure noise in the audio frequency
range, the design of the suspension is optimized in order to have the pendulum resonance
at low frequencies, around (3− 5)Hz. I will discuss this in more detail in the chapter 4
of the thermal noise optimization, where I explain the thermal noise calculations that
I have done and which allowed to constrain the design of the suspensions in particular,
and to consequently adapt the rest of the interferometer according to the conﬁguration
of the mirror's suspension.
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The evaluation of the contribution of the whole QuRaG interferometer to the thermal
noise [122, 125, 73, 74, 79] is necessary to obtain the sensitivity curve of QuRaG and
then to establish constraints on its design and assembling. In fact, the thermal noise
of the suspensions and internal to the mirrors is likely to limit the measure of the
radiation pressure noise of the interferometer, since it is known to be one of the main
limitation in the sensitivity of the current GW detectors [127]. The dissipations are
mainly due to thermoelastic and clamping stages [125, 127] and to the mirror coatings
[127]. Therefore, in this chapter I will introduce the theory of the thermal noise related
to a Virgo like suspended interferometer, since it constitutes the starting point for
my analysis of the QuRaG thermal noise which allowed to constrain the design of the
suspension system.
3.1 The Thermal Noise
This section introduces the history of the physical interpretation of the phenomenon
of the thermal noise. From the ﬁrst half of the nineteenth century it was noticed
that the motion of a small body in a ﬂuid is extremely irregular and unpredictable.
In such a system the strong relation between ﬂuctuations of physical quantities and
dissipative processes such as viscosity is evident. The viscosity of the ﬂuid has the
eﬀect of slowing down the motion of the body in the same ﬂuid. In fact it derives, at
microscopic level, from the average of the collisions between the moving body and the
molecules of the ﬂuid. This average eﬀect comes from a large amount of microscopic
agents which are almost independent, and thus it can not be constant. Therefore, there
should also be a ﬂuctuating component of the force particularly evident in the case in
which the body in motion is very small and light. This eﬀect, called Brownian motion,
owns its name to Robert Brown and it consists in the disordered motion of particles
of micrometric diameter suspended in a ﬂuid. The botanist Robert Brown, during his
studies on the pollen behaviour inside water solutions, observed an extremely irregular
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eﬀect in the motion of those particles. Later he observed the same eﬀect for dust
particles, thus rejecting the hypothesis that the irregular movement was due to the fact
that the pollen was alive. Hence he was the ﬁrst to give a physical explanation of this
phenomenon [25, 26]. Nevertheless, only in 1905 Einstein described theoretically the
relation between the average dissipative eﬀect, i.e. the viscosity of the ﬂuid, and the
ﬂuctuations from the equilibrium position of the particles, i.e. the brownian motion
[56]. Later, in 1908 Langevin used a diﬀerent approach which uses the Newton's second
law as representative of the Brownian motion [96]. In this way he invented the F = ma
of stochastic physics, now called the Langevin equation. After Einstein's publication
of the theoretically explanation of the brownian motion of particles, Jean Perrin made
out experiments about it, which conﬁrmed Einstein's predictions. In 1926, thanks to
these works and to those on the discontinuous nature of the structure of matter, Jean
Perrin awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics. Nevertheless, the ﬂuctuation-dissipation
theorem was originally formulated by Harry Nyquist in 1928 [115], and later proven
by Herbert Callen and Theodore A. Welton in 1951. It was with the contribution of
Callen, Greene and Welton between 1951 and 1952 [32, 31, 72] and Kubo in 1957 [92]
and 1966, that the concept which links ﬂuctuations and dissipations has been developed
and generalized in the Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem (FDT) [93].
3.1.1 The Brownian Motion
Consider, as a simple example of Brownian motion, a set of colloidal particles moving
in a ﬂuid at the thermodynamic equilibrium. The molecules which compose the ﬂuid
ﬂuctuate around their equilibrium position as eﬀect of the temperature. In fact, ob-
serving the motion of the particles with a suitable contrast medium, it can be noticed
that each of them follows a disordered motion independently from the nature of the
particle itself. This eﬀect is due to the fact that each particle undergoes a large number
of collisions by the molecules of the ﬂuid in which it is immersed. And there is one
evidence: the lighter are the particles the faster is the Brownian motion. In fact from
the principle of equipartition of energy at the dynamical equilibrium m < v2 >= kBT
and therefore < v2 >= kBT
m
, with m molecular mass of the particles, kB the Boltzmann
constant and T temperature of the ﬂuid. This motion is in contrast with the gravita-
tional force and makes the colloidal solutions stable. In fact, the osmotic pressure of the
ﬂuid is Po = ρRTm , with ρ density of the particles in the ﬂuid and R ideal gas constant
[126]. Suppose that an external force F (t) is applied. If the particles are charged, the
brownian motion can be guided by an external electrical ﬁeld. Anyway, this forced
motion is always aﬀected by friction or by a resistive force. Although the molecular
collisions are random, a part of them produces a systematic result proportional to the
velocity of the particles. Thus the random collisions of the surrounding molecules gener-
ally determine two eﬀects: ﬁrstly they act as a stochastic driving force on the Brownian
particles in order to maintain their incessant irregular motion and secondly they give
rise to the viscous friction force. The former constitutes the random part of the eﬀect,
the latter the systematic one. Therefore, it follows that the viscous friction force and
the random force should be related as both coming from the same origin. This internal
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relation between the systematic and random parts of the microscopic forces constitutes
a more general issue, which is expressed by the Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem [93].
The power spectrum of the ﬂuctuation of the position of an extended body immersed
in a medium at thermodynamical equilibrium is then related to the dissipative viscous
mechanisms of the medium or internal to the body itself (but we can also imagine other
mechanisms, like electromagnetic mechanisms [96]). These ones, as eﬀect of thermody-
namical irreversible processes, dissipate energy distributing it among all the available
degrees of freedom. These ﬂuctuations can be interpreted as the response of the system
to the action of a generalized random force F (t), whose eﬀect is to drift the system
away from the equilibrium, which on the contrary is promoted by the viscous force, or
Stokes force. What has just been said can be illustrated and summarized by consid-
ering a particle of mass m moving with velocity v at thermodynamical equilibrium at
temperature T [126]. The particle is subjected to
 the viscous friction ~F = −β~v or Stokes force, where β is the coeﬃcient of viscous
friction;
 the random force F (t) resulting from the collisions with the molecules of the ﬂuid.
The equation of motion is then
m
dv
dt
= −βv + F (t), (3.1)
which is valid for a brownian free particle in one dimension. This equation eq.(3.1)
therefore constitutes the starting point of the classical theory of brownian motion and
represents the simplest case of Langevin equation [96]. In statistical physics Langevin
equation is a stochastic diﬀerential equation which describes the temporal evolution of
a subsystem of degrees of freedom. These degrees of freedom are typically macroscopic
variables which slowly vary with respect to the other microscopic variables of the sys-
tem. The microscopic (fast) variables are those responsible for the stochastic nature of
Langevin equation. Therefore, the original Langevin equation describes the brownian
motion. The degree of freedom interesting in this case is the position of the particle
of mass m. The force acting on a particle is written as the sum of a viscous force
(Stokes force) and a noise term, the one related to the stochastic process F (t) (see eq.
(3.1)). To simplify, it is usually assumed that the random force satisﬁes the following
two conditions:
 the process F (t) is Gaussian,
 and its correlation time is inﬁnitesimal, i.e. the autocorrelation function of F (t)
has the form:
〈F (t1)F (t2)〉 = 2piGF δ(t1 − t2), (3.2)
where GF is a constant. The assumption of Gaussianity is reasonable for a Brownian
particle having mass bigger than those of the collisional molecules of the ﬂuid. In fact,
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in this case the motion of the particle is the result of a great number of consecutive
collisions, which is also the condition for the validity of the Central Limit Theorem. This
condition also justiﬁes the assumption of Gaussianity, because the correlation between
consecutive collisions only lasts for the time of molecular motion, which is short with
respect to the time scale of the Brownian motion [93].
As proceeding with the original argument of Langevin (1908), which started from the
simple case stated in eq. (3.1), the relaxation time τ is deﬁned as
τ =
m
β
, (3.3)
hence the equation of motion eq.(3.1) can be rewritten as
dv
dt
+
v
τ
= A(t), (3.4)
where A(t) = F (t)/m is the instantaneous acceleration applied on the body by the
molecules of the ﬂuid. Hence A(t) satisﬁes the same condition as F (t)
isotropy and centrality 〈A(t)〉 = 0, (3.5)
uncorrelation 〈A(t1)A(t2)〉 = 2piGF
m2
δ(t1 − t2), (3.6)
gaussianity
〈
A(t)2
〉
. (3.7)
moreover, from the centrality of the process, the variance 〈A(t)2〉 is suﬃcient to charac-
terize the probability distribution. From these conditions it follows that the collisions
are assumed to occur rapidly with respect to the dynamics of the particle characterized
by the relaxation time τ . Integrating the equation (3.4) the velocity is then
v(t) = v0e
−t/τ + e−t/τ
∫ t
0
eu/τA(u)du, (3.8)
hence the mean square velocity is
〈
v(t)2
〉
= v20e
−2t/τ + 2v0e−2t/τ
∫ t
0
eu/τ 〈A(u)〉 du
+e−2t/τ
∫ t
0
∫ t
0
e(u+w)/τ 〈A(u)A(w)〉 dudw. (3.9)
From the condition of centrality of the process the second term is zero. Moreover, with
a suitable change of variable and using the condition of uncorrelation, the mean square
velocity can be rewritten as〈
v(t)2
〉
= v20e
−2t/τ +
kBT
m
(
1− e−2t/τ) , (3.10)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant [53]. This equation quantitatively describes the
transition from the chaotic to the deterministic motion. The following step is to proceed
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towards the spectral analysis, which allows to study the distribution of the ﬂuctuations
in faster or slower components, i.e. in function of the frequency. For this reason it is
necessary to introduce the function of autocorrelation of the random variable v(t)
Ψv(t) =
∫ +∞
−∞
v(t′)v(t+ t′)dt′. (3.11)
If we later apply the Wiener-Khintchine Theorem (1926) [153, 31], which states that the
autocorrelation function Ψv(t) and the power spectrum wv(ω) of the stationary random
variable v(t) constitute a Fourier transform pair,
Ψv(t) =
1
2pi
∫ +∞
−∞
wv(ω)e
iωtdt =
kBT
m
e−t/τ wv(ω) =
∫ +∞
−∞
Ψv(t)e
−iωtdω. (3.12)
Therefore, we obtain that the power spectrum of the variable v(t) is:
wv(ω) =
4kB
T
β
1 + (ωτ)2
, (3.13)
and the autocorrelation function
Ψv(t) =
kBT
m
e−t/τ . (3.14)
Moreover, we can calculate the mean square of the variable v(t) as:〈
v(t)2
〉
=
1
2pi
∫ ∞
0
wv(ω)dω. (3.15)
Notice from the eq. (3.13), that for frequencies till ν ' 1/τ , the power spectrum of the
velocity ﬂuctuations in the Brownian motion is ﬂat, i.e. a white noise, and it has the
form
wv(ω) = 4kB
T
β
(3.16)
and for higher frequencies the velocities are damped. Therefore the power spectrum of
the ﬂuctuation of x(t), i.e. the so called thermal noise, is
X2therm(ω) = wx(ω) =
4kBT
βω2
1
1 + (ωτ)2
, (3.17)
since it is related to that one of the ﬂuctuations of v(t) by the relation
wv(ω) =
∣∣X˙2therm(ω)∣∣ = ω2X2therm(ω) = ω2wx(ω). (3.18)
Then, observe that the power spectrum of the ﬂuctuation related to the thermal
noise linearly depends on the temperature of the system T and on the inverse of
the viscous friction coeﬃcient β. Therefore it follows that by reducing the temper-
ature and/or acting on the viscosity, the contribution of the thermal noise decreases [53].
The generalization to the case of any more complex physical system, like a crystal-
line solid in which it is not possible to write the instantaneous ﬂuctuating force F (t),
or in which the dissipation is not caused by viscosity, can be obtained through the
Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem [93].
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3.1.2 The Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem
The Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem (FDT) establishes the general relationship
between the response of a given system to an external disturbance and the ﬂuctuation
of the particles constituting the system itself, i.e. its thermal noise. Such response
is characterized by a response function (or transfer function), or, equivalently, by an
admittance or by an impedance. The internal ﬂuctuation is described by a correla-
tion function of the relevant physical quantity of the ﬂuctuating system at thermal
equilibrium or, similarly, by the power spectrum of the ﬂuctuations. The Fluctuation-
Dissipation Theorem can be used in two ways. Firstly, it can predict the characteristics
of the ﬂuctuation or noise internal to the system from known characteristics of the
physical system, such as the admittance or impedance. Secondly, it can be used as a
general formula for deriving the impedance from the analysis of the thermal ﬂuctuations
of the system [93].
Before stating the theorem, it is necessary to make some assumptions. Consider a one-
dimensional system at thermodynamic equilibrium at the temperature T . Such system
is also linear, i.e. it linearly responds to an external force F (t) and moreover it is dis-
sipative, i.e. it looses energy through irreversible processes. Thus its linear response,
in the frequency domain, to the external force F (ω), is X(ω), the linear ﬂuctuation of
the spatial coordinate x(t)
X(ω) = H(ω)F (ω) (3.19)
where H(ω) is the transfer function of the system.
From the equation of motion it is possible to derive the velocity
V (ω) = X˙(ω) = iωX(ω) (3.20)
which is also related to the impedance of the system Z(ω) through the relation
V (ω) =
F (ω)
Z(ω)
. (3.21)
Hence, it follows that the two quantities H(ω) and Z(ω) are related as follows
H(ω) =
X(ω)
F (ω)
=
X(ω)
iωX(ω)Z(ω)
=
1
iωZ(ω)
(3.22)
therefore it is suﬃcient to know one of the two in order to derive the thermal noise.
Finally it is possible to enunciate the theorem.
The Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem states that the power spectral density of the
thermal noise due to the square ﬂuctuations of the coordinate x(t) is
wX(ω) = X
2
therm(ω) =
4kBT
ω
∣∣=[H(ω)]∣∣ (3.23)
and the power spectral density of the Langevin stochastic force F (t) is
wF (ω) = F
2
therm(ω) = 4kBT
∣∣<[Z(ω)]∣∣. (3.24)
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This means that the energy of the ﬂuctuations is distributed along the frequency spec-
trum.
Note that from the relation of eq.(3.22) it follows the equivalence
=[H(ω)] = 1
ω
<[Z(ω)−1]. (3.25)
The equations (3.23) and (3.24), hence the Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem, aﬃrm
that it is not necessary to explicitly know the behaviour of the system at microscopic
level, but it is suﬃcient to know how to deduce the macroscopic model of the impedance
Z(ω) or, in an equivalent manner, of the transfer function H(ω), which both contain
all the dissipative eﬀects concerned in the system.
In the expression of eq.(3.23) of the power spectrum of the ﬂuctuations of the
coordinate x(t), there is a dependence on the temperature and on the dissipations
analogous to that of the brownian case. Therefore, also in this case, it is possible
to conclude that, by reducing the temperature and/or acting on the dissipation, it is
possible to decrease the contribution of the thermal noise.
Callen and Greene in their works in 1952 [31, 72] demonstrated that the FDT can also
be applied to a n-dimensional system, by just deﬁning the vectors force Fi(t) and the
coordinate Xi(t) and the impedance matrix Zij(ω), where the three, in the domain of
frequencies, are related by the matrix product
Fi(ω) = Zij(ω)Xj(ω) where i, j = 1, ..., n. (3.26)
3.2 The Thermal Noise of a Real Simple Pendulum
A real harmonic oscillator does not have a point like mass, but it has a structure
and it vibrates according to its proper modes. A pendulum has transverse modes of
vibration in the suspension wire and longitudinal modes of vibration of the suspended
mass. Those modes are held up by thermal noise. It follows that the suspended mass
is set in motion by these vibrations and the measure of a position target chosen on the
suspended mass, will always be aﬀected by these ﬂuctuations.
For a real pendulum it is therefore necessary to distinguish two diﬀerent kinds of motion,
due to the presence of a real non-ideal wire, which is thus deformable. The equation of
motion is then
mx¨(t) + βx˙(t) + kx(t) = F (t) (3.27)
in which β is the coeﬃcient of viscous friction and the stiﬀness k determines the resonant
frequency ν0, depending on the kind of motion that has been considered,
ν0 =
1
2pi
√
k
m
, (3.28)
and which is a constant for such motion.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the motion of a real pendulum with a bending of the wire.
The weight is depicted in blue, with the two components in the directions tangent and perpendicular
to the wire.
The deformability of the wire determines, in addition to the horizontal motion of the
ideal pendulum, a motion in the vertical direction. See ﬁg. 3.1.
1. The motion in the horizontal direction is due to the weight of the mass itself m.
And the resonant frequency ν0 (see eq. (3.28)) of the harmonic motion depends
on the pendulum constant kg
kg =
mg
l
(3.29)
where g is the gravitational acceleration and l is the length of the wire.
2. The motion in the vertical direction is determined by the elastic force exerted
with the bending of the wire on its bending point. The resonant frequency of the
harmonic vertical motion depends on the elasticity of the bending point of the
wire
ke = nwnfp
√
ΛY J
2l2
(3.30)
in which Y is the Young's modulus, characteristic of the material constituting the
wire, Λ = mg is the tension exerted on the wire, J is the moment of inertia of
the section of the wire and nw and nfp are the number of wires and the number
of ﬂexural points (in this case are both equal to 1).
J is deﬁned as the integral, over the section of the wire A, of the square of the distance
y between the inﬁnitesimal section dA of the wire and the axis with respect to which
the moment of inertia is calculated
J =
∫
y2dA. (3.31)
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In this case the axis is that one of the wire, which is considered as a cylinder of radius
r and length l. Then the momentum of inertia J with respect to its axis is
J =
1
4
pir4 =
1
4pi
A2. (3.32)
Notice that the second kind of motion is diﬀerent from that one purely vertical. The
purely vertical does not depend on the elasticity related to the bending point, but to
the elasticity of the wire, which behaves as a `spring' with stiﬀness k = Y A/l, where A
is the section of the wire.
Moreover, notice that the ratio
ke
kg
∝ A
l
√
m
, (3.33)
depends on the ratio of the section over the wire length multiplied by the square root of
the suspended mass. Therefore, the elastic component will dominate if the wire section
is not thin enough with respect to the wire length and the suspended mass.
It is important to underline that the constant kg is not associated to the dissipations,
on the contrary the stiﬀness ke, which depends on the properties of the material, con-
tains the dissipative contribution. Indeed, the internal dissipations are mainly due to
the imperfections in the structure of the crystal lattice of a solid body. Dissipations
propagate inside the body and occur as a delay in the response to the external force
F (t). This eﬀect is called anelasticity.
Q factor
The measure of a harmonic oscillator's resistance to disturbances to its oscillation period
is a dimensionless parameter called the Q factor. The Q is proportional to the resonant
frequency multiplied by the time τ0 that the amplitude of the oscillation A(t) = A0e−
t
τ
implies to be attenuated of a factor 1/e [60, 127]. For a given resonance ω0, the asso-
ciated Q mechanical quality factor is then
Q0 =
ω0τ0
2
. (3.34)
Note that the Q is related to how long it takes for the oscillations of an oscillator to
die out. Particularly, a high Q corresponds to a long relaxation time τ0.
3.2.1 Viscous Dissipations
In this treatise on the diﬀerent types of dissipation, the ﬁrst kind to be discussed is the
viscous dissipation.
Consider, as simple example, the thermal motion of an ideal harmonic oscillator [126].
Hence, consider a mass m attached to the end of a spring, as represented in ﬁgure 3.2.
The equation of motion is
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Figure 3.2: Scheme of an harmonic oscillator subject to viscous damping.
mx¨(t) + βx˙(t) + kx(t) = F (t). (3.35)
In the frequency domain it becomes then
−ω2mX(ω) + iωβX(ω) + kX(ω) = F (ω). (3.36)
The transfer function is therefore
H(ω) =
X(ω)
F (ω)
=
1
m
(
(ω20 − ω2) + ω βm
) , (3.37)
where ω0 is the resonance deﬁned as
ω0 =
√
k
m
. (3.38)
It is then important to introduce the mechanical quality factor due to viscosity Qv
which is related to the resonance ω0 through the relation
Qv = Q(ω0) =
ω20m
βω0
=
ω0m
β
. (3.39)
Then replacing β/m = ω0/Qv in the eq. 3.37, the transfer function H(ω) becomes
H(ω) =
X(ω)
F (ω)
=
1
m
(
(ω20 − ω2) + ωω0Qv
) . (3.40)
Once the transfer function is known, it is possible to apply the Fluctuation-Dissipation
Theorem [93]. Therefore, the power spectrum of the thermal noise in presence of viscous
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dissipations has the form
X2therm(ω) =
4kBT
m
ω0
Qv
1(
(ω20 − ω2)2 +
(
ωω0
Qv
)2) . (3.41)
Analysing now the behaviour of the power spectrum X2therm(ω) with respect to the
frequency, it is possible to distinguish the three limiting cases shown in ﬁgure 3.3:
1. X2therm(ω) ∝ βT = const below the resonance, i.e. for ω  ω0;
2. X2therm(ω) ∝ Tβ in the vicinity of the resonance, i.e. for ω = ω0;
3. X2therm(ω) ∝ βTω4 above the resonance, i.e. for ω  ω0.
Figure 3.3: Power spectrum of the ﬂuctuations of the spatial coordinateX in function of the frequency
in the presence of viscous dissipations. Notice that the order of magnitude of the power spectrum of
the ﬂuctuations of X at the resonance and outside the resonance depends on the viscous coeﬃcient β
and the temperature T of the system. Moreover, below the resonance it is constant, while above the
resonance it goes as βTω4 .
The energy of the ﬂuctuations is concentrated around the resonance, where the
power spectrum of the thermal noise is inversely proportional to β, i.e. the viscous
dissipations. On the contrary, far from the resonance, the power spectrum of the
thermal noise is directly proportional to the coeﬃcient of viscous friction β.
It follows that, in order to make the contributions outside the resonance negligible,
and therefore the thermal noise, it is necessary to reduce dissipation and thus have a
small value for β.
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3.2.2 Internal Dissipations
As already said, a real pendulum has a wire with a proper structure and deformability
and it is not just a point like mass. Therefore, a real wire, which is characterized by
its proper internal dissipation, aﬀects the thermal noise of the suspensions. This eﬀect
of the internal dissipation of an harmonic oscillator is described by a phenomenological
model of anelasticity [24, 73, 40]. The pendulum can be seen as a system composed by
an ideal spring, with stiﬀness kel, placed in parallel with the series formed by a spring
of stiﬀness ∆kel, and a piston, which quantiﬁes the damping at constant speed, with
coeﬃcient C. Such kind of system is depicted in ﬁgure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Graphic representation of the mechanical model of anelasticity: a real spring is in parallel
with the series formed by a spring and a piston, the latter responsible of the dissipations.
This model, called Maxwell unity, or Debye solid, allows to calculate the eﬀective stiﬀ-
ness keff , which depends on the frequency, by considering the system as an electric
circuit and thus applying the rules for the components in series and parallel
keff (ω) ≈ kel
(
1 + i
∆kel
kel
ωτ
1 + ω2τ 2
)
(3.42)
where it has been introduced the time of response of the system τ = C/∆kel.
The expression of keff in eq. (3.42) can be rewritten in the compact form
keff (ω) ≈ kel(1 + iΦ(ω)), (3.43)
which is like adding to the stiﬀness kel of an ideal suspension wire, an imaginary dis-
sipative term Φ(ω), called loss angle
k(ω) = k(1 + iΦ(ω)). (3.44)
It is important to underline that the resonant frequency of eq. (3.28), is a constant
and does not change in presence of dissipation. Note also that, in this model for the
internal dissipation, the dissipative term ikelΦ(ω) is added in the equation of motion in
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the domain of the frequency and not in the expression of the resonant frequency. The
loss angle Φ(ω) represents the anelasticity degree of the wire in the pendulum. It can
also be seen as the phase shift of the system's response to the external stress
k(ω) = kreal + ikim(ω) = |k|eiΦ(ω). (3.45)
Moreover, the addition of the imaginary dissipative term takes into account the eﬀect of
memory, typical of anelastic deformations [126]. In this case, in the equation of motion
it appears a term called term of memory FM(t)
FM(t) =
∫ t
−∞
k(t− s)x(s)ds. (3.46)
The equation of motion then is
F (t) = mx¨+
∫ t
−∞
k(t− s)x(s)ds, (3.47)
where for simplicity the contribution of the viscous dissipation (as βx˙) has been neg-
lected. In the frequency domain the equation of motion becomes then
−ω2mX(ω) + k(ω)X(ω) = F (ω), (3.48)
and by expliciting the contribution of the internal dissipation of eq. (3.44), it becomes
[k −mω2 + ikΦ(ω)]X(ω) = F (ω). (3.49)
Therefore, the transfer function is
H(ω) =
X(ω)
F (ω)
=
1
[k −mω2 + ikΦ(ω)] (3.50)
and the power spectrum of the thermal noise is straightforwardly obtained by applying
the Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem [93]
X2therm(ω) =
4kBT
mω
ω20Φ(ω)(
(ω20 − ω2)2 +
(
ω20Φ(ω))
2
) . (3.51)
The loss angle is usually very small, Φ(ω) 1. We want now to observe the behaviour of
the power spectrum of the thermal noise below, in the vicinity and above the resonance,
in the case of internal losses and in we want to compare it with the case of pure viscous
losses. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity we can consider Φ(ω) ≈ Φ0. Therefore, the
thermal noise X2therm(ω), when the internal dissipation dominates, in the three limiting
cases seen before, has the behaviour described in ﬁg. 3.5:
 X2therm(ω) ∝ TΦ0ω below the resonance ω  ω0;
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Figure 3.5: Power spectrum of the thermal noise in presence of internal dissipations (black curve)
compared to the power spectrum in presence of only viscous dissipations (red curve).
 X2therm(ω) ∝ TΦ0 in the vicinity of the resonance ω = ω0;
 X2therm(ω) ∝ TΦ0ω5 above the resonance ω  ω0.
Compare now this case with the previous one, with the power spectrum of the thermal
noise dominated only by viscous dissipations. The spectrum in the case dominated by
internal dissipations has no more a ﬂat trend under the resonance, but it grows like ω−1
as the frequency decreases, while above the resonance, as ω increases, it decreases more
steeply, like ω−5. Despite of a diﬀerent behaviour in function of the frequency, however,
it is evident an analogy in the dependence on dissipation. In fact, like for the viscous
ones, also for the case of internal dissipation as the losses (the loss angle for internal and
the viscous coeﬃcient in the case of dominant viscous dissipation) decrease, the power
spectrum of the thermal noise increases in the vicinity of the resonance and decreases
outside the resonance.
So, the smaller the loss angle, the lower is the thermal noise contribution outside
the resonance.
Therefore, in order to have the energy of the ﬂuctuations concentrated around
the resonance and negligible outside, thus to make the contributions of the internal
dissipation negligible, it is necessary to have very small loss angles Φ0  1.
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3.2.3 Thermoelastic Dissipations
Among the internal processes of dissipation, it is possible to ﬁnd the thermoelastic
dissipation. This kind of internal dissipation occurs in an elastic body in which the
local variation of the state of deformation gives rise to the production of heat. In fact,
in materials with thermal expansion coeﬃcient α 6= 0, the temperature is coupled to
the local deformation.
If α > 0:
 a volumetric expansion locally decreases the temperature,
 while a contraction causes an increasing of the temperature.
Consider the example of a metallic wire dynamically bended. For each bending, around
the deformation one side is heated, while the other cools down, thus creating a tem-
perature gradient. In order to restore the thermodynamic equilibrium, heat ﬂows along
the gradient, thus causing the dissipation that is sustained by the dynamic equilibrium
of the system. Therefore, the elastic energy is dissipated owing to this irreversible heat
ﬂux in time-varying inhomogeneous deformations. The reaching of the equilibrium re-
quires a characteristic time that has accurately been calculated by Zener [159, 160]. He
started from the equation of the heat diﬀusion, which links the temperature T to the
divergence of the strain :
∂T
∂t
=
k
C
∇2T − Y αT0
C(1− 2σ)
∂(∇ · ~)
∂t
(3.52)
where Y is the Young's modulus of the material, α = 1
L
∂L
∂T
is the coeﬃcient of linear
thermal expansion, C is the speciﬁc heat, σ is the Poisson's ratio, and k is thermal
diﬀusion coeﬃcient [74, 126].
Solving this equation, Zener showed that this mechanism is well described by the
Standard Anelastic Model [24] as a single relaxation process with a single peak. Hence,
in this anelastic model, the corresponding loss angle has a frequency dependance:
Φte(ω) = ∆
ωτ
1 + ω2τ 2
, (3.53)
where τ represents the characteristic time of the heat diﬀusion inside the material. In
the case of a wire with circular section, the parameters ∆ and τ have the form [74, 126]:
∆ =
Y α2T
ρC
, (3.54)
τ =
Cρ(2rw)
2
2pik2.16
, (3.55)
where ρ is the volumetric density and rw is the radius of the wire.
The curve of the thermoelastic loss of ﬁg.3.6, i.e. the loss angle for thermoelastic
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Figure 3.6: Thermoelastic loss curve. The thermoelastic loss angle as varying the frequency. Notice
the maximum called thermoelastic peak.
dissipations in function of the frequency, shows a maximum called thermoelastic peak
or Debye's peak, characteristic of the material. In fact, it is easily veriﬁed that the
angular frequency of the peak is equal to the inverse of the time of heat diﬀusion τ and
the maximum of the losses is equal to ∆/2. Therefore, it follows that if we want to
reduce the contribution of the thermoelastic losses it is reasonable to choose a material
whose thermoelastic peak occurs outside the detection band. Both for ground based
GW detector and QuRaG the detection band is the auto frequency band. Hence, the
suitable material for QuRaG's suspensions already seems to be the same as for GW
detectors: the fused silica. But this needed to be conﬁrmed by more detailed analysis,
as it is explained in the following chapter.
Then, given the expression of Φte(ω) (3.53), it is possible to conclude that, in order to
reduce the thermoelastic losses outside the peak, is necessary to choose a material with:
 small coeﬃcient of linear thermal expansion α,
 a high speciﬁc heat C,
 a small Young's modulus Y .
For the third generation of GW detectors the material should have these characteristics
also at cryogenic temperatures, because these interferometers will be cooled down to
about 4K, to further reduce the thermal noise contribution.
Note that for a ribbon suspension the characteristic time of the heat diﬀusion inside
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the material has the form [74]
τ =
Cρ(t)2
pi2k
, (3.56)
where t is the thickness of the ribbon, which corresponds to the side of the ribbon
section corresponding to the direction in which the temperature gradient is created by
the bending of the ribbon.
3.2.4 Surface Losses
The imperfections and impurities in the crystal lattice are more frequently on the sur-
face of a body. This depends on the fact that the surface is the region mostly exposed
to the action of chemical agents or mechanical contacts. In particular, in a mirror, the
surface is a zone full of defaults, cracks and impurities due to the polishing process.
Therefore, it is assumed that the higher dissipation will mainly be in the zones of surface
and contact. The mechanism of surface dissipation appears when, during the oscilla-
tions, mechanical friction occurs on the contact area between the two materials. This
dissipation process is not only localized on the surface, but it can reach a more internal
area, within the so called dissipation depth ds, which I will deﬁne later. In Virgo+ it
has been demonstrated [40] that these dissipations concern in particular the anchoring
system of the test masses to the suspensions, where the contact tension is concentrated.
Suppose that the surface and structural dissipations dominate, the total loss angle is
then [74]
Φtot =
∆Estr + ∆Esurf
Etot
(3.57)
where:
 ∆Estr is the energy lost in the volume of the wire for each oscillation cycle,
 ∆Esurf is the energy lost for each cycle in the surface dissipative layer,
 Etot is the total energy of the oscillating wire.
It is reasonable to assume that
 ∆Esurf ∝ S, S contact surface or the area where the dissipation occurs
 ∆Estr ∝ V , V volume of the wire
then it is possible to write the ratio
∆Esurf
∆Estr
=
µds
V/S
(3.58)
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where µ is a geometrical factor, and ds is the dissipation depth. The latter is deﬁned
as
ds =
1
Φstr
∫ h
0
Φ(τ)dτ (3.59)
where τ is the depth starting from the surface and Φstr = ∆Estr/Etot is the structural
loss angle of the internal volume of the material. Suppose now that the dissipative layer
on the surface has thickness h, and that the surface losses Φ(τ) do not depend on the
depth, we obtain that
ds = h
Φsurf
Φstr
. (3.60)
The total dissipation of the system can be rewritten then as
Φ = Φstr
(
1 + µ
hS
V
Φsurf
Φstr
)
. (3.61)
It follows that, for a ﬁber, the surface dissipations are described by the term
Φe =
∆Esurf
Etot
= µ
hS
V
Φsurf . (3.62)
From the eq. (3.62) we can conclude that by reducing the surface over volume ratio S/V
of the suspension wire, it is possible to decrease the surface losses Φe. The geometrical
factor µ, introduced in eq.(3.58), for a given ﬁber is deﬁned as [74]
µ =
∫
S 
2(~r)d2r∫
V 
3(~r)d3r
. (3.63)
where r denotes a point in the sample, (~r) is the strain amplitude, V and S are the
volume and outer surface of the sample, and V and S are the set of points comprising
the volume and outer surface respectively. For transverse oscillations of a cylindrical
ﬁber and of a ribbon and, the geometrical factor becomes:
µ = 2 for a cylindrical ﬁber, (3.64)
µ =
3 + a
1 + a
for a ribbon, (3.65)
where a = t/w is the aspect ratio of the ribbon equal to the ratio of the thickness t in
the bending direction (which is also the direction of the temperature gradient) over the
width w of the ribbon [73, 74].
3.2.5 The Mechanical Quality Factor Q
Once the loss angle of each dissipative phenomenon is known, it is possible to obtain
the associated impedance, or equivalently, the transfer function. Then, by applying the
FDT, it is possible to calculate the power spectrum of the associated thermal noise,
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and thus it is possible to estimate the contribution of each eﬀect on the thermal noise.
The dissipations, as already said, are also estimated through the mechanical quality
factor of the system Q, which comes from the combination of two main eﬀects:
viscous dissipations Qvisc =
mω0
β
; (3.66)
structural dissipations Qstr =
1
Φstr
. (3.67)
The total mechanical quality factor Q is obtained from the equivalent loss angle [126]:
Φ(ω) =
ω
ω0
1
Qvisc
+ Φstr =
ω
ω0
1
Q
. (3.68)
Systems with high values for Q, therefore with low Φ, have the advantage of concentrat-
ing the main part of the ﬂuctuation energy around the resonance. Note that since the
Qs are inversely proportional to the Φs, they sum as the resistances in a parallel electric
circuit. And the total Q is then given by the reciprocal of the sum of the reciprocals of
the Qs.
3.3 The Suspension Thermal Noise
The pendulum thermal noise of the suspension can be distinguished in three kinds:
1. the thermal noise of the pendulum (horizontal modes of oscillation);
2. the thermal noise of the vertical modes of oscillation;
3. the thermal noise of the violin modes.
3.3.1 Pendulum Modes of Oscillation
If the systems operates in conditions of ultra high vacuum (UHV), like in Virgo, it is
possible to consider the viscous damping due to the residual gas negligible with respect
to the internal dissipations of the pendulum. In the Virgo vacuum chamber a UHV of
10−10mbar (10−8Pa) is reached [9]. In this case the internal dissipative forces are only
due to the bending of the suspension wire. Moreover, it is very important having optical
surfaces with a high degree of polishing and annealing, since the imperfections present
on the surface are likely to undergo degassing process when the vacuum is activate.
The degree of polishing and the annealing depends on the vacuum level needed.
To treat this argument, where the viscous damping contribution has been neglected, it
is more convenient to describe the dissipation processes through the recall momentum
of the suspension wire, which is the integral in the momentum equation:
mLx¨+mgx+
∫ t
−∞
τ(t− s)x(s)
l
ds = lFext, (3.69)
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where l is the length of the wire, τ = kel2 is the torque and ke is the stiﬀness.
Indeed, in the frequency domain, this term corresponds to the complex loss angle, which
allows to introduce the loss angle for internal dissipations Φs(ω)
k(ω) = ke(1 + iΦs(ω)). (3.70)
In this case the pendulum resonance eﬀectively measured is not only that one given
by the simple pendulum, i.e. the gravitational component ωg =
√
g/L, but it has an
elastic component ωe proportional to the stiﬀness ke
ω2p =
(
g
L
+
ke
m
)
= ω2g + ω
2
e . (3.71)
However, for a suspension in which the elastic restoring force is much lower than the
gravitational restoring force Fel  Fg, the elastic contribution is almost negligible
ωe  ωg. The stiﬀness depends on the characteristics of the ﬁber, the length l, the
Young's modulus Y , the momentum of inertia of the section J
ke = nfpnw
√
ΛY J
2l2
(3.72)
and on the suspended mass m, since the tension of the ﬁber Λ is Λ = mg/nw, with
nw number of suspension wires and nfp number of ﬂexural points [54, 127]. Therefore,
it is possible to make the elastic contribution negligible by choosing the suitable
material, the suitable wire shape (length and section) and suspended mass, as in the
case of Virgo [127]. Now we want to make an estimation of the elastic contribution on
QuRaG's suspensions. Suppose for QuRaG the same material as for the suspensions
of Virgo, hence with Young's modulus Ys = 72.8GPa, and being two cylindrical wires
with a radius of 20µm and length of 2cm and having a suspend mass of ' 0.08g,
we obtain that the elastic contribution is about ω2e = 59Hz
2 smaller, but not negli-
gible with respect to the gravitational contribution which is ω2g = 490Hz
2. Therefore,
in the thermal noise estimation we should also take into account the elastic contribution.
Then, knowing the dissipations, it is possible to apply the FDT and thus to obtain the
power spectrum of the pendulum thermal noise
X2pend(ω) =
4kbT
mω
ω2eΦs(ω)(
(ω2p − ω2)2 +
(
ω2eΦs(ω))
2
) . (3.73)
It is preferable to express the thermal noise X2therm(ω) in terms of the measured quant-
ities such as the pendulum resonance ωp and the pendulum total loss angle Φp, which
is deﬁned as
Φp(ω) =
ω2e
ω2p
Φs(ω). (3.74)
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Then, the power spectrum of the pendulum thermal noise becomes
X2pend(ω) =
4kBT
mω
ω2pΦp(ω)(
(ω2p − ω2)2 +
(
ω2pΦp(ω))
2
) . (3.75)
The mechanical quality factor Q has already been introduced to estimate the dissipa-
tions of the system. In the case of the pendulum Q is
Qp =
1
Φp(ω)
= D
1
Φs(ω)
(3.76)
where D is called dilution factor [126] and it is deﬁned as
D ≡ ω
2
p
ω2e
. (3.77)
Therefore, recalling that ω2p = ω
2
g + ω
2
e , if the elastic contribution is small compared to
the gravitational one, as in the case of Virgo, ωe  ωg, then the dilution factor is a
pure number much greater than 1
D = 1 +
ω2g
ω2e
≈ ω
2
g
ω2e
 1 (3.78)
and then it increases the Q (or reduces the Φ), thus reducing the pendulum losses.
Therefore, it is possible to state that, given the same structural loss angle, the pendulum
has the lowest losses, lower of a factor D−1 with respect to those only given by the
structural losses of the material. Anyway, even if the suspension has an important
elastic contribution but still lower than the gravitational one, as for QuRaG, the dilution
factor is still a pure number greater than one that allows to increase the pendulum Q.
3.3.2 Vertical Modes of Oscillation
As already largely discussed, for a real pendulum, such as the suspension system of the
mirror of a GW detector like Virgo, it also exists a vertical component of the motion.
These modes have resonances deﬁned by the expression
ω2vert =
4pir2Y
ml
(3.79)
where m is the suspended mass, l, r and Y are respectively the length, the radius and
the Young's modulus of the suspension wire. Usually their contribution to the total
thermal noise of the suspensions is negligible.
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3.3.3 Violin Modes of Oscillation
Suspension wires, if subject to tension, behave like vibrating strings and in the spectrum
of the thermal noise of the suspension several resonances appear. The ideal string ﬁxed
in both ends has harmonics of ascending order according to the relation
ωn = nω1. (3.80)
This means that the frequency associated to the n-th harmonic is equal to n-times the
frequency of the fundamental harmonic.
In the case of a real pendulum with elasticity, the relation among the harmonics is
more complex. In fact, in this case the wires can not be considered as inextensible and
one-dimensional. Moreover, their ends are not ﬁxed but ﬂuctuate. The frequency of
the harmonics have been calculated by Saulson and Gonzalez and are related [69] as
follows
ωn(ω) =
npi
l
√
Λ
pir2ρ
[
1 +
2
lkv(ω)
+
1
2
(
npi
kv(ω)l
)2]
(3.81)
in which l, r, ρ and Λ are respectively the length, the radius of the section, the density
and the tension of the suspension wire. kv(ω) is the wave number related to the ﬂexural
rigidity of the ﬁber [69] given by the expression
kv(ω) =
√
Λ +
√
Λ2 + 4Y Jρpir2ω2
2Y J
(3.82)
where Y is the Young's modulus of the ﬁber and J is the moment of inertia of the
section of the wire with respect to its axis. Φn, the loss angle related to the n-th
harmonic, corresponds to the reciprocal of the mechanical quality factor of the same
harmonic and is given by the relation [69]
Φn(ω) = Φ(ω)
2
lkv
(
1 +
(npi)2
2kv(ω)l
)
(3.83)
where Φ(ω) is the total loss angle which for the violin modes is given by the sum of the
structural φs, thermoelastic φte(ω) and surface losses Φe.
Φ(ω) = φs + φte(ω) + Φe. (3.84)
The power spectrum of the thermal noise has peaks in correspondence of the resonances
of the wire, as for the pendulum mode. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider the losses
condensed around the resonances, and then to approximate the thermal noise associated
to the violin modes of a wire, as the sum of the contributions of each single harmonic
[133, 69]
〈X˜viol(ω)〉2 = 44kBT
ω
2ρr2
pim2
l
∑
n
1
n
ω2nΦn
(ω2n − ω2)2 + (ω2nΦn)2
(3.85)
where Φ(ωn) represents the value of the total loss angle in correspondence of the n-th
harmonic.
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3.4 Mirror Thermal Noise
In the frequency range between 30 Hz and 300 Hz, the thermal noise of the mirrors
is likely to dominate, such as for the case of Virgo. The main internal mechanisms of
dissipation in the mirrors are:
 structural dissipations Φstr,
 surface dissipations Φe,
 thermoelastic dissipations Φte(ω).
The physical explanation of these three dissipation mechanisms has already been done
for the case of the suspension wires, and it can straightforwardly be applied on the
case of the mirrors. It is evident that the surface losses will be less important for the
mirrors since they have a lower surface to volume ratio, while the thermoelastic losses
can be neglected. In fact, if there is not a larger dimension with respect to the others,
as on the contrary it is for a thin wire, there is no evidence of the bending causing the
temperature gradient between the compressed and relaxed areas.
Two main approaches are used to model such noise: the Modal Approach and the
Levin Approach. The former considers the complex solid system as a sum of harmonic
oscillators, each one with its proper resonance, loss angle, and equivalent mass. The
latter is preferred to be applied when the mechanical losses are not homogeneously
distributed on the system, since in this case the direct application of the FDT is more
complicated. This can be the case of real mirrors where the mechanical loss is know to
be inhomogeneous.
3.4.1 The Modal Approach
For estimating the thermal noise of the mirrors, which are suspended test masses, each
internal mode of the solid body can be considered as a one-dimension harmonic oscillator
so that the eﬀective spectral density of the mirror displacement can be expressed as the
sum of all the mechanical resonances of the mirror. The total thermal noise will be the
sum of all these modes. Nevertheless, it is possible to calculate the thermal noise, with
great improvement in the computation time, by considering only those modes which
aﬀect more the mirror position, and which are coupled with the mirror displacement
along the optical axis (the optical modes of the interferometer) [68]. Then, the thermal
noise will be the sum of the contribution of the modes which inﬂuence more the mirror
position along the optical axis. Therefore, the total thermal noise will have the following
form
X2modal(ω) =
4kBT
ω
n∑
i=1
∣∣<[Zn(ω)−1]∣∣ = 4kBT
ω
n∑
i=1
1
Mi
ω2i φi(ω)
((ω2i − ω2)2 + (ω2i φi(ω))2)
,(3.86)
where each mode i is described by its proper resonance ωi, its equivalent mass Mi and
its loss angle φi(ω) which contains all the dissipation mechanisms involved in the i-th
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mode [127]. The equivalent mass Mi is related to the apparent motion measured by
the laser beam, so that the mirror is modeled as a point like mass Mi vibrating at
ωi observed with the equivalent coordinate x
eq
i which is the mirror face displacement
weighted by the beam shape. Let's consider a mirror, where the radial vector on the
surface is ~r, whose optical axis is on the direction z, and the beam shape proﬁle P (~r),
normalized over the mirror surface S such as:∫
S
P (~r)dS = 1. (3.87)
Then, for the i-th mode the deformation vector on the surface is wi,z(~r) and the equi-
valent coordinate displacement [158] is deﬁned as
xeqi =
∫
Surface
wi,z(~r)P (~r)dS. (3.88)
Then, the equivalent mass of the i-th mode can be calculated considering that each
mode corresponds to a one-dimension harmonic oscillator having elastic energy equal
to the strain energy of the corresponding mode
1
2
Miω
2
i (x
eq
i )
2 =
1
2
ω2i
∫
volume
ρ| ~wi(~r)|2dV (3.89)
where ρ is the mirror density [127, 158]. The associated equivalent mass is then
Mi =
∫
volume
ρ| ~wi(~r)|2dV∣∣∣ ∫Surfacewi,z(~r)P (~r)dS∣∣∣2 . (3.90)
The modal approach is useful when dealing with modal Q measurements, since in fact
the Qi of the i-th mode is the reciprocal of the loss angle φi. Thus, knowing the losses
associated to each mode, then the total thermal noise can be derived as the sum of the
thermal noise of each mode as in eq. (3.86). Later, in chapter 4, I will demonstrate that
this approach is useful to directly calculate the thermal noise of complex suspension
system. Indeed, I extended the modal approach with appropriate modiﬁcations in
order to study the thermal noise of the QuRaG suspension system in the more complex
conﬁguration.
3.4.2 The Levin Approach
When the mechanical losses are not homogeneously distributed on the surface of the
mirror the FDT as expressed in the eq. (3.23) has a too complex form, and the Levin
approach is usually applied. This is the case of solid mirrors where the localization of
structural defects and stresses within the bulk material and the mechanical loss associ-
ated with the polished surfaces is higher than the levels typically associated with bulk
eﬀects. Therefore Levin suggested a direct application of the FDT to the optically-
sensed position of the mirror substrate surface [97]. This approach is a low frequency
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approximation, possible in the case of real mirror, since the resonances of the internal
modes of the mirror are typically at frequencies much higher than the observed fre-
quency range, and we are therefore in quasi-static regime ω << ω1bulk, with ω1bulk ﬁrst
of the internal (bulk) modes resonances. The Levin approach is based on calculating
the strain energy accumulated by the mirror under the elastic deformation by applying
a nominal pressure on the mirror surface normalized to 1N [127]. This pressure has the
same spatial proﬁle as the intensity of the sensing laser beam impinging on the front
face of the mirror. Then, it is possible to calculate the resulting power dissipated in the
substrate under the applied pressure. The power spectrum of the eﬀective displacement
of the mirror's face is thus described by the relation [97, 16]
X2Levin(ω) =
8kBT
ω
Uφ(ω) (3.91)
where T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann's constant, φ(ω) is the loss angle for
the dissipation of the bulk and U is the static strain energy stored in the mirror when
a pressure distribution p(r), due to the laser impinging on the mirror, is applied on
the mirror surface. The beam intensity proﬁle is typically a Gaussian, and thus the
nominal pressure proﬁle on the mirror is
p(r) =
2
piw20
e
−2 r2
w20 (3.92)
which is normalized and where w0 is the beam radius on the mirror, i.e. the radius of
the spot size on the mirror surface.1 The analytical calculation of the strain energy is
not always possible. Anyway there is a particular case in which there is an analytical
expression for the strain energy: that one of a cylindrical mirror of inﬁnite size. This
can be the case in which the spot size of the beam is small compared to the size of the
mirror. Therefore, the following expression for the strain energy U is obtained [16]
U =
1− σ2
2
√
piY w0
(3.93)
where σ and Y are respectively the Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus of the material.
When the previous approximation of inﬁnite mirror can not be done, it is more suitable
to use the correction term for a ﬁnite cylindrical mirror, already calculated by Bondu
Hello Vinet (BHV) [16] but with one error later corrected by Thorne [99]. In the strain
energy of equation (3.91) appears a correction term ∆U [16, 99]
X2Levin(ω) =
8kBT
ω
(U0 + ∆U)φ(ω), (3.94)
where U0 and ∆U are calculated in the Bondu Hello Vinet BHV approximation by Liu
and Thorne [99].
1Note that the physical dimension of p(r) is m−2.
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The error in [16] arises when BHV expand the Gaussian-shaped pressure as a sum
over Bessel functions, where they omitted a uniform-pressure term from the sum. As a
result, the pressure that they imagine impinging on the mirror face
PBHV (r) = F0cos(ωt)
∞∑
m=1
pmJ0(kmr) (3.95)
has a vanishing surface integral
∫ a
0
PBHV (r)2pirdr = 0 [99]. In other words, the desired
pressure is equal to PBHV plus an equal and opposite net force F0cos(ωt) uniformly
applied over the mirror face:
P (r) = PBHV (r) + p0F0cos(ωt), (3.96)
where F0 is a normalized force amplitude coeﬃcient, p0 is equal to
p0 =
1
pia2
, (3.97)
H is the mirror thickness, a the mirror radius, J0(ζm) is the Bessel function of order
zero calculated in m-th zero (ζm) of the order-one Bessel function J1(x), and km and
pm are constant coeﬃcients equal to
km =
ζm
a
, (3.98)
pm =
exp(−k2mr20/4)
pia2[J0(ζm)]2
. (3.99)
The strain energy corrected is then given by the sum of U0 and ∆U which are [99]
U0 =
(1− σ2)
piaY
∞∑
m=1
Um
exp(−ζ2mr20/2a2)
ζm[J0(ζm)]2
, (3.100)
∆U =
a2
6piH3Y
[pi2H4p20 + 12piH
2σp0s+ 72(1− σ)s2], (3.101)
where s has the form [99]
s =
∞∑
m=1
Um
exp(−ζ2mr20/4a2)
ζ2m[J0(ζm)]
, (3.102)
and Um is
Um =
1−Q2m + 4kmHQm
(1−Qm)2 − 4k2mH2Qm
, (3.103)
where the coeﬃcient Qm is equal to
Qm = exp(−2kmH). (3.104)
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3.4.3 The Thermal Noise of the Coatings
Interferometers for GW detections need to have highly reﬂecting end mirrors, and par-
tially transmitting input mirrors, as already explained in the ﬁrst chapter. This implies
the presence of layers on the mirror surface, that should give the suitable values of
reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients. Since, as for the interferometer Virgo, QuRaG
requires totally reﬂective end mirrors and partially transmitting input mirrors, we sup-
pose for QuRaG mirrors the same coating layers composition as for Virgo. Since in the
expression of the mirror thermal noise, eq. (3.91), the loss mechanisms are included in
the loss angle φ(ω) term, therefore, we have to take into account the loss angle due to
the coating losses.
The dissipation process due to the elastic deformation of a given surface layer layer of
thickness hlayer is described by the loss angle
Φlayer(ωmode) = hlayer
dUlayer/dh
Utot
φlayer, (3.105)
which is given by the intrinsic loss angle of the material composing the layer φlayer
multiplied by the fraction of strain energy dUlayer/dh accumulated by the layer of
thickness hlayer over the total strain energy Utot accumulated by the whole mirror
under the elastic deformation.
In the case of Virgo the coatings of the mirrors are composed of several alternate
dielectric layers of high and low reﬂection index materials: the High Reﬂective
(HR) Ta2O5 and the Low Reﬂective (LR) SiO2. As already said, the reﬂection
coeﬃcient changes for input or end mirrors, and the number of high and low reﬂective
layers is chosen in function of these conditions. Therefore, the overall thickness
of the HR and LR layers for the input and end mirrors is diﬀerent. In the case
of the tiny end mirrors of QuRaG, it is reasonable to consider that the coating
is circular shaped and almost covers the whole mirror front surface. While for
the bigger input mirrors, I will consider just a circular area of the same radius as
the circular coating shape of the end mirrors. This is a very good estimation of the
losses since in the real case coatings do not cover the whole surface of the input mirrors.
The losses coming from the coatings are then the sum of the losses of each layer
[127]:
Φcoat(ωmode) = SHigh
dUHigh/dS
Utot
φHigh + SLow
dULow/dS
Utot
φLow, (3.106)
of High and Low reﬂective material, tantalum pentoxide Ta2O5 and silica SiO2 respect-
ively [118, 127]. The coatings of Virgo, which are a priori chosen to be the same for
QuRaG, have the properties summarized in the following table 3.1.
The same expression for the loss angle of a given layer eq.(3.105), can also be used
for calculating the losses due to eventual layers of gluing material, like for layers of
waterglass or for estimating the losses due to the silicate bonding technique.
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Materials: High R Ta2O5 Low R SiO2
Properties:
density ρ (kg/m3) 8200 2200
Young's Modulus Y (GPa) 140 72.2
Poisson's ratio σ 0.26 0.167
loss angle φ 2 · 10−4 5 · 10−5
thickness INPUT mirror h (µm) 0.956 2.388
thickness END mirror h (µm) 2.393 4.1086
Table 3.1: Characteristic parameters for the coatings of Virgo [127].
3.4.4 Internal Modes of Mirrors
The thermal noise ﬂuctuations inside a solid object, generate the so called bulk modes
of vibration. The internal or bulk modes of solids, like cylindrical mirrors, are charac-
terized by the number of nodal diameters and nodal circumferences, which then deﬁne
the shape of the mode. Thus, the order of bulk modes is conventionally described by the
couple of numbers (n,m), where the former n refers to the number of nodal diameters
and the latter m to the number of nodal circumferences. The modes which do not show
nodal diameters (n = 0) are symmetrical with respect to the mayor axis [111, 40]. In
the case of a cylindrical mirror inside an optical cavity, like for GW interferometers, this
axis corresponds to the optical axis and, because of their shape, these modes are thus
called Drum modes. Moreover, since in Drum modes the centre of the mirror is not a
nodal point, but it moves. Therefore, the sensing of the mirror's position is signiﬁcantly
aﬀected by these thermal noise ﬂuctuations.
Figure 3.7: Example of Drum mode (1,0) of a suspended cylindrical mirror. The colors identify the
deformations, i.e. the displacement of the mirror surface from the equilibrium. The red identiﬁes the
maximum deformation which is in the center, and the green indicates the minimal displacement, thus
it represents the nodal circumference.
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The modes with no nodal circumferences (m = 0), have nodal diameters which
cross the center of the mirror, thus taking their name from their shape, they are called
Butterﬂy modes. The center of the solid is a nodal point, hence, if the optical axis is
well aligned with the mirror axis, the sensing of the mirror position is less inﬂuenced
by Butterﬂy modes. Therefore Butterﬂy modes, as well as all the asymmetrical modes
with respect to the optical axis, are negligible in the calculation of the mirror thermal
noise.
Figure 3.8: Example of Butterﬂy mode (0,2) of a suspended cylindrical mirror. The center of the
mirror is a nodal point, which is the intersection of the two nodal diameters. Since the mirror is not
exactly symmetric, the Butterﬂy (0,2) shows up in two slightly diﬀerent modes: a mode x (image on
the left) and a mode + (image on the right). This is valid also for higher order modes if the vibrating
object is not perfectly symmetric.
Figure 3.9: Example of Butterﬂy mode (0,3) of a suspended cylindrical mirror.
It is then intuitive that if the laser pressure impinging on the mirror surface has
an intensity proﬁle, like a Gaussian proﬁle, with the maximum of energy concentrated
in the center it will be more likely to induce drum modes. Thus, such a beam proﬁle
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is likely to aﬀect the mirror thermal noise, as already pointed out. This issue will be
discussed in more detail in a speciﬁc chapter.
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Chapter 4
Thermal Noise Analysis to
Constrain the Design of QuRaG
Starting from a preliminary design of the QuRaG interferometer, inspired from the cur-
rent GW interferometers, a detailed study to constrain the design of the last suspension
stage of the end mirrors has been done and it is described in this chapter. The guiding
point for this analysis is that the best conﬁguration should have a power spectrum of
radiation pressure noise signiﬁcantly higher than the thermal noise one, in order to
be in quantum radiation pressure regime dominated. Therefore, several conﬁgurations
for the suspensions have been conceived and tested through the estimation and then
comparison between their thermal noise and radiation pressure noise.
I have done these analyses with the commercial software ANSYSr which makes a
FEA (ﬁnite elements analysis) on the system. Therefore, several mechanical simula-
tions have been done on each conceived conﬁguration for the mirror's suspension. With
this aim, this part of the work has been developed in collaboration with the Virgo
group at La Sapienza University in Rome. My analyses conﬁrmed that, in order to
reduce the clamping losses, the suspension system should be monolithic, like in Virgo+,
which means that the suspension wires and the mirror should be made with the same
material. Moreover, this material should have very low internal losses. Therefore, the
Suprasilr (a kind of fused silica), widely applied on GW interferometers, seems to be
the best candidate [73, 125].
4.1 Finite Element Analysis with ANSYSr
As already explained in the previous chapter, the Modal Approach consists in consid-
ering the system as a sum of harmonic oscillators each one having a proper resonance,
equivalent mass and loss angle. This assumption is always true, and it is particularly
convenient in the case of a complex system as the core of the QuRaG suspended inter-
ferometer. In the modal analysis, the losses are estimated through the strain energies
accumulated by each element while the mechanical stress occurs. ANSYSr subdivides
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the system in ﬁnite elements and, with the suitable boundary conditions, solves the
equations of motion on each element, each of them being connected to its neighbors.
It then gives as output the characteristics of each mechanical mode, such as the res-
onant frequency, and the associated displacement. It is necessary to carefully choose
the meshing, which means making the best choice of the ﬁnite elements shape and
size before solving the equations of motion, in order to have a more precise solution
within a ﬁnite computational time. Therefore, it should be done a trade oﬀ between
the computational time and the quality of the meshing. For example, the best strategy
is to make a more dense meshing around the bending points or the clamping stages, or
anywhere a priori is supposed to be a more dissipative area, and a more sparse meshing
as moving away from these areas. As example of meshing, see ﬁgures 4.3 and 4.4.
With the ﬁnite element analysis of ANSYSr it is possible to estimate how the
internal modes of the whole interferometer can aﬀect the mirror position. Therefore,
this FEA allows to determine which are the modes that more contribute to the mirror
displacement and then to the mirror thermal noise. This step is fundamental in order
to choose the optimal suspension system for the ﬁnal design, but also to constrain all
the other parts of the design which strongly depend on the suspension conﬁguration.
In ﬁgure 4.1 is shown the starting design of the QuRaG suspended interferometer.
This is composed by a disk to which all the optical elements of the Michelson interfer-
ometer with Fabry-Pérot cavities are attached, and which is suspended to the upper
stages through three wires occupying the vertices of an equilateral triangle around the
center of the disk. For simplicity, the upper stages are schematized as a thick disk to
which the three wires are suspended. The core of the interferometer is composed by a
prism shaped beam splitter, two parallelepiped shaped input mirrors, two suspended
end mirrors and a cylindrical shaped counterweight. The optic scheme of the suspended
interferometer, already described in chapter 2, is shown in ﬁgure 4.2.
The ﬁgures 4.3 and 4.4 show how the meshing has been done on the Input and End
mirror, respectively, in the case of the estimation of the mirror thermal noise with the
presence of the coatings. As already explained, the meshing is more dense in the areas
of the coatings where the laser pressure is supposed to impinge on. It is in those areas
that is necessary to have meshing elements of smaller size, that are reasonably chosen
to be at least two order of magnitude smaller than the dimension of the beam radius
on the mirror surface.
4.2 Modal Analysis on the whole Suspended Interfer-
ometer
This preliminary analysis allows to make a complete mapping of the modes of the
whole suspended interferometer thus to identify the modes which more aﬀect the mirror
position and therefore, its thermal noise. This analysis is also called mode mapping. As
boundary conditions, the thicker disk, which represents all the upper stages, should be
set as a ﬁxed support. Moreover, at low frequency, it is necessary to do both the static
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Figure 4.1: Scheme of the starting design of QuRaG for the FEA analysis with ANSYSr. The upper
stages are schematized as a cylinder which suspend the rest of the system by three suspension wires.
with gravity as other constrain and ﬂoating analysis, because in this frequency range
the eﬀect of the gravity is not negligible. While going at higher frequency the mode
mapping in the two conditions will converge. Since the pendulum mode resonance
is around 3.5Hz, I considered the eﬀect of gravity negligible starting from 100Hz,
and I checked that this assumption was correct by comparing the frequencies of the
normal modes obtained from the modal analysis with and without the gravity. This in
ANSYSWorkbenchr interface translates in doing a modal analysis with pre-stress static
analysis (that one which considers gravity) and a modal analysis in ﬂoating condition
(without any pre-stress). Therefore, since I considered negligible the eﬀect of gravity
for frequencies higher than 100Hz in table 4.2, modes till number 14, which are within
the 100Hz, are taken from the pre-stress analysis, and starting from mode 15 are taken
from the ﬂoating analysis.
For the mode description, it is necessary to set the cardinal axes. The x axis is along
the arm of the suspended mirror 1, the y axis is along the direction of gravity but in
opposite verse and the z axis is along the arm of the suspended mirror 2. For the sake
of simplicity, ITF, m1, m2 respectively refer to the whole interferometer, the suspended
mirror 1 and the suspended mirror 2 (see ﬁg.4.2). CW refers to the counterweight and
BS to the beam splitter. The ITF disk refers to the disk to which the ITF elements
are directly attached and the upper disk refers to the disk which summarizes all the
upper stages. M1 and M2 refer to the ﬁxed mirror respectively along the x and z axis.
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Figure 4.2: Optical scheme of the starting design of QuRaG.
Moreover tX, tY, tZ are short notations for the torsional modes along x, y, and z axis,
and the notation pend stands for pendulum mode. The notation viol refers to the violin
modes and LW stands for long wires which are the ITF disk suspension wires, while
m2W and m1W stand for the m1 and m2 suspension wires respectively. The Roman
numbers identify the order of the violin mode. All the acronyms explained above and
used in the mode mapping tables tab.4.2 and tab.4.3, are summarized in table 4.1. The
bulk modes like the Butterﬂy or Drum are explained in the section 3.4.4 at the end of
the previous chapter 3 on the thermal noise. The torsional modes that do not aﬀect
the mirror position along the optical axis can be neglected, while it is necessary to
evaluate the contribution of those which can aﬀect the mirror position along the optical
axis. The mode mapping showed that only the torsional mode of the mirror around
the axis orthogonal to the optical axis and lying on the plane of the ITF optics aﬀects
the mirror position sensed by the laser. Therefore, in the thermal noise calculations
I will neglect the contribution of the other torsional modes, while when applying the
modal analysis I will take into account this torsional mode in addition to the pendulum
and violin modes. The vertical mode of the system are also negligible a priori since
it will not aﬀect the mirror position along the optical axis. However, the eﬀect of the
vertical mode of the mirror will be studied in more detail while only applying the modal
analysis to the mirror suspension system.
In the analysis I considered the whole system as made of Suprasilr, as the mirrors and
mirror suspension of Virgo+, since at the present time it is the commercial fused silica
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Figure 4.3: Example of the meshing of the Input Mirror with coatings.
Figure 4.4: Example of the meshing of the End Mirror with coatings.
with the lowest losses [114].
I analysed all the modes of the system from 0 to 20kHz, which should largely be
within the frequency's window of observation of QuRaG.
This mode mapping on the preliminary design reported in the table tab.4.2, showed
that, in order to reduce the contribution of the whole interferometer to the suspension
thermal noise of the mirrors, it is necessary to have a thicker suspension disk. This will
avoid the presence of many bulk modes of the interferometer suspension disk (ITF disk)
in the detection band of QuRaG. Therefore, the ﬁrst result I obtained from the modal
analysis was the need to increase the thickness of the disk from 10mm to 40mm. From
the mode mapping, it also comes out that between the pendulum mode and the violin
modes of the m1 and m2 suspension, there are some of the violin modes of the upper
stage suspension. Nevertheless, the mirror position will not signiﬁcantly be aﬀected
by these violin modes since the interferometer disk, much heavier than the suspended
mirror, is a nodal point for these modes, so that the violin modes will not limit the
thermal noise. Moreover the interferometer disk stage has the function of ﬁltering the
stresses transmitted to the mirror. This analysis also showed that around 5kHz there
are some ﬂexural modes of the ﬁxed mirror M1 and M2. Therefore, an evaluation of
the ﬁxed mirror thermal noise has also been done in the following.
In order to verify that an ITF disk of 40mm is thick enough to not show internal
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ACRONYM DESCRIPTION
ITF whole QuRaG suspended interferometer
m1 suspended end mirror along the x axis
m2 suspended end mirror along the y axis
M1 ﬁxed input mirror along the x axis
M2 ﬁxed input mirror along the y axis
BS beam splitter
CW counterweight
ITF disk disk to which the whole interferometer is attached
upper disk disk which simpliﬁes all the upper suspension stages
m1W suspension wires of the end mirror along the x axis, m1
m2W suspension wires of the end mirror along the y axis, m2
LW longer and thicker suspension wires which hold the ITF disk
tX, tY, tZ torsional modes around x, y and z axis respectively
pendX, pendY pendulum modes along x and y axis respectively
viol violin mode
roman numbers orders of the violin modes
Table 4.1: Descriptions of the acronyms used in the mode mapping tables.
modes within the frequencies of the QuRaG window of observation, I repeated the mode
mapping, with the same boundary condition as before. This time I realized a more dense
meshing on the wires, therefore the values of the violin frequencies are slightly diﬀerent
but more precise than in the previous mode mapping. In the table tab.4.3 I report the
results of the mode mapping with the thicker disk. Some bulk modes of the ITF disk
with thickness 10mm are depicted in ﬁgure 4.5. I prefer to report the images of the
case with the thinner ITF disk, since here the internal (bulk) mode shapes are more
accentuated.
After having increased the thickness of the interferometer disk all the bulk modes of the
ITF disk have all successfully been shifted to higher frequencies. This is shown in the
tables of the mode mapping (tab.4.2 and tab.4.3) and more in detail in the table 4.4 .
Only few low order bulk modes are still within the 20kHz of the analysed spectrum,
all the others disappeared from this frequency range.
4.3 First Set of Conﬁgurations of Suspension Tested
The ﬁrst step is to verify that the whole system modes will not aﬀect the mirror po-
sition, hence its thermal noise. In particular with the modal analysis on the whole
interferometer, I demonstrated that a thicker ITF disk assures that the resonances of
the internal modes of the ITF disk fall outside the detection band of QuRaG. The
second step is to concentrate the attention on the design of the last suspension stage
of the mirrors. Therefore, with the collaboration of the Virgo group of the univer-
sity of Rome La Sapienza, I conceived several suspension conﬁgurations that I tested
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N MODE ν(Hz) DESCRIPTION OF THE MODE
1 0.44 tY ITF
2 1.38 pendX ITF
3 1.41 pendZ ITF
4,5 3.98 pendX m1, pend z m2 (along optical axis)
6 4.73 pendX m2
7 4.74 pendZ m1
8 9.99 tY m2
9 9.99 tY m1
10,11 21.0 tZ m1, tX m2
12 28.0 tZ ITF
13 30.0 tX ITF
14-19 113 I viol LW
20 117 vertical Y ITF
21-26 312 II viol LW
27-32 612 III viol LW
33-40 637 I viol m1W, m2W
41-46 1011 IV viol LW
47,48 1279 vertical m1, m2
49-54 1510 V viol LW
55-62 1757 II viol m1W, m2W
63,64 1810 tX m1, tZ m2
65 1855 Butterﬂy+2,0 ITF disk
66 1912 ButterﬂyX 2,0 ITF disk (rotated of pi/4 to mode 65)
67-72 2110 VI viol LW
73 2664 Drum 0,1 ITF disk
74-79 2809 VII viol LW
80-87 3445 III viol m1W, m2W
88-93 3610 VIII viol LW
94 4205 Butterﬂy 3,0 ITF disk
95 4259 Butterﬂy 3,0 ITF disk (rotated of pi/6 to mode 94)
96-101 4512 IX viol LW
102 5422 ﬂexural ﬁxed mirrors in phase (along optical axis)
103 5465 ﬂexural ﬁxed mirrors in antiphase (along optical axis)
104-109 5515 X viol LW
110-117 5698 IV viol m1W, m2W
118 5945 Bulk 1,1 ITF disk
119 6400 Bulk 1,1 ITF disk (rotated of pi/2 to mode 118)
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N MODE ν(Hz) DESCRIPTION OF THE MODE
120-125 6621 XI viol LW
126 6945 Butterﬂy 2,0 upper disk
127 6948 Butterﬂy 2,0 upper disk (rotated of pi/4 to mode 126)
128 7198 Butterﬂy 4,0 ITF disk
129 7350 Butterﬂy 4,0 ITF disk (rotated of pi/8 to mode 119)
130-135 7834 XII viol LW
136 8480 ﬂexural M2 along x (coupled with disk ITF)
137-144 8525 V viol m1W, m2W
145-150 9157 XIII viol LW
151 9276 ﬂexural M1 along z
152 9712 ﬂexural M1 along z, M2 along x
153 9830 ﬂexural M2 along x
154 10099 Drum 0,1 upper disk
154-160 10580 XIV viol LW
161 10721 ﬂexural M1 along z (coupled with Butterﬂy 5,0 and XIV viol LW)
162 10783 ﬂexural M1 along z (coupled with Butterﬂy 5,0 and XIV viol LW)
163 11151 Butterﬂy 5,0 ITF disk
164-171 11935 VI viol m1W, m2W
172-177 12133 XV viol LW
178-180 12628 long wires inﬂates (ANYS graphical resolution problem)
181 13600 Bulk 2,1 ITF disk (coupled with XV viol LW)
182-187 13791 XVI viol LW
188 14017 Bulk 2,1 ITF disk (coupled with XVI viol LW)
189 14031 Butterﬂy 3,0 upper disk
190 14170 Butterﬂy 3,0 upper disk (rotated of pi/6 to mode 189)
191 14604 Butterﬂy 6,0 ITF disk
192-197 15588 XVII viol LW
198 15618 Butterﬂy 6,0 ITF (coupled with XVII viol LW)
199 15980 SqueezedX ITF disk (coupled with XVII viol LW)
200-207 16050 VII viol m1W, m2W
208 16045 Squeezed+ ITF disk (rotated of pi/4 to mode 199)
209 16089 SqueezedX upper disk
210 16205 Squeezed+ upper disk (rotated of pi/4 to mode 209)
211 16742 Bulk 4,1 ITF disk (coupled with XVII viol LW)
212-217 17496 XVIII viol LW
218 17667 Bulk 1,1 ITF Bean shaped (rotation around 2 nodal points)
219 17928 Bulk 4,1 ITF disk (coupled with XVIII viol LW)
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N MODE ν(Hz) DESCRIPTION OF THE MODE
220 18510 Bulk 1,1 upper disk Bean shaped (rotation around 2 nodal points)
221 18682 tX ITF disk (coupled with XVIII viol LW)
222 18731 tY upper disk (coupled with XVIII viol LW)
223 18753 tY ITF disk (coupled with XVIII viol LW)
224 18767 tZ ITF disk (coupled with XVIII viol LW)
225 19110 tx ITF disk (coupled with XVIII viol LW)
226 19241 Butterﬂy 7,0 ITF disk (coupled with XVIII viol LW)
227-232 19587 XIX viol LW
233 19795 tX upper disk (coupled with XIX viol LW)
234 19919 tZ upper disk (coupled with XIX viol LW)
Table 4.2: Mode mapping of the whole interferometer with ITF disk of thickness 10mm. The
acronyms are summarized in tab. 4.1.
through the ANSYSr modal analysis and thermal noise estimations. According to the
preliminary design of QuRaG, the two mirrors to be suspend have a mass of around
0.2g.
4.3.1 First Set of Conﬁgurations of Mirror Suspension
Some of the suspension conﬁgurations tested are depicted in the ﬁgure 4.6. The main
guiding idea was to reduce the losses at the clamping areas of the wires. Therefore
three of the proposed solutions are shown in the ﬁgure 4.6. In the conﬁguration n.1 I
suppose to preserve the preliminary idea of a cylindrical mirror by just introducing two
lateral ﬂats, like in Virgo, in order to ﬁx two cylindrical ears to then weld the wires.
Two ears should also be added to the parallelepiped that joints the mirror to the ITF
disk. Nevertheless, realizing ﬂat on such a tiny mirror can be risky for the possibility
of causing cracks on the mirror's structure, and it will be diﬃcult to realize the welding
between the tiny wire and the thicker ears. Then I thought that using a cubic mirror as
in conﬁguration n.2, will avoid the problem of doing the ﬂats. A cubic mirror suspended
as in conﬁguration n.2 needs to weld the corner point of the cubic mirror to the wire.
Nevertheless, since the volume of the mirror is much higher than the wire's one, while
heating the two points to weld, all the heat will ﬂow into the wire and burn it, whereas
the mirror corner will need a higher temperature to melt down (except if the process is
carefully done with a CO2 laser instead of with a ﬂame). I then thought to introduce
some cubes and pyramids that will simplify the end shape of a real ﬁber that could be
directly glued on the sides of the cubic mirror, i.e. the conﬁguration n.3.
Although they showed a thermal noise signiﬁcantly lower than the radiation pressure
noise, some of these conﬁgurations have been rejected for the impossibility to be realized,
as explained above.
Therefore, the conﬁguration n.3 seemed the best at that time, so that the ﬁnal
conﬁguration has been conceived starting from it and just improving it by realizing
some modiﬁcations.
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N MODE ν(Hz) DESCRIPTION OF THE MODE
1 0.38 tY ITF
2,3 1.33 pendX ITF, pendZ ITF
4,5 3.98 pendX m1, pendZ m2 (along optical axis)
6,7 4.73 pendX m2, pendZ m1
8,9 9.99 tY m2, tY m1
10 14.5 tZ ITF
11 14.7 tX ITF
12,13 21.0 tZ m1, tX m2
14 76.7 vertical Y ITF
15-20 113 I viol LW
21-26 312 II viol LW
27-32 612 III viol LW
33-40 637 I viol m1W, m2W
41-46 1011 IV viol X,Z LW
47,48 1279 vertical m1, m2
49-54 1510 V viol LW
55-62 1757 II viol m1W, m2W
63,64 1810 tX m1, tZ m2
65-70 2109 VI viol LW
71-76 2807 VII viol LW
77-84 3445 III viol m1W, m2W
85-90 3606 VIII viol LW
91-96 4505 IX viol LW
97-102 5504 X viol LW
103 5536 ﬂexural M2 along z (optical axis)
104 5604 ﬂexural M1 along x (optical axis)
105-112 5702 IV viol M1W, M2W
113 6416 Butterﬂy+ 2,0 ITF disk
114 6445 ButterﬂyX 2,0 ITF disk (rotated of pi/4 to mode 114)
115-120 6604 X viol LW
121 6937 Butterﬂy+ 2,0 upper disk
122 6946 ButterﬂyX 2,0 upper disk (rotated of pi/4 to mode 121)
123-128 7806 XXI viol LW
129-136 8527 V viol m1W, m2W
137 9084 Drum 0,1 ITF disk
138-143 9111 XIII viol LW
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N MODE ν(Hz) DESCRIPTION OF THE MODE
144 10077 Drum 0,1 upper disk
145 10105 ﬂexural M2 along x
146 10186 ﬂexural M1 along z
147-152 10517 XIV viol LW
153-160 11963 VI viol m1W, m2W
161-166 12039 XV viol LW
167 12497 ﬂexural BS (coupled with Butterﬂy 3,0 ITF disk)
168-170 12641 long wires inﬂates (ANYS graphical resolution problem)
171 13094 Butterﬂy 3,0 ITF disk (rotated of pi/6 to mode 167)
172-177 13650 XVI viol LW
178 13882 ﬂexural BS (coupled with Butterﬂy 3,0 ITF disk)
179 14034 Butterﬂy 3,0 upper disk
180 14055 Butterﬂy 3,0 upper disk (rotated of pi/6 to mode 167)
181-186 15373 XVII viol LW
187 15584 ﬂexural BS (coupled with Butterﬂy 3,0 ITF disk)
188-189 16006 VII viol m1W, m2W
190 16028 Squeezed+ ITF disk (coupled with XVII viol LW)
191-193 16059 VII viol m1W
194 16066 SqueezedX upper disk (coupled with XVII viol LW)
195-197 16074 VII viol m2W
198 16329 ﬂexural BS (coupled with Drum 0,1 ITF disk and VII viol m1W,m2W)
199 17086 ﬂexural BS and CW in phase (coupled with XVII viol LW)
200-205 17210 XVIII viol LW
206 17914 ﬂexural BS and CW in anti-phase (coupled with XVIII viol LW)
207 18115 tY BS (coupled with Bulk 1,1 ITF disk)
208 18255 Bulk 1,1 upper disk Bean shaped (rotation around 2 nodal points)
209 18331 Bulk 1,1 upper disk Bean shaped (rotation around 2 nodal points)
210-215 19116 XIX viol LW
216 19197 tx ITF disk (coupled with XIX viol LW)
217 19523 tX upper disk (coupled with XIX viol LW)
218 19648 tZ upper disk (coupled with XIX viol LW)
219, 220 19686 tY ITF and upper disk (coupled with XIX viol LW)
221 19686 tX upper disk (coupled with XIX viol LW)
222 19805 tX ITF disk
Table 4.3: Mode mapping of the system with the thicker ITF disk of 40mm. The acronyms are
summarized in tab. 4.1.
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Figure 4.5: Some bulk modes of the interferometer disk of thickness 10mm. On the upper left side
there is the mode n.66 Butterﬂy 2,0, on the upper right side the mode n.73 Drum 0,1, on lower left
side the mode n.129 Butterﬂy 4,0, on the lower right side the mode n.118 Bulk 1,1.
Nevertheless, I devote the following section to explain the thermal noise analysis
that I made on these three conﬁgurations of ﬁgure 4.6.
4.3.2 Thermal Noise of the Suspensions
The estimation of the thermal noise of the suspensions is done starting by applying the
ﬂuctuation dissipation theorem and treating the three conﬁgurations as real pendulums.
The formulas used are those explained in the chapter 3 and in particular the expression
of the pendulum thermal noise of eq.(3.75). The thermal noise of the suspensions related
to the pendulum mode of the suspended mirror is therefore
〈Xpend〉 (ω) =
√
2
4kBT
mω
ω2pΦp(ω)
((ω2p − ω2)− (ω2pΦp(ω))2)
(4.1)
where m is the suspended mass, which slightly varies for the cylindrical or cubic mirror
(see tab.4.5), as well as the pendulum resonance ωp and the total loss angle of the
suspension Φp(ω). I recall that the loss angle of the wires depends on ω since it has
a thermoelastic contribution which is frequency dependent (see section 3.2.3). The
pendulum resonance is calculated as
ωp =
√
g
Lw
+
ke
m
, (4.2)
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CASE: ITF DISK 10mm THICK ITF DISK 40mm THICK
MODE DESCRIPTION FREQUENCY ν(Hz) FREQUENCY ν(Hz)
Butterﬂy + 2,0 1855 6416
Butterﬂy X 2,0 1912 6445
Drum 0,1 2664 9084
Butterﬂy 3,0 4205 13094
Bulk 1,1 5945 > 2k
Bulk 1,1 6400 > 2k
Butterﬂy 4,0 7198 > 2k
Butterﬂy 4,0 7350 > 2k
Butterﬂy 5,0 11151 > 2k
Butterﬂy 5,0 14604 > 2k
Table 4.4: Mode mapping: comparison between the internal modes of the ITF disk in the preliminary
case having 10mm thickness and in the second proposed case having 40mm thickness. Increasing the
disk thickness enable the system to shift all the bulk modes frequencies to higher frequencies, almost
all outside the QuRaG detection band. The acronyms are summarized in tab. 4.1.
Mirror Cylindrical Cubic Fixed
mass (g) 0.216 0.275 2.75
radius (mm) 2.5
length (mm) 5 25
widht (mm) 5 10
thickness (mm) 5 5 5
beam radius (µm) 275 275 272
Table 4.5: Characteristic parameters of cylindrical vs cubic end mirror, and of the input ﬁxed mirror.
The last parameter is the beam radius of the laser's spot on the mirror surface.
in which the ﬁrst term is the gravitational term and the second term is the elastic
correction (see sec. 3.2). The elastic stiﬀness ke is [127]
ke =
nfpnw
√
ΛY J
2L2w
, (4.3)
where Λ is the tension of each suspension wire, Y the Young's modulus of the material,
Lw the length of the wire, nfp the number of ﬂexural points (1 in all the three cases),
nw the number of suspension wires (2 all the three cases), and J is the momentum
of inertia of the wire's section with respect to its axis (also called bending moment of
inertia of the ﬁber [155]) [127]
J =
1
4
pir4w (4.4)
and rw is the radius of the wire. The tension of the single wire is given by the ratio of
the weight divided by the number of wires
Λ =
mg
nw
. (4.5)
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Figure 4.6: Three of the ﬁrst conﬁgurations of the mirror suspension system analysed.
The suitable values for the wire's length, in order to have a pendulum resonance around
3 − 4Hz, and then for the radius, to let the wire not to behave rigidly, are written in
table 4.6.
wire's radius (µm) 25
wire's length (mm) 20(21for conf.3)
Table 4.6: Characteristic parameters of the suspension wires corresponding to the conﬁgurations of
ﬁg.4.6.
The pendulum total loss angle is given by the sum of all the internal, structural and
thermoelastic losses, multiplied by a factor which is the inverse dilution factor (D−1F ):
φp(ω) = D
−1
F (φs + φe + φte(ω)). (4.6)
In particular φs is the structural loss angle of the suspensions material (Suprasilr), φe
represents the surface losses of the wire and φte the thermoelastic losses. The factor
D−1F is the inverse of the dilution factor and for the pendulum it has the form [127]
D−1F =
nfp
Lw
√
2nwYsJ
mg
, (4.7)
where Ys is the Young's modulus of the fused silica (see table 4.12 ).
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Surface Losses
The surface losses, also called excess losses, φe are calculated as explained in section
3.2.4 [124]
φe =
µwdsSw
Vw
φs, (4.8)
where µw is a form factor which for the cylindric wire is equal to 2, Sw and Vw are
the lateral surface and the volume of the wire. ds is the dissipation depth, already
deﬁned in equation (3.59), a parameter which expresses how deep from the surface the
dissipations can spread. In this case, using equation (3.60) it follows that it is equal to
ds = 1.5 · 10−2m. (4.9)
Thermoelastic Losses
The thermoelastic loss angle has a more complicated form and, as already explained in
the previous chapter (see eq.(3.53)), depends on the frequency. In the case of our fused
silica ﬁbers it takes the following form
φte = ∆s
ωτs
(1− (ωτs)2) . (4.10)
The factor ∆s and the characteristic time of heat diﬀusion τs for the fused silica wires
are
∆s =
YsT
ρsCs
(
αs − βs Λw
AwYs
)2
τs =
Csρs(2rw)
2
2.16 · 2piks (4.11)
where Cs, ks and αs are the speciﬁc heat, the thermal conductivity and the coeﬃcient
of linear expansion of the fused silica. In the second order therm in ∆s, the βs, is the
relative coeﬃcient of thermal gradient of the Young's modulus Ys
βs =
1
Ys
dYs
dT
, (4.12)
and Λw and Aw are the tension and the section area of the wire. All the characteristic
parameters of the ﬁbers material are listed in the table 4.12. The intrinsic loss angles
of fused silica, as well as the calculated loss angle for the surface losses, and the ∆s and
τs parameters for the thermoelastic loss angle, are summarized in table 4.7. Note that
the only value that slightly varies among the three conﬁgurations is the factor ∆s.
Violin Thermal Noise
To complete the estimation of the thermal noise of the suspensions at high frequency, I
should check the so called violin thermal noise (see section 3.3.3). The suspension wires
are tighten under the weight of the suspended mass, hence they behave as a vibrating
string [69], and these harmonics are also called violin modes. Therefore, it is better to
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Conf. φs φe ∆s τs
1 4.1 · 10−10 9.84 · 10−7 3.22 · 10−6 0.23ms
2 4.1 · 10−10 9.84 · 10−7 3.21 · 10−6 0.23ms
3 4.1 · 10−10 9.84 · 10−7 3.21 · 10−6 0.23ms
Table 4.7: Intrinsic loss angle of fused silica ﬁbers, surface loss angle and thermoelastic loss angles
factor ∆s and time of heat diﬀusion τs, for the wires of the three conﬁgurations of ﬁg. 4.6. Only the
factor ∆s slightly varies for the diﬀerent conﬁgurations.
verify if some violin harmonics fall in the detection band of QuRaG and if they can
aﬀect the sensitivity of the instrument. A perfect vibrating string has its two ends ﬁxed,
so that its harmonics will not aﬀect the position of the upper and lower end, whereas
the suspension wires of QuRaG are not, since the mirror is suspended like a pendulum
with the lower end free to oscillate. However, the low mass ratio between the wires and
the suspended mass (mirror) allows to be close to the vibrating string case. Therefore,
the violin harmonics of the wire can aﬀect the mirror position so that they should be
taken into account while estimating the thermal noise of the suspensions.
It is reasonable to consider all the losses condensed around the harmonic resonances
[133, 69], therefore it is possible to approximate the thermal noise associated to the
violin modes of a wire, as the sum of the contributions of each single harmonic [133].
Therefore, the violin thermal noise has the expression of equation (3.85), as described
in the previous chapter (see section 3.3.3):
〈Xviol(ω)〉 =
√
4
4kBT
ω
2ρsr2w
pim2
Lw
∑
n
1
n
ω2nΦn
(ω2n − ω2)2 + (ω2nΦn)2
(4.13)
where the factor 4 stands for the total number of wires (2 wires × 2 suspended mirrors)
and Φ(ωn) and ωn are, respectively, the total loss angle and the resonance of the n-th
harmonic (see eqs. (4.15) and 3.83) [133, 69]:
Φn(ω) = Φ(ω)
2
Lwkv
(
1 +
(npi)2
2kv(ω)Lw
)
(4.14)
ωn(ω) =
npi
Lw
√
Λ
pir2ρ
[
1 +
2
Lwkv(ω)
+
1
2
(
npi
kv(ω)Lw
)2]
(4.15)
in which the parameter kv(ω) is the wave number related to the ﬂexural stiﬀness of the
wire
kv(ω) =
√
Λw +
√
Λ2w + 4YsJρpir
2
wω
2
2YsJ
. (4.16)
Moreover, the Φ(ω) is the total loss angle of the wire which for the violin modes is given
by the sum of all the contributions also present in the pendulum losses (see eq. 4.6)
Φ(ω) = φs + φe + φte(ω). (4.17)
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As already seen for the pendulum mode, since the mass and the wire length slightly
vary for the three cases of ﬁg. 4.6, the violin thermal noise also slightly varies and it
has been calculated for each conﬁguration.
Note that, by analogy with the case of the pendulum mode, the loss angle of the n-th
violin harmonic can be seen as a total intrinsic loss angle of the ﬁber Φ(ω), multiplied
by the inverse of the dilution factor D−1n [155]:
Φn(ω) = D
−1
n
(
φs + φe + φth(ω)
)
(4.18)
D−1n =
2
Lwkv
(
1 +
(npi)2
2kv(ω)Lw
)
, (4.19)
and in the expression of the violin thermal noise of eq. 4.13 the therm pim
2
2ρsr2wLw
n can be
seen as an equivalent mass mn of the n-th harmonic:
mn =
pim2
2ρsr2wLw
n. (4.20)
4.3.3 Thermal Noise of the Mirror
At higher frequency, there is also the contribution of the internal modes of the mirror,
the so called mirror thermal noise. For the evaluation of this thermal noise contribution,
the Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem (FDT) as expressed for the pendulum mode is
too complicated and the Levin approach, a high frequency approximation of the FDT,
is applied. The mirror thermal noise has been calculated for the Fabry-Pérot cavity
mirrors, hence for the end suspended and for the input ﬁxed mirror. According to Levin
approach (valid for an homogeneous system) the thermal noise of 2 identical mirrors
has the form
XLevin(ω) =
√
2
8kBT
ω
UΦ (4.21)
where Φ is the loss angle associated with the bulk motion of the mirror and U is the
static strain energy accumulated by the mirror, as eﬀect of a Gaussian proﬁle pressure
p(r) representing the laser beam impinging on the mirror surface
p(r) =
2
piw20
e
−2 r2
w20 . (4.22)
The nominal pressure p(r) is normalized such that it has physical dimension of m−2
and that it corresponds to a total impinging force of 1N , and w0 is the beam radius on
the mirror (the radius of the spot size on the mirror surface).
The strain energy U , as well as the total loss angle Φ, have been calculated with
ANSYSr FEA simulations. The strain energy has been also calculated with the Bondu
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Hello Vinet approximation with Thorne correction as explained in sec. 3.4.2 and com-
pared with the ANSYSr results. Nevertheless, for the ﬁnal curve of thermal noise, the
ANSYSr output values have been used, since they represent a better estimation of the
real value. The total loss angle is essentially given by three contributions:
 the bulk modes loss angle of the material φsb,
 the losses due to the coatings layers Φcoat (see eq.(3.106)),
 the losses due to the layers of the material used to attach the ears to the mirror
(in conﬁguration n.1 and n.3) ΦSiBond.
The surface to volume ratio is not remarkable for the cylindrical or cubic mirror, while
it is for the wires. Hence the surface losses are neglected in this estimation. The value
of the loss angle of the fused silica- Suprasilr for the internal modes is [127]
φsb = 10
−9. (4.23)
At present time one of the most convenient and low loss technique for bonding silica
elements is the silicate bonding: a chemical process that enables the two elements to
be bonded to reconstruct the crystalline structure of the material [76] . This process is
largely used for bonding the ears of Virgo mirrors [100] [141, 51]. The silicate bonding
layers are only present in the conﬁguration n.1 and n.3 where they are supposed to have
a thickness of hsibond = 60nm, value that is currently well controlled for Virgo [127]. The
losses due to the silicate bonding are evaluated as the ratio between the strain energy
accumulated by the silicate bonding volume USiBond and the strain energy stored by
the mirror plus the silicate bonding layer Umirr+SiBond, under the elastic deformation,
multiplied by the intrinsic losses of the material composing the silicate bonding which
has been estimated to have an average value of φsibon = 0.1 [51]. In fact, recalling the
formula 3.105:
Φlayer(ωmode) = hlayer
dUlayer/dh
Utot
φlayer, (4.24)
the term hlayer
dUlayer/dh
Utot
here corresponds to the strain energy ratio USiBond
Umirr+SiBond
between
the strain energy of the silicate bonding layer of hsibond = 60nm , and the strain energy
of the total system composed by the mirror plus its silicate bonding layers. Hence, the
equation 4.24 assumes the form
ΦSiBond =
USiBond
Umirr+SiBond
φsibon, (4.25)
where from the static analysis on ANSYSr with the Gaussian pressure p(r) as con-
straint, I calculate both the strain energies USiBond of the layer drown with a 60nm
thickness and of the mirror plus the silicate bonding layer Umirr+SiBond. The obtained
values for the three conﬁgurations and for the ﬁxed mirror are given in the table 4.9.
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The bonding layer is not the only lossy layer to be considered in the mirror thermal
noise, but on the mirror surface there are some dielectric layers called coatings which
cause losses. The laser used for QuRaG will have the same wavelength of Virgo's one,
while the Fabry-Pérot cavity will have a higher ﬁnesse. Hence, as over estimation of the
coating losses I can consider the QuRaG mirrors having the same characteristics of the
end and input mirrors of Virgo for the transmittivity and reﬂectivity, hence the same
kind of coatings. The coatings of the mirrors will be composed of several alternated
dielectric layers of high and low reﬂection index materials, i.e. Ta2O5 and SiO2. The
end and input mirrors require diﬀerent values of reﬂectivity and transmissivity, since the
end mirror should be totally reﬂective, while the input mirror should also be partially
transmitting, so that the overall thickness of the coating layers of the input and end
mirrors is diﬀerent. In the evaluation of the coating losses this is usually modeled by
considering for the end and input mirrors diﬀerent thickness of the high reﬂective and
low reﬂective layers, as shown in table 4.8 [127].
For sake of simplicity, the analytical computation of the related thermal noise can
be performed supposing that the coating covers the whole mirror front surface in the
case of the end mirror, while for the ﬁxed input mirror the coating will cover just a
radius equal to the cylindrical mirror of conﬁguration n.1, as shown in the ﬁgures of
the meshing ﬁg. 4.3 and ﬁg. 4.4.
From the formula of eq. (4.24) the losses coming from the coatings are then the
sum of the losses of each layer
Φcoat =
UHR
Umirr+HR
φHR +
ULR
Umirr+LR
φLR, (4.26)
made of high HR and low LR reﬂective material, tantalum pentoxide Ta2O5 and silica
SiO2 respectively [8, 118, 127]. The coatings of QuRaG have the properties summarized
in the table 4.8.
Materials High R Ta2O5 Low R SiO2
Properties
density ρ (kg/m3) 8200 2200
Young's Modulus Y (GPa) 140 72.2
Poisson's ratio σ 0.26 0.167
loss angle φ 2 · 10−4 5 · 10−5
thickness INPUT mirror tI (µm) 0.956 2.388
thickness END mirror tE (µm) 2.393 4.1086
Table 4.8: Characteristic parameters for the coatings of QuRaG end and input mirrors [127].
The total strain energies of the mirrors and the loss angles calculated according in
the equations (4.25) and (4.26) for the suspended end mirrors of the three conﬁgurations
and for the ﬁxed input mirror, are listed in the table 4.9. I recall that for conﬁgurations
n.1 and n.3 the total loss angle is
Φ1,3 = φsb + ΦSiBond + Φcoat, (4.27)
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End mirror n.1 End Mirror n.2 End Mirror n.3 Input Mirror
U (J/N2) 2.2 · 10−8 1.97 · 10−8 2.23 · 10−8 9.72 · 10−8
Φcoat 1.41 · 10−6 6.07 · 10−6 1.08 · 10−6 3.06 · 10−9
ΦSiBond 1.82 · 10−6 3.26 · 10−7
Φexcess 1.03 · 10−9
Table 4.9: Values calculated with ANSYSr simulations. The strain energies U are directly derived,
while the other loss angles are calculated as explained in the relative formulas of eqs.4.25 and 4.26.
while in the conﬁguration n.2 there is no silicate bonding, therefore
Φ2 = φsb + Φcoat. (4.28)
For the ﬁxed input mirror the total loss angle is given by the bulk structural losses, the
coating losses, the excess losses, and the thermoelastic losses
ΦFix(ω) = φsb + Φcoatfix + φefix + φtefix(ω), (4.29)
since in fact the excess losses depend on the surface to volume ratio, and the ther-
moelastic losses are generated by the temperature gradient created by the ﬂexural
bending of the input mirror. For this reason the thermoelastic losses of the ﬁxed mirror
can be estimated by considering it as a cantilever beam [74].
Not only the excess and thermoelastic losses but also the strain energy of the ﬁxed
mirror can be calculated considering it as an oscillating cantilever beam [74]. In fact,
when the laser beam is resonating within the FP cavity, on the intra-cavity face of the
ﬁxed mirror, close to its free end, it impinges a pressure that will excite the mirror
ﬂexural modes. The mode of order zero appears at about 5kHz according to the
mode mapping results (see modes 102 and 103 of the table 4.2). Thus in order to
compare the ANSYSr result to the analytical result, the parallelepiped ﬁx mirror can
be approximated as a cantilever beam. From Euler-Bernoulli beam theory [4, 80], the
transverse displacement w(x) of a cantilever beam placed along x direction, when a
shear force F is acting on the free end, is
w(x) =
F
6Y I
(
3Lx2 − x3
)
, (4.30)
where L is the cantilever beam length, Y is the Young's modulus and I is the second
moment of area, that for a beam of rectangular section is [74]
I =
wt3
12
, (4.31)
where t is the dimension in the direction of the displacement and w is the other dimen-
sion of the section area. In this case w is the width and t the thickness of the ﬁxed
mirror (see the table 4.5). Then the strain energy for a cantilever beam is [2]
Ucb =
∫
M2dx
2Y I
, (4.32)
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Figure 4.7: Noise Budget for the Cylindrical mirror with silicate bonded ears (conﬁguration n.1).
The Quantum Radiation Pressure Noise with laser power 5mW (red dashed curve) and 50mW (red
curve) are higher then the Pendulum Thermal Noise (blue curve), the Violin Thermal Noise (yellow
curve) and the Mirror Thermal Noise (green curve). The last one is much lower, but the pendulum
thermal noise is not low enough compared to the radiation pressure noise in the detection band.
where M is the bending moment. Y and I can be considered constant along the beam
axis x, but M is x dependent [4]
M(x) = −Y I d
2w
dx2
, (4.33)
so in this case the bending moment along the beam is
M(x) = −F (L− x). (4.34)
In the case of the QuRaG ﬁxed mirror on the ANSYSr static analysis the pressure
proﬁle impinging on the mirror is normalized, therefore the force F is equal to 1N and
eqs. (4.30) and (4.34) become:
w(x) =
1
6Y I
(
3Lx2 − x3
)
(4.35)
M(x) = −(L− x). (4.36)
Moreover, I should take into account the fact that the shear force is acting at a distance
a = 5mm from the free end of the cantilever beam, so the strain energy is
Ucb =
1
2YsI
∫ (L−a)
0
(L− x)2dx = 3.40 · 10−7J/N2, (4.37)
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Figure 4.8: Zoom of the previous graphics (4.7) in the frequency range (10− 1000)Hz.
where Ys is the Young's modulus of the fused silica. The analytic result is 3.5 times
greater than the result obtained from the simulations. This can be explained by the fact
that the geometry of the parallelepiped input mirror is not very well approximated by
a cantilever beam. Therefore, the value of strain energy estimated with the simulation
(see tab. 4.9) is more accurate and it should be used in the estimation of the thermal
noise associated with the ﬂexural bending mode of the ﬁxed mirror. Nevertheless, the
loss mechanisms present in the bending motion of the cantilever can be approximated
with those of a ribbon ﬁber, hence I used this approach for estimating the excess and
thermoelastic losses of the ﬁxed mirror. Therefore, the total loss angle is again given
by the sum of the four contributions: the internal losses for bulk modes φsb, the excess
losses φefix, the thermoelastic losses φtefix(ω) and the coating losses φcoatfix. The ﬁrst
term is given by eq.(4.23). The loss angle due to the surface losses is [74]
φefix = µ
t
Vf/Sf
= 2L
(3 + a)(w + t)
(1 + a)(wt)
φsibulk (4.38)
where Vf is the volume, Sf is the lateral surface of the ﬁxed mirror and L,w, t are its
dimensions respectively length, width and thickness (see table 4.5). I recall that the
geometrical factor µ for a ribbon ﬁber is [74]
µ =
(3 + a)
(1 + a)
, (4.39)
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Figure 4.9: Noise Budget for the cubic mirror suspended by its vertices (conﬁguration n.2). The
Quantum Radiation Pressure Noise with laser power 5mW (red dashed curve) and 50mW (red curve)
are higher then the Pendulum Thermal Noise (blue curve), the Violin Thermal Noise (yellow curve)
and the Mirror Thermal Noise (green curve). The last one is much lower, but the pendulum thermal
noise is not low enough compared to the radiation pressure noise in the detection band. The thermal
noise of the ﬁxed mirror (orange curve) is also lower than the radiation pressure noise.
where the term a is the aspect ratio given by the thickness over the width of the ﬁber
section a = t/w, while the surface to volume ratio becomes
Sf
Vf
=
2(w + t)
(wt)
. (4.40)
Therefore, the loss angle related to the surface losses for the ﬁxed mirror is equal to
φefix = 1.03 · 10−9. (4.41)
I also recall that the thermoelastic loss angle for a ribbon has the same form as for a
cylindrical ﬁber [74]
φtefix(ω) = ∆f
ωτf
1 + (ωτf )2
, (4.42)
where as ﬁrst approximation the parameter ∆f is the same
∆f =
YsT
Csρs
α2s = 3.24 · 10−6 (4.43)
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Figure 4.10: Zoom of the previous graphics (4.9) in the frequency range (10− 1000)Hz.
but the time constant τf , at which the temperature gradient decays in the fundamental
eigenmode diﬀers [74]
τf =
Csρs
κs
(
t
pi
)2
= 3.12s (4.44)
where all the characteristic parameter of the silica are listed in the table 4.12.
From the power spectrum of the thermal noise in the Levin approach of eq. (3.91)
the ﬁxed mirrors ﬂuctuations are described by
XLevin−fix(ω) =
√
2
8kbT
ω
Ufixφf (ω), (4.45)
where the factor 2 takes into account the fact that the ﬁxed mirror are two.
4.3.4 Thermal and Quantum Noise Level Comparison
The thermal noise of each conﬁguration, evaluated as explained in the previous sections,
should be now compared with the quantum radiation pressure noise. In fact, in order to
be compatible with our requirements, i.e. being sensitive to the eﬀect of the quantum
radiation pressure on the suspended mirror, the mirror suspension system must have the
thermal noise level, both of the suspensions and of the mirror, lower than the radiation
pressure noise in the detection band of QuRaG.
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Figure 4.11: Noise Budget for the cubic mirror with silicate bonded ears (conﬁguration n.3). The
Quantum Radiation Pressure Noise with laser power 5mW (red dashed curve) and 50mW (red curve)
are higher then the Pendulum Thermal Noise (blue curve), the Violin Thermal Noise (yellow curve)
and the Mirror Thermal Noise (green curve). The last one is much lower, but the pendulum thermal
noise is not low enough compared to the radiation pressure noise in the detection band. The thermal
noise of the ﬁxed mirror (orange curve) is also lower than the radiation pressure noise.
The radiation pressure noise of a suspended mirror as in the conﬁgurations proposed
in the previous section, can be modeled as described in section 2.5.2 by the equation
2.37:
XRP (ω) =
√
2
2F
pi
√
8hPlas
λc
√
1/m2((
ω2p − ω2
)2
+
(
ω2pφp(ω)
)2) (4.46)
where m is the mass of the suspended mirror (see tab.4.5), F the finesse of the Fabry-
Pérot cavity, Plas the power of the laser, λ the laser's wavelength (for a Nd:YAG is
λ = 1.064µm), h the Planck's constant and c the speed of light. The values of the
laser's power and the ﬁnesse of the cavity are reasonably set to be Plas = 5mW or
Plas = 50mW and F = 5 · 104. The noise budget of each conﬁguration is shown in the
ﬁgures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9,4.10, 4.11, 4.12, while all the three conﬁgurations are compared in
ﬁgure 4.13. The pendulum and violin thermal noises constitute the total suspension
thermal noise, and they sum as
Xsusp(ω) =
√
X2th(ω) +X
2
viol(ω). (4.47)
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Figure 4.12: Zoom of the previous graphics (4.11) in the frequency range (10− 1000)Hz.
This simpliﬁes the graphic of the noise budget comparison of the three conﬁgurations
(see ﬁg. 4.13). The suspension thermal noise almost does not change in the three cases,
but the radiation pressure noise is slightly more diﬀerent, because the former depends
on the inverse of the square root of the mirror mass, whereas the latter depends on
the inverse of the mirror mass. Therefore, as expected, the radiation pressure noise
increases as the mirror mass reduces. In the ﬁgure 4.13, it is also evident that the
mirror thermal noise, which principally suﬀers from the coating and silicate bonding
losses, varies for the three conﬁgurations. The conﬁguration n.2 does not have silicate
bonding, but the coating losses are higher than in case n.3, as shown in table 4.9. The
best case among the three is the n.3, but, as already introduced at the beginning of this
chapter, it seems almost impossible to realize it by silicate bonding such small ears to a
such small mirror. Therefore, this result has been used as a guideline for the design of
other conﬁgurations to test and that, little by little, let us approach to the ﬁnal design.
A proposed solution for the realization of a conﬁguration close to the case n.3, was
a unique block, that I called cantilever, with an upper part, a thinner central ribbon
having a cut in the middle thus to reproduce the two suspension wires, and a thicker
end corresponding to the suspended mirror. In order to deﬁne the best dimensions for
the central ribbon thickness and width of the cut (distance between the external corner
of the central ribbon and the cut area), I made several ANSYSr modal analysis by
changing these two parameters. I started with a thickness of 0.1mm and a cut width of
1mm, but this gave a pendulum resonance at 19Hz, too high for our requirements. In
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the noise budget of the three conﬁgurations of suspension (n1, n.2
and n.3). The suspension thermal noise almost does not change in the three cases, but the radiation
pressure noise is slightly more diﬀerent, and the mirror thermal noise, cause it depends on the coating
losses and silicate bonding. The best case among the three is the n.3.
fact QuRaG needs not to be dominated by thermal noise but only sensitive to radiation
pressure noise in the frequency range 10Hz − 1kH. Therefore, we thought to test
in parallel the same conﬁgurations but made of an another material: the sapphire (see
table 4.11). This material turned out to be more suitable for the cantilever conﬁguration
according to our requirements. In fact even increasing the length of the central ribbon
from 20mm to 50mm the pendulum frequency is not enough reduced and the system
whose pendulum frequency more approaches our requirements was made of sapphire
(see table 4.10).
I obtained the best results for the conﬁguration shown in the ﬁgure 4.14, having a
thickness of 0.1mm and a cut with of 0.2mm. This conﬁguration, if made of suprasil
has the pendulum resonance at 9Hz. Whereas if made of sapphire, its pendulum
frequency is lower, i.e. 6Hz. Hence, the sapphire version better approaches the starting
requirement of 3 − 4Hz for the pendulum resonance, that we set at the beginning in
order to have a detection band starting from 10Hz. Moreover, the ﬁrst violin mode is
at 855Hz, which let QuRaG free from suspension thermal noise till almost 1kHz. The
most recent measurements of the mechanical losses of sapphire gave a mean value for
the overall mechanical loss angle of about φz = 7 · 10−7 at room temperature (' 300K)
[81]. I used this value as estimation of the sapphire ribbon losses (see ﬁg. 4.15). This
value is of course too much optimistic.
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Figure 4.14: Suspension conﬁguration proposed to IMPEX for a monolithic pendulum made of
sapphire. The cut inside the central ribbon is necessary to lower the pendulum frequency. IMPEX
rejected the conﬁguration for the impossibility to realize the cut without an high risk of breaking the
pendulum. They proposed other two conﬁgurations without cut (see ﬁg. 4.17).
In fact further more detailed estimations gave a value for the total pendulum loss
angle at the pendulum resonance a little higher, of about 2.47 · 10−6, which implies
a suspension thermal noise too high with respect to the radiation pressure noise with
ﬁnesse 5 · 104 and laser power of 5mW , and not low enough for the case with Plas =
50mW , as shown in ﬁg.4.16. This estimation has been done according to the ribbon
suspension excess and thermoelastic losses formulas of eqs. (4.38) and (4.42) for a
ribbon suspension [74] made of sapphire [30], hence using the values of table 4.11. This
kind of cut which realizes two suspension bars of section 0.1mm×0.2mm for 2cm length
approaches a system of two wires having diameter of about 150µm. More in detail, this
conﬁguration has an upper parallelepiped having sides of 5mm for 2.5mm height and
a suspended cubic mirror of side 5mm.
This cantilever system of ﬁgure 4.14 which gave the results shown in the graphics of
ﬁg. 4.15 has been submitted to the IMPEX Company [84] which answered that it would
not be possible to realize the cut in a such thin sapphire ribbon without damaging
it and thus breaking the monolithic block. Therefore, IMPEX proposed other two
conﬁgurations (see ﬁg. 4.17) without cut, but with central ribbon having width 2mm
or 5mm and thickness 0.5mm. But even the one with smaller ribbon of 2mm is still too
thick and from ANSYSr modal simulations and thermal noise estimations resulted to
be too rigid and not behaving has a pendulum, thus not sensitive to radiation pressure
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of the thermal noise of the cantilever system of ﬁg. 4.14 (blue curve) vs
its radiation pressure noise supposing a ﬁnesse of 5 · 104 and a laser power of 5mW (red curve), and
50mW (red dashed curve). The overall loss angle of the sapphire as been supposed to be φz = 7 · 10−7
at room temperature (' 300K) [81].
noise. In fact it has a `pendulum' resonance at 302Hz and its suspension thermal noise
budget vs the radiation pressure noise is too high, even supposing a too optimistic loss
angle of φz = 7 · 10−7, as shown in ﬁg. 4.18. Therefore, we evolved the cantilever
conﬁguration to a double cantilever system in such a way to reduce the pendulum
frequency, but the suspension system was still too rigid to be sensitive to radiation
pressure noise. Thus, the cantilever conﬁguration had to be abandoned and we moved
to the idea of a double pendulum, where the ﬁrst stage has the function of signiﬁcantly
attenuate the transmission of the vibrations to the mirror. In the following section I
will describe in detail the double pendulum system since is the one that it has been
validated by my thermal noise estimations with ANSYSr simulations.
4.4 The Best Suspension Conﬁguration: the Double
Stage Pendulum
After the study of a large number of conﬁgurations, the most promising one turned
out to be a monolithic double pendulum system composed by a ﬁrst suspension stage,
called marionette, by analogy with Virgo, which then holds the light mirror by means
of two fused silica wires of about 40µm diameter. This conﬁguration, shown in ﬁgure
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of the thermal noise of the cantilever system of ﬁg. 4.14 (blue curve) vs
its radiation pressure noise supposing a ﬁnesse of 5 · 104 and a laser power of 5mW (red curve), and
50mW (red dashed curve). The overall loss angle of the sapphire as been calculated considering a
ribbon-like suspensions [74] and using the values of table 4.11, according to [30].
4.19, assures the desired detection band for QuRaG between 10Hz and 1kHz. The
marionette has a cross shape composed by two arms of 43mm length for 3mm thickness
and 5mm height, and it is suspended to the interferometer disk by a suspension wire,
that I will call marionette wire, having radius 100µm and length 22mm. In reality, only
one arm of the marionette is a unique block of 43mm, and the other is composed by
attaching to the long one two smaller arms of 20mm length each one by a waterglass
layer of 60nm thickness. On the lower part of the marionette another layer of waterglass
allows to attach a parallelepiped that is the twin of the mirror, which has square section
of 3mm×3mm and height 4mm. The mirror is then joined to his twin by two suspension
wires having 40µm diameter and 20mm length always by means of waterglass layers of
60nm. The tapered end parts of each wire are modeled as made of a pyramid of 1mm
height and side on a cube of 1mm side. For the sake of simplicity all the upper stages
are summarized in a parallelepiped of base area 10mm× 10mm and height 5mm, that
I will call support.
Moreover, the advantage of a double stage is that the ﬁrst stage will attenuate the
vibrations transmitted by the interferometer disk to the suspended end mirror, and
the clamping losses due to the attaching system to the big ITF disk will aﬀect less the
thermal noise. Only the clamping system of the last stage will aﬀect the mirror thermal
noise and the complexity of attaching the mirror to its suspension wires is not reduced.
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thickness (mm) cut width (mm) length (mm) material νpend(Hz) νIviolin(Hz)
0.1 0.2 20 sapphire 6 855
0.1 0.2 20 suprasil 9 1640
0.1 1 20 suprasil 19 1750
0.2 1 20 suprasil 53 3424
0.1 no cut all width 5mm 20 suprasil 27 1592
0.2 no cut all width 5mm 20 suprasil 75 3365
0.5 no cut all width 5mm 20 sapphire 471 15378
0.5 2 20 sapphire 301 13379
0.5 no cut all width 5mm 20 suprasil 288 9334
0.5 2 20 suprasil 185 8183
0.5 2 30 suprasil 107 4282
0.5 2 40 suprasil 71 2816
0.5 2 50 suprasil 51 2025
Table 4.10: Characteristics used to test the cantilever conﬁguration. By varying the thickness and
length of the cantilever and eventually introducing a cut in the cantilever I tested which conﬁguration
and which material between suprasil and sapphire material better suit QuRaG requirements. The best
one is described in the ﬁrst line of the table.
Young's Modulus Yz 392GPa
Poisson's Ratio σz 0.309
volume density ρz 3.99kgm−3
thermal conductivity Kz 70Wm−1K−1
speciﬁc heat Cz 780Jkg−1K−1
linear expansion coeﬃcient αz 5.59 · 10−6K−1
intrinsic loss angle φz 3.00 · 10−9
Table 4.11: Elastic and thermodynamics parameters of the sapphire used for the ANSYSr modal
analysis [30]. For the Poisson's ratio I used the value of [98].
Another advantage of having a double stage is that the electromagnetic control can
be applied on the marionette, although the electrostatic control should be applied on
the mirror. Nevertheless, the complexity of this system required the application of the
modal analysis for the mirror's suspension thermal noise, that I opportunely adapted on
the double pendulum system, starting from the modal analysis theory [158] [127]. Note
that in this conﬁguration I abandoned the silicate bonding for the waterglass, known to
be more lossy than the silicate bonding, but a priori not limiting for this conﬁguration
and more easy to adapt to our experiment. I considered for the waterglass, the same
thickness of the silicate bonding layer of the previous conﬁgurations, i.e. 60nm, and I
took into account the fact that it has the same intrinsic loss angle equal to 0.1.
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4.4.1 The Modal Approach for the Thermal Noise Estimation
Although the modal approach discussed in sec. 3.4.1 was only referred to the thermal
noise of the mirror, it is a very powerful method that allows to estimate the thermal
noise of a generic complex system, as the suspension system of QuRaG. In fact, the
modal analysis on ANSYSr allows us to get the internal modes of the whole system and
to evaluate the relative mirror displacement associated to them. The total suspension
thermal noise is then given by the sum of all these modes. Nevertheless, it is possible to
approximate the suspension thermal noise by only taking into account the modes that
more aﬀect the position of the mirror along the ITF optical axis since those are the
modes which give a greater contribution to the thermal noise. As already explained, the
Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem [93] states that the power spectrum of the thermal
noise of the mirror suspensions is the sum of the contribution of all these modes
X2modal(ω) = 2
4kBT
ω
n∑
i=1
1
Mi
ω2i Φi(ω)
((ω2i − ω2)2 + (ω2i Φi(ω))2)
(4.48)
where T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and Mi, ωi and φi(ω) are
respectively the equivalent mass, the angular frequency and the loss angle associated
with the i-th mode and the factor 2 accounts for the fact that the whole QuRaG
interferometer will have two suspended end mirrors.
The modal analysis on ANSYSr, calculated including gravity force, gives the modes
of the system and the relative frequencies ωi, while the evaluation of the equivalent mass
and of the loss angle of each mode requires more calculations.
The Equivalent Mass of the i-th mode
In the modal approach the complex double pendulum system can be described as the
discrete sum of harmonic oscillators, each one corresponding to a mode of the system.
The elastic energy of each oscillator is equal to the strain energy of the corresponding
mode
1
2
Miω
2
i (x
eq
i )
2 =
1
2
ω2i
∫
volume
ρ|wi|2dV (4.49)
where ρ is the mirror density and wi is the mirror deformation vector of the i-th mode
[158] [127]. The integral of this equation gives the amplitude of the oscillation, that can
arbitrary be normalized. By default, ANSYSr does the so called mass normalization,
which means setting the integral equal to 1. Moreover the equivalent coordinate xeqi
associated to the i-th mode can be calculated from the mirror displacement along the
optical axis ui(S) in function of the surface S of the mirror since it is deﬁned as
xeqi =
∫
Surface
ui(S)P (~r)dS =
∣∣∣ 1
S
∫
Surface
ui(S)dS
∣∣∣, (4.50)
where in the present modal analysis, which aims to calculate the thermal noise of the
suspensions, no pressure is applied on the mirror surface, hence the weighting term in
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the eq. 4.50 has then been set equal to 1. The associated equivalent mass is then
Mi =
1∣∣∣ 1S ∫Surface ui(S)dS∣∣∣2 . (4.51)
For the observed modes of the mirror along the optical axis, in the modal analysis
with ANSYSr, the mirror's surface displacement vector ui(S) can be approximated as
ui(S) = h⊥ui(y), where h⊥ = 3mm is the mirror dimension along the axis orthogonal
to the vertical axis and to the optical axis. In fact, the mirror's surface deformation
associated with these modes only occurs in the vertical direction y, i.e. the direction
of the acceleration of gravity. Moreover, since the two end mirrors are identically
suspended I only made the modal analysis on one double stage pendulum, the one
which has the optical axis along z and which is represented in ﬁg.4.19, hence h⊥ = hx.
The mirror dimension along z is hz = hx = 3mm, while the other dimension along the
vertical y is hy = 4mm. The integral for the estimation of the equivalent coordinate
xeqi and of the equivalent mass Mi then simpliﬁes as
Mi =
1∣∣∣ 1hy ∫ hy0 ui(y)dy∣∣∣2 , (4.52)
where I have set to 0 the coordinate y at the beginning of the mirror displacement
proﬁle in y.
The total loss angle of the i-th mode
The total loss angle for each mode is given by the sum of all the loss angles corresponding
to the dissipation mechanisms which occur for the given mode [127]. Therefore, I model
the total loss angle of the i-th mode as
Φi(ω) =
φs + φ
WGmir
i + φ
WGup
i +D
mir
i
(
φemir + φtemir(ω)
)
+Dupi
(
φeup + φteup(ω)
) (4.53)
which is essentially given by four kinds of contributions:
 the intrinsic losses of the material φs,
 the surface losses and the excess losses φemir and the thermoelastic losses φtemir(ω)
of the mirror suspensions multiplied by the inverse of their dilution factor1 Dmiri
for the i-th mode,
 the surface losses and the excess losses φeup and the thermoelastic losses φteup(ω)
of the marionette suspension wire multiplied by the inverse of their dilution factor
Dupi for the i-th mode,
1Note that the Di are the inverse of the previously deﬁned dilution factors, but for making the
notation more `light' I omitted the −1.
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 the losses due to the waterglass layers for attaching the mirror suspension wires
φWGmiri (which are 4 layers, 1 for each end of the wire),
 the losses due to the waterglass layers for attaching the marionette suspension
wire φWGupi (which are 2 layers, 1 for each wire's end).
This method allows to take into account in each mode the contribution of all the
suspensions of the system opportunely weighted by their dilution factors. Note that
the waterglass losses are already estimated as a strain energy ratio, therefore they
should not be multiplied by any other dilution factor.
The dilution factor are calculated as the ratios between the strain energy of the
considered suspensions for the i-th mode over the total energy of the mode
Dmiri =
Umirw
Utot
∣∣∣
i
Dupi =
Uupw
Utot
∣∣∣
i
(4.54)
which being more precise are the inverse of the dilution factor as deﬁned in [125] and take
into account the fraction of the strain energy accumulated by the considered suspension
(at the upper or mirror stage) which is diﬀerent for each mode.
The waterglass losses are calculated as the energy ratio between the strain energy of
the waterglass layers and the total energy of the system multiplied by the intrinsic loss
angle of the waterglass φWG which is known to be equal to 0.1 [127]. The thickness of
the layer has also been supposed tWG = 60nm, as for the anchoring system of Virgo+
[127].
φWGmiri =
UWGmirw
Utot
∣∣∣
i
φWG
φWGupi =
UWGupw
Utot
∣∣∣
i
φWG
(4.55)
The internal loss angle of the Suprasilr fused silica is [125]
φs = 4.1 · 10−10. (4.56)
The surface losses for a cylindrical ﬁber, as already explained in this chapter, can be
estimated by the eq.(4.8), and the thermoelastic losses using the eq.(4.10). Then, for
the double pendulum mirror φemir , φtemir(ω) and marionette φeup , φteup(ω) suspension
surface and thermoelastic losses, I just take into account the fact that the mirror wires
are two and have radius 20µm and length 20mm, while the marionette wire has radius
100µm and length 22mm. The fused silica parameter that are involved in the loss angle
estimations are summarized in tab.4.12.
4.4.2 Mode Mapping of the Double Pendulum System
The ﬁrst step for the modal analysis of the double pendulum suspension system is to
do the mode mapping. The modal analysis on ANSYSr in presence of the acceleration
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speciﬁc heat C 772J/(kg ·K)
volume density ρ 2.2 · 103kg/m3
thermal conductivity κ 1.38W/(m · kg)
thermal expansion coeﬃcient α 0.51 · 10−6m/(m ·K)
relative thermal gradient coeﬃcient β 1.86 · 10−4(1/K)
Young's Modulus Y 7.29 · 1010Pa
Table 4.12: Characteristic elastic and thermodynamics parameters of silica [122].
of gravity along the vertical axis y and the upper side of the support set as ﬁxed, allows
to obtain all the proper modes of the system. In order to optimize the computational
time I have done the analysis in the frequency range 0-20kHz, which is largely within
the detection band of QuRaG. For the description of the modes, it is important to ﬁx
the cardinal axis: the y axis is along the vertical, the z axis is the optical axis, the x
axis is the orthogonal to the others two, as shown in ﬁgure 4.19. Since the thermal
noise of the suspensions is related to the displacement of the mirror along the optical
axis, in the thermal noise analysis I will only take into account the modes that more
aﬀect the mirror position along this axis. From the table of the mode mapping tab.4.13,
the pendulum mode is at 5.29Hz, and since the system is a double pendulum, there is
a second pendulum mode at 3.48Hz which corresponds to the pendulum mode of the
whole double pendulum. In the observed frequency range appear the violin modes of
the mirror wires till the order IX and the violin modes of the marionette wire till the
order IV . Since for each wire there are two directions of oscillation for the violin modes
(transverse to the wire), therefore, in the mode mapping, there are four modes for each
order of the mirror wires violins, and two modes for each order of the marionette wire
violins. However, in the analysis I only take into account the violin modes of oscillation
along the optical axis direction, and in particular for the two mirror wires I consider the
violin modes in which both wires oscillate in phase. In this manner I can have one mode
for each violin order. There are also some torsional modes (2, 6− 9) and some internal
modes of the marionette which are not important for the thermal noise estimations
since they do not aﬀect the mirror position along the optical axis. Nevertheless, it
is necessary to evaluate the contribution of the torsional modes which can aﬀect the
mirror position sensed by the laser along the optical axis, like the torsional mode of the
mirror along the x axis of ﬁg.4.19, i.e. the mode 15.
The selected modes are therefore the pendulum modes along the optical axis (modes
n.3 and n.5, shown in ﬁgure 4.20) the violin modes of the mirror wires (see ﬁg. 4.22 and
4.23), the violin modes of the marionette wire, the torsional modes tX of the mirror and
the vertical mode of the total system (mode n.14, see ﬁg.4.21) and of the mirror (mode
n.20). As eﬀect of the elasticity of the suspensions, there is also a vertical mode of the
total system induced by the marionette wire, and a vertical mode of the mirror induced
by the mirror wires. These modes may aﬀect the mirror position along the optical
axis, therefore it is preferable to take into account those modes in the total suspensions
thermal noise. As for the other modes, the coupling coeﬃcient of these modes with
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N MODE ν(Hz) DESCRIPTION OF THE MODE
1 3.2565 double pendX
2 3.3653 tY marionette
3 3.4787 double pendZ
4 4.2513 pendX
5 5.2902 pendZ
6 13.23 tY mirror
7 14.006 tZ marionette
8 14.059 tX marionette
9 39.201 tZ mirror
10-13 611.11 I violin mirror wires
14 887.74 vertical total system
15 1038.2 tZ mirror coupled II violin mirror wires
16-19 1550.8 II violin mirror wires
20 1660.3 vertical mirror
21-22 1795.7 I violin marionette wire
23-26 2913.8 III violin mirror wires
27-30 4716.3 IV violin mirror wires
31-32 5122.5 II violin marionette wire
33 6315.5 cross marionette
34-37 6965.1 V violin mirror wires
38 7544.6 marionette 2 nodes in Z
39 7545.9 marionette 2 nodes in X
40-43 9658.9 VI violin mirror wires
44 9872.7 Butterﬂy 2,0 marionette
45-46 10338 III violin marionette wire
47-50 12800 VII violin mirror wires
51 15942 Drum 0,1 marionette
52-55 16387 VIII violin mirror wires
56-57 17485 IV violin marionette wire
58-61 20422 IX violin mirror wires
Table 4.13: Mode mapping of the double pendulum system. The acronyms are explained in tab.4.1.
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respect to the mirror displacement along the optical axis is directly taken into account
in the estimation of the mirror displacement ui(y) corresponding to those modes. In the
table 4.14 I report all the selected modes and for each of them the corresponding total
energy (strain energy + kinetic energy) Utot, strain energies stored by the mirror wires
Umirw and by the marionette wire Uupw(J), the strain energies stored by the waterglass
layers of the mirror wires UWGmir and by the waterglass layers of the marionette wire
UWGup. These values should then be used for the estimation of the loss angles. In
particular in the table 4.15 I report the obtained value of the waterglass layers loss
angles φWGmir and φWGup and the inverse of the dilution factors of the mirror wires
Dmir and marionette wire Dup, calculated as explained in eqs. (4.55) and (4.54).
N MODE Utot(J) Umirw(J) Uupw(J) UWGmir(J) UWGup(J)
3 238.87 9.3965 53.731 1.48816 · 10−8 8.477 · 10−6
5 552.43 176.0 30.539 2.787 · 10−7 7.253 · 10−6
10 7.372 · 106 5.067 · 106 0.52651 0.013051 1.536 · 10−6
14 1.556 · 107 2.585 · 105 1.300 · 107 0.02266 38.941
15 2.103 · 107 2.079 · 107 4.502 · 10−5 1.044 · 10−8 2.140 · 10−13
19 4.747 · 107 3.858 · 107 3.486 · 103 0.077428 1.230 · 10−2
20 5.441 · 107 5.234 · 107 7.677 · 105 4.5772 2.8009
22 6.365 · 107 9.906 · 103 3.725 · 107 0.00086836 19.676
26 1.676 · 108 1.480 · 108 10.14 0.33846 7.786 · 10−5
30 4.392 · 108 4.041 · 108 0.15289 1.20702 3.508 · 10−5
32 5.180 · 108 0.2327 3.849 · 108 2.3198 · 10−8 203.4
37 9.576 · 108 9.017 · 108 0.50928 3.4488 1.275 · 10−3
43 1.842 · 109 1.759 · 109 1.5712 8.3778 2.200 · 10−4
46 2.110 · 109 2.7501 1.750 · 109 1.38602 · 10−8 1.076 · 103
50 3.234 · 109 3.117 · 109 0.62722 18.2872 7.9624 · 10−4
55 5.301 · 109 5.142 · 109 2.81990 36.152 4.745 · 10−4
57 6.035 · 109 10.183 5.309 · 109 3.3606 · 10−7 3.986 · 103
61 8.232 · 109 8.023 · 109 2.4921 67.362 1.057 · 10−3
Table 4.14: Selected modes for the modal analysis for the thermal noise of the suspensions. I reported
for each selected mode the total energy Utot(J), the strain energies of the mirror wires Umirw(J) , the
marionette wire Uupw(J), the waterglass layers of the mirror wires UWGmir(J) and of the marionette
wire UWGup(J).
For the estimation of the equivalent mass of each mode, I reconstructed the proﬁle
of the mirror displacement along the optical axis. After having checked that the mirror
surface displacement could have been simpliﬁed in a one dimension displacement, as
reported in eq. (4.52), I ﬁtted the data of the one dimension mirror displacement along
z, calculated with a speciﬁc command on ANSYSr. From the ﬁts I obtained the one
dimension mirror displacement proﬁle along the optical axis for each mode ui(y), and
then by applying the eq. 4.52 I obtained the equivalent masses that I report in the
table 4.15. It is important to stress that the higher the equivalent mass is, the less will
be the contribution to the thermal noise. In fact, a high equivalent mass of a given
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N MODE φWGmir φWGup Dmir Dup M(kg)
3 6.22997 · 10−12 3.54882 · 10−9 0.0393371 0.224937 0.000240257
5 3.6204 · 10−10 1.31297 · 10−9 0.318595 0.0552816 0.000132164
10 1.77042 · 10−10 2.08432 · 10−14 0.687371 7.1423 · 10−8 0.268345
14 1.45666 · 10−10 2.50326 · 10−7 0.0166179 0.835877 165439.
19 1.63101 · 10−10 2.59119 · 10−11 0.812788 0.0000734384 76.1352
20 8.41196 · 10−9 5.14748 · 10−9 0.961957 0.0141093 722.654
22 1.36428 · 10−12 3.09129 · 10−8 0.000155636 0.585202 903928.
26 2.01957 · 10−10 4.64597 · 10−14 0.882807 6.05046 · 10−8 7.84223
30 2.748 · 10−10 7.98613 · 10−15 0.920028 3.48081 · 10−10 7.91629
32 4.47875 · 10−18 3.92697 · 10−8 4.49265 · 10−10 0.743189 5.01599 · 108
37 3.6015 · 10−10 1.33187 · 10−13 0.941676 5.31829 · 10−10 9.61554
43 4.5493 · 10−10 1.19442 · 10−14 0.955007 8.53191 · 10−10 11.8561
46 6.57002 · 10−19 5.09809 · 10−8 1.3036 · 10−9 0.829583 1.39427 · 1010
50 5.65454 · 10−10 2.46204 · 10−14 0.963924 1.93941 · 10−10 14.308
55 6.8203 · 10−10 8.95155 · 10−15 0.970033 5.31992 · 10−10 17.7025
57 5.56873 · 10−18 6.60555 · 10−8 1.68739 · 10−9 0.879818 9.18189 · 109
61 8.18255 · 10−10 1.28419 · 10−14 0.974516 3.02719 · 10−10 160.595
Table 4.15: Selected modes for the modal analysis for the thermal noise of the suspensions. I report
in this table for each selected mode the calculated loss angles of the waterglass layer of the mirror
wires φWGmir and of the marionette wire φWGup and the inverse of the dilution factors of the mirror
wires Dmir and marionette wire Dup. In the last column I report the calculated equivalent masses M .
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mode means a small mirror displacement along the optical axis, thus less aﬀecting the
mirror suspensions thermal noise.
4.5 Thermal Noise of the Suspended Mirror
As already discussed in the section 3.4.2, the thermal noise of the mirror is well described
by using the Levin's approach. It supposes a normalized Gaussian pressure proﬁle
p(r) (see eq. 4.22) on the mirror surface which corresponds to the laser power proﬁle
impinging on the mirror and having a beam radius w0. The mirror thermal noise of the
2 suspended mirror is then just given by
X2Levin(ω) = 2
8kBT
ω
UmirΦ (4.57)
where Umir is the strain energy stored by the mirror under the pressure p(r) and Φ is
the total loss angle which takes into account all the dissipative mechanisms, such as
those due to the coating layers, the waterglass layers, the loss angle of the material for
the bulk modes φsb = 1 · 10−9 [127]:
Φ = φsb + ΦWG + Φcoat. (4.58)
For the ANSYSr static analysis I took into account that the only constraints are the
support to be ﬁx and the Gaussian pressure proﬁle normalized, where I considered a
beam radius of the laser on the mirror surface w0 = 275µm. I then obtained that the
strain energy of the suspended mirror under the pressure p(r) is:
Umir = 4.725 · 10−7J. (4.59)
4.5.1 Coating and Waterglass Losses
The coating losses are calculated as explained in section 3.4.3, and the waterglass losses
as explained in the previous section, but just considering the waterglass layers on the
mirror (between the mirror and the end parts of the mirror wires). In this case, we are
observing modes at high frequency, since the bulk modes are at much higher frequencies
than the modes analysed in the modal analysis.
All the strain energies necessary for the evaluation of the losses are calculated by
ANSYSr in a static analysis, where the only constraints consist in setting ﬁx the
parallelepiped support, which simpliﬁes the ITF disk (see ﬁg.4.20), and applying the
Gaussian pressure p(r) on the mirror face. As in the previous cases, the pressure is
given with an opportune ANSYSr APDL command.
Coating Losses
The contributions of the coatings and of the waterglass should be separately evaluated.
Firstly I add on the mirror surface the high reﬂective (HR) layer of Ta2O5 and I evaluate
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the strain energy of the coating layer and of the mirror plus the HR coating, then I
remove the high reﬂective and I add the low reﬂective (LR) layer of SiO2 and I evaluate
the strain energies of the coating layer and of the mirror plus the LR coating. For the
coating layers I used the characteristics listed in tab. 3.1.
UHR(J) Umir+HR(J) ULR(J) Umir+LR(J)
1.359 · 10−10 2.467 · 10−5 2.075 · 10−10 2.437 · 10−5
Table 4.16: Losses of the coating layers. I reported the obtained strain energies for the high reﬂective
(HR) layer of Ta2O5 and the strain energy of the mirror plus the layer of Ta2O5, and the strain energies
of the low reﬂective (LR) layer of SiO2 and the strain energy of the mirror plus the layer of SiO2.
From the values reported in table 4.16, and recalling that φTa2O5 = 2 · 10−4 and
φSiO2 = 5 · 10−5, the loss angle for the suspended mirror due to the coating losses is:
Φcoat =
UHR
Umir+HR
φTa2O5 +
ULR
Umir+LR
φSiO2 = 1.528 · 10−9. (4.60)
Waterglass Losses
For the estimation of the waterglass losses I supposed a layer of 60nm, and I only took
into account the layers that are used to attach the mirror to the mirror wires. The so
obtained strain energies are reported in the table 4.17, where I also added the value of
the waterglass loss angle ΦWG calculated as
ΦWG =
UWG
Umir+WG
φWG (4.61)
tWG(nm) UWG(J) Umir+WG(J) ΦWG
60 1.2544 · 10−9 4.737 · 10−7 2.648 · 10−4
Table 4.17: Losses of the waterglass layers for the mirror thermal noise. The calculation have been
done for a thickness of the waterglass layers tWG = 60nm.
4.6 Thermal Noise of the Fixed Mirror
Since the double pendulum system is much longer than the simple pendulum studied at
the beginning of this chapter, also the ﬁxed mirror should be adapted to it. I supposed
that it should be composed by a longer cantilever bar of section 10mm × 10mm and
height 56mm to which it will be attached in longitudinal direction another silica bar of
section 10mm× 10mm and length 30mm, as shown in the ﬁg. 4.24. The ﬁxed mirror
will then need two layers of waterglass, i.e. one for being attached to the interferometer
disk and one to attach the bar to the cantilever. I considered that the mirror surface
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has disk-shape coating layers of diameter equal to a side of the mirror face, i.e. 10mm.
Moreover, since from the previous estimations we ﬁnally ﬁxed the value of the ﬁnesse
to be 5 · 104, for the thickness of the layers I supposed the same values as for the
suspended end mirror which are listed in table 3.1. For the calculation of the strain
energies on ANSYSr I considered that the beam radius will be slightly diﬀerent then for
the suspended mirror w0 = 272µm. Following the same procedure as for the suspended
mirror I obtained that
ΦfixWG = 1.176 · 10−5 (4.62)
Φfixcoat = 2.661 · 10−7 (4.63)
and that the strain energy of the ﬁxed mirror under the Gaussian pressure p(r) is
Ufix = 6.218 · 10−7J. (4.64)
4.7 Noise Budget Curves
The suspended mirrors, in our Michelson interferometer with Fabry-Pérot cavities,
should be sensitive to the eﬀect of the quantum radiation pressure noise.
For the double pendulum system it is better to also write the radiation pressure
noise as a sum of more than one mode each of them having its proper resonance ωi,
equivalent mass Mi and loss angle Φi as already calculated for the suspension thermal
noise of eq.(4.48). The radiation pressure noise becomes
XRP (ω) =
√
2
2F
pi
√√√√8hPlas
λc
n∑
i=1
Ki(ω) (4.65)
where I deﬁned the term in the sum Ki(ω) as
Ki(ω) =
(1/Mi)
2
(ω2i − ω2)2 + (ω2i Φi)2
, (4.66)
and where F the finesse of the Fabry-Pérot cavity, Plas the power of the laser, λ the
laser's wavelength (for a Nd:YAG is λ = 1.064µm), h the Planck's constant and c the
speed of light. According to the results of the previous suspension conﬁgurations tested,
the values of the laser's power and the ﬁnesse of the cavity are reasonably set to be
Plas = 50mW and F = 5 · 104.
I can simplify the sum in the eq. (4.65), by considering only the ﬁrst 3 encountered
modes occuring along the optical axis, i.e. the two pendulum modes 3 and 5 and the
ﬁrst violin mode 10 of the mirror wires. The eq.(4.65) then becomes:
XRP (ω) =
√
2
2F
pi
√
8hPlas
λc
(K3(ω) +K5(ω) +K10(ω)). (4.67)
In the ﬁnal noise budget curve of QuRaG, it is important to also consider the shot
noise contribution. The shot noise can be considered frequency independent in the
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detection band of QuRaG, since in fact its cut frequency falls above 10kHz. Therefore,
the shot noise will be [122]:
Xshot(ω) =
1
8F
√
2hλc
Plas
. (4.68)
The evaluation of the suspension thermal noise (modal analysis) and of the mirror
thermal noise showed that the double stage pendulum is a system compatible with our
requirements, as it is clear from the graphics of ﬁg.4.25 and ﬁg. 4.26. The radiation
pressure noise for this system is detectable in a frequency band 10Hz − 500Hz, and
even larger if we ﬁlter the violin peaks.
4.8 Conclusion on the FEA analyses
I have studied numerous conﬁgurations of suspension testing them by the evaluation
of their thermal noise vs their radiation pressure noise. ANSYSr FEA analysis al-
lowed me to estimate the thermal noise of simple, as well as complex conﬁgurations
of suspension such as the double pendulum. The ﬁrst conﬁgurations tested had a well
optimized thermal noise such to be in quantum radiation pressure regime, but they
were abandoned for feasibility reasons. Nevertheless, we tried a conﬁguration close to
the n.3, the `cantilever', but made with sapphire instead of silica, that we submitted to
the IMPEXr company, but it was still discarded for feasibility reasons. The IMPEXr
company proposed some modiﬁcations to the cantilever design which did not satisfy our
requirement for the mirror to be in quantum radiation regime in the band 10Hz−1kHz.
In fact, these systems are too rigid to behave as a pendulum, therefore they had a too
high pendulum thermal noise.
The best conﬁguration system turned out to be a double pendulum system, with
a ﬁrst stage marionette and a lower stage suspended mirror. The presence of the
ﬁrst stage allows to attenuate the eventual vibrations transmitted to the suspended
mirrors, i.e. those sensitive to the radiation pressure, and the problem of attaching the
suspended mirrors wires to the interferometer disk. The losses due to the waterglass
layers used for attaching the ﬁrst stage to the interferometer disk, will not inﬂuence
the mirror thermal noise. Moreover, their contribution to the suspension thermal noise
results to be not important, as I showed in sec. 4.4.1. For the evaluation of the
suspension thermal noise of the double pendulum system, I decided to extend the
Modal Approach analysis [127, 158]. This method allowed me to take into account
in each mode of the system the contribution of all the suspension wires and all the
possible losses, opportunely weighted. My calculations allowed us to conclude that the
best conﬁguration system should be as close as possible to the Double Pendulum
System, requiring a very light mirror of 0.08g suspended by means of very thin fused
silica wires having diameter 40µm and length 2cm. Therefore, this strict requirement
led us to develop the technique to produce such kind of ﬁbers and to collaborate with the
Virgo group of Perugia, expert in pulling silica ﬁbers. I spent almost one month in the
Virgo laboratory at the Perugia University, where I learned their technique of pulling
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fused silica ﬁbers with an oxy-hydrogen ﬂame, since the laser machine used for Virgo+
was busy for the production of the suspension ﬁbers for Advanced Virgo. In Perugia I
also started to learn the technique of attaching silica elements with waterglass, a more
simple process with respect to the silicate bonding technique, and which requires less
drying time. For this reason in the analysis on the double pendulum system I decided
to test the waterglass by using attaching layers made of waterglass instead of silicate
bonding. The results of my analysis showed that the use of waterglass does not prevent
the observation of the radiation pressure noise.
Moreover, my calculations showed that we are not limited by the structural loss
angle of the silica composing the ﬁber and the mirrors, but the surface losses and losses
in the coating and waterglass layers are dominant. In these analyses, I supposed the
ﬁbers and the optics made by the lowest losses fused silica available in commerce, which
is the Suprasil-311r of the Heraeusr company, used for Virgo. This material has an
intrinsic loss angle for ﬁber and surface losses of φs = 10−10 and for bulk losses of
φsb = 4.1 · 10−9. In 2002, measurements by Numata et al. [114] showed that the silica
Corning−7980r produced by the Corningr company, has an intrinsic loss angle only a
factor 2 higher than the Suprasilr, and is much cheaper. Therefore, since these analysis
that I presented in this chapter showed that the intrinsic loss angle of the material
is not limiting for the thermal noise of QuRaG, the use of silica Corning − 7980r
instead of the Suprasil-311r, will not reduce the sensitivity of our interferometer and
its performances. Moreover, I have to stress that the estimations that I have done on
the coating losses are also optimistic, since in fact with the silica Corning − 7980r,
they should be of the order of 10−6. In addition, the most recent measurements in
optical cavities constituted by tiny mirrors, show that the mirror thermal noise should
be of the order of 10−17m/
√
Hz at 1Hz [113]. Whereas in our case it is degraded to
10−15m/
√
Hz at 1Hz because of the waterglass losses. At present time we are able
to control waterglass layers of thickness of the order of 1µm. Therefore, in order to
verify how much the suspended mirrors thermal noise is degraded with thicker layers of
waterglass, I did a simulation on ANSYS, considering a waterglass in contact with the
mirror of 1µm thickness. In this case the waterglass loss angle is φ1µmWG = 4.039 · 10−3,
one order of magnitude higher with respect to the waterglass loss angle for a waterglass
having thickness 60nm, i.e. φ60nmWG = 2.648 · 10−4. This implies that the suspended
mirrors thermal noise is limited by the waterglass losses.
A speciﬁc chapter (chapter 5) is devoted to explain in detail the studies to de-
velop the suitable technique to realize the required suspension wires for QuRaG and to
measure the losses (loss angles) of the ﬁbers.
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Figure 4.17: Suspension conﬁguration proposed back by IMPEX for a monolithic pendulum made
of sapphire. They proposed two versions having a suspension ribbon without cut but with diﬀerent
width: 5mm (on the top) and 2mm (on the bottom). Even the 2mm width ribbon is too stiﬀ to behave
like a pendulum. Therefore, both conﬁguration were rejected by us.
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Figure 4.18: Noise budget curve for one of the two cantilever systems proposed by IMPEX having
ribbon width 2mm for a thickness of 0.5mm, i.e. the second of ﬁg. 4.17. The suspension thermal
noise (blue curve) is higher with respect to the radiation pressure noise even increasing the laser power
from 5mW (red curve) to 50mW (red dashed curve). The ﬁnesse has been set equal to 5 · 104 and the
overall loss angle of the sapphire as been supposed to be φz = 7 · 10−7 at room temperature (' 300K)
[81].
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Figure 4.19: Double stage pendulum conﬁguration. Starting from the upper element, there is a
parallelepiped shape support of base area 10mm × 10mm and height 5mm that summarizes all the
upper stages. The support holds by means of a suspension wire (marionette wire), having radius 100µm
and length 22mm, a ﬁrst stage marionette of cross shape composed by two arms of 43mm length for
3mm thickness and 5mm height. On the lower part of the marionette there is a parallelepiped, twin
of the mirror, with square section of 3mm × 3mm and height 4mm. The suspended mirror is then
joined to its twin by two suspension wires having 40µm diameter and 20mm length. The tapered end
parts of each wire are modeled as made of a pyramid of 1mm height and side on a cube of 1mm side.
Figure 4.20: Pendulum modes of the double stage system. In the left side is shown the mode n.3 that
represents the pendulum mode of the whole system along the optical axis z, having proper resonant
frequency 3.4787Hz. On the right side there is the mode n.5, which represents the pendulum mode of
the mirror along the optical axis z and having proper resonant frequency 5.2902Hz.
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Figure 4.21: Double stage pendulum mode n.14 which represents the vertical mode of the whole
double system and has proper resonance frequency 887.74Hz.
Figure 4.22: Double stage pendulum mode n.10 and n.16 which represent the I and II violin modes
of the mirror wires along the optical axis z, and having proper frequency of 611.11Hz and 1550.8Hz,
respectively.
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Figure 4.23: Double stage pendulum detail of the modes n.23 and n.27 which represent the III and
IV violin modes of the mirror wires along the optical axis z, and having proper frequency of 2913.8Hz
and 4716.3Hz, respectively.
Figure 4.24: Fixed mirror for the new double stage pendulum design. It is composed by a long bar
of section 10mm × 10mm and height 56mm to which it is attached in longitudinal direction another
silica bar of section 10mm × 10mm and length 30mm, the real ﬁxed mirror of the cavity. The small
circle identiﬁes the center of the mirror surface where the laser beam is impinging.
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Figure 4.25: Noise budget curves for the modal analysis on the double pendulum system. The
radiation pressure noise considering the laser power Plas = 5mW (red curve) and Plas = 50mW (red
dashed curve) is higher than the suspension noises. This conﬁguration satisﬁes our requirements.
Moreover, note that the shot noise, both for Plas = 5mW (black curve) and for Plas = 50mW (black
dashed curve) is negligible compared to the radiation pressure noise.
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Figure 4.26: Zoom between 10Hz and 1kHz of the noise budget curves for the modal analysis of ﬁg.
4.25.
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Chapter 5
Production of the Suspension
Fibers
In the present chapter I describe the study for the production of the suspension wires
for QuRaG. The analysis that I have done by thermal noise estimation, presented in
the chapter 4, demonstrated that the optimal suspension system should be a double
pendulum with last suspension wire made of fused silica (see table 5.1 ) of 2cm length
and 40µm diameter. The diﬃculty to realize such a thin suspension, and to attach
it to the upper stage marionette and lower stage mirror, led us to collaborate with
the expert of Virgo suspensions of the University of Perugia. The experience that I
brought back to Nice allowed us to develop in Nice a similar process to realize the
required wires. We bought a ﬁber splicer machine, that welds ﬁbers by means of an
electric arc generated by two electrodes. While doing some test for the welding of the
ﬁbers I discovered that it could also be used for pulling the thicker ﬁber of 400µm
diameter into much thinner ones (≈ 50µm). Therefore, we decided to re-adapt the
machine for producing the ﬁbers and to develop a standard process for realizing them.
As I will explain more in detail in the following sections (see sec. 5.2.2), structural
defects in the surface of the ﬁber are the primary cause of losses (surface losses).
Therefore the production process should take care of a ﬁrst step to uniform the surface
by `cleaning' it from imperfections. Currently, the pulled suspension samples realized
in Nice, which are the closest to the requirements, have a central part of 1.5cm length
and 40µm diameter and two tapering ends having a bigger diameter of 400µm for
1.45cm length which are connected to the central part by a cone of 0.05cm height.
5.1 The realization of the suspension wires for QuRaG
According to what has been said in the section on the thermoelastic dissipation (Sec.
3.2.3), it is necessary to choose, for the suspension ﬁbers, a material whose thermoelastic
peak falls outside the desired frequency band of observation. Furthermore, from the
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formula of the thermoelastic loss angle (eq. 3.53), in order to decrease the losses outside
the peak, it is optimal to use a material with:
 a small linear thermal expansion coeﬃcient α,
 a high speciﬁc heat C,
 a low Young's modulus Y .
These conditions must be met even at cryogenic temperatures in the case of the third
generation of GW interferometers. Moreover, as already explained, to reduce the con-
tribution to the thermal noise due to the structural dissipation (Sec. 3.2.2), the use of
materials with small structural loss angle (Φstr) is mandatory. Therefore, these con-
ditions should also be satisﬁed by the mirror suspensions of QuRaG, and since the
window of frequencies of observation is the same as ground based GW interferometers,
using the same material still seems to be the best choice. Moreover, this assumption has
already been conﬁrmed by the thermal noise calculations done on several conﬁgurations
of suspension, as described in the chapter 4.
Before describing the technique learned in Perugia and the system used in Nice, a
short section describes how the ﬁrst monolithic suspensions of Virgo have been realized.
The monolithic Virgo was named after Virgo+.
5.2 A similar case: the suspension of Virgo+
Figure 5.1: The Virgo case. Graphical representation of the silica ﬁber of suspension (right) and the
coupling system of the upper end of the ﬁber to the marionette, the clamping system, (left).
The initial Virgo had test mirrors suspended by two loops of C85 steel wires, material
that has an intrinsic loss angle of φ85 ≈ 2 · 10−4 at 100Hz. This kind of suspension
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Figure 5.2: The Virgo case. Graphical representation of the silica ﬁber of suspension (right) and
the coupling system of the upper end of the ﬁber to the marionette, the clamping system, (left). And
lower clamping system of the silica ﬁber to the mirror (silicate bonding).
caused a too high friction on the contact area between the steel and the silica mirror,
thus degrading the thermal noise performances. Therefore, it has been developed a
deep study to test the possibility of realizing a monolithic suspension, in which the
suspension wires and the clamps are made of the same material of the mirror. Fused
silica is known to have a very low internal loss angle φFS ≈ 10−9 and a low linear
thermal expansion coeﬃcient αFS ≈ 0.5 ·10−6K−1, thus reducing the thermal noise and
satisfying the requirements listed at the beginning of this chapter.
speciﬁc heat C 772J/(kg ·K)
volume density ρ 2.2 · 103kg/m3
thermal conductivity κ 1.38W/(m · kg)
linear thermal expansion coeﬃcient α 0.51 · 10−6m/(m ·K)
Young's Modulus Y 7.29 · 1010Pa
Table 5.1: Mechanical and thermodynamical properties of fused silica [122].
Structural defects and surface imperfections are the most critical issues in the real-
ization of the silica ﬁbers, since they are the primary causes of losses. Therefore, the
development of a technique of wire production made on purpose has been necessary,
since fused silica has a glass structure and its tensile strength and losses strongly de-
pend on cracks and defects present in the ﬁber structure and on ageing eﬀects due to
environment pollution [40]. It is then crucial to produce the ﬁber taking care of not in-
troducing structural defects and by carefully protecting the ﬁber in a clean room under
vacuum.
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Figure 5.3: The Virgo case. Images describing the stages of pulling of the silica suspension ﬁber of
Virgo+. On the left is shown the upper cylinder for the clamping to the marionette and the anchor
in the lower part of the ﬁber for the clamping to the mirror. Continuing to the right, are shown the
steps of ﬁxing anchor for then pulling the ﬁber.
In particular, structural imperfections and impurities are found more frequently on
the surface of a body. Hence, the dissipation are assumed to mainly take place in the
surface areas and contact areas between surfaces.
5.2.1 The clamping system of Virgo+
The mechanism of surface contact dissipation occurs when, during the oscillations,
there is mechanical friction on the contact area between the two materials. This
concerns in particular the coupling system of the test masses of the pendulums in an
interferometer like Virgo. The critical points are the upper ends of the suspension
wires (see ﬁg. 5.1), in the part clamped to the support of the pendulum, and the
points of suspension of the mirror, where the load is attached.
In Virgo+, the attachment of the upper ends of the suspension, is done by clamping
fasteners, called clamps (see ﬁg. 5.1). The contact surface of the clamp has a groove for
inserting the cylinder of the wire (see ﬁg. 5.1). In this way the pressure of anchorage
is exerted along the two tangent lines of the wire. The lower ends are fastened by
means of some spacers which minimize the contact surface between the wires and the
mirror (see ﬁg. 5.2). It has been demonstrated that friction eﬀects at the level of the
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upper clamping stage of the Virgo+ suspension caused an increasing of the losses and
a decreasing of the expected mechanical quality factors [127, 40].
The monolithic suspensions of Virgo+ are made of fused silica. In the ﬁgure 5.3 are
visible, in the upper part of the ﬁber, the cylinder for the coupling to the marionette
and, in the lower part of the ﬁber, the anchor for the attachment (by silicate bonding)
to the grooves on the ears of the mirror. Moreover, the other images in sequence from
left to right describe the steps of the realization of the silica ﬁbers (ﬁg. 5.3). The
monolithic suspensions of Virgo have a 143µm radius for a 0.7m length and they are
obtained by pulling a thicker and small cylinder of silica (called seed) of 3mm diameter
for few cm length. This can be done by uniformly heating the central part of the seed
and then by letting the lower part go down under the eﬀect of gravity. Moreover,
the diameter size and length of the pulled ﬁber can be controlled by a suitable choice
of the heating time and of the load eventually applied on the lower end of the seed,
thus controlling the pulling velocity. A good heating system was made by ﬂames
generated by the combustion of hydrogen and oxygen. A more precise and expens-
ive system uses a CO2 laser [100]. This has been chosen for the Virgo+ suspension
and it is currently in use for the realization of the mirror suspensions of Advanced Virgo.
5.2.2 The production of Virgo+ suspensions
Virgo+ suspensions are made of fused silica which is a silicon compound SiO2 of glass
structure which glass transition temperature depends on the speciﬁc material history
and vitriﬁcation velocity and it has an average value of 2000K. The parameters of the
fused silica are listed in the table 5.1.
Fused silica is currently used for optical ﬁbers for telecommunications, nevertheless
requirements for the the Virgo+ suspension wires of fused silica are diﬀerent, and so
the production process should be.
Virgo+ silica wires have been produced starting from cylindrical bars of 1.5mm
radius for 10cm length, called seeds for their function, made of a commercially available
high-purity material as the Suprasilr or Herasilr. The thinner wires are then obtained
by melting the central region of the seed and subsequently pulling the two ends apart.
Once melted at 2000K, the Suprasil (or Herasil) seed becomes highly viscous and it
can be plastically deformed. The melting and pulling process is done thanks to a high
precision machine using a 100W CO2 laser with 10.6µm wavelength, developed at the
University of Glasgow [83], that has been assembled in a dedicated laser room at the site
of the Virgo experiment. This machine allowed to produce ﬁbers in a high controlled
way and to get reproducible results. A schematic view of the functional parts of the
machine is given in ﬁgure 5.4. The production of the ﬁbers can be distinguished in four
steps [40]:
1. The silica seed is cleaned with isopropyl alcohol. Then it is welded at its opposite
ends to a silica anchor and to a silica cone (see ﬁg. 5.3), that will be used for the
integration in the Virgo monolithic design. The local welding is also assured by
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Figure 5.4: Schematic view of the CO2 laser machine for pulling the silica ﬁber of Virgo+.
the CO2 laser machine, in which case it can manually be operated to get accurate
results. The silica rod is then clamped as in the ﬁgure 5.4. The lower end is then
assured on a ﬁxed clamp and the upper one is connected at the top of the moving
arm of the CO2 pulling machine.
2. The second step is the annealing (typically at a temperature of 900◦C), process
necessary to prevent from the presence of imperfections that would reduce the
quality of the ﬁber. The silica is heated by moving the laser spot along the rod
axis without pulling, but just to melt all the structural imperfections and micro-
cracks, that would decrease the breaking load of the ﬁber. Structural defects
produce internal reﬂections within the ﬁber, clearly visible as diﬀuse light or
spots. The annealing process is repeated until no more light diﬀusion is present
inside the ﬁber and it appears perfectly transparent.
3. Then the laser beam is delivered onto the fused silica rod by a series of gold
coated mirrors. The laser is directed on a rotating mirror and then reﬂected on
the others so that the beam hits the rod continuously all around its axis, assuring
a homogeneous local heating. The machine includes two arms connected to the
vertical sleighs which are moved by software controlled motors [100]. The ﬁrst
motor guides the upper conic mirror along the vertical axis thus moving the laser
spot along the silica bar. The second motor is used to control the moving clamp
position. The alignment of the pulling machine axis and the bar axis is done by
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precision slides and tilters, moving and orienting the clamps.
4. Once the rod is melted by the laser, the upper arm pulls it upward following a
given velocity proﬁle and the wire is produced. The geometry of the pulled wire
critically depends on the chosen velocity proﬁle. Since the melting involves a
small volume of the rod, from which the material is driven away, new material
must be melted in order to continuously feed the wire. Therefore, during the
operation, the melting point must be shifted downward, and this is achieved by
moving down the conic focusing mirror ﬁxed to the lower arm.
The clamped ends of the rod are not melted, so the ﬁber proﬁle has the thick ends
showed in ﬁg. 5.3. Moreover, two small bobs within the heads are produced before the
pulling process by melting the rod near the clamps and then shrinking it [40]. These
bobs are necessary for a good clamping process in all the sequence of operation of
mounting and dismounting. It is also proven that for minimizing the thermal noise
contribution, the best proﬁle shape is a dumbbell-shaped ﬁber as shown in the ﬁgure
5.5 [50, 154].
Figure 5.5: Dumbbell proﬁle of fused silica ﬁber. The upper is the real proﬁle, the lower is the one
obtained analytically.
The proﬁle of the obtained wire is very reproducible (within 10µm), and its
diameter (285µm) is remarkably constant along the 70cm of the wire. This high
precision and reproducibility of the proﬁle is assured by the two software controlled
motors. This is conﬁrmed from the graphics of ﬁgure 5.6 where are compared the ﬁber
proﬁles of six diﬀerent pulled samples [50, 154].
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the proﬁle of six diﬀerent ﬁbers measured by a proﬁling tool within 10µm
of precision.
5.3 Pulling Silica Fibers
At the time we wanted to start to realize the suspension ﬁbers for QuRaG the C02 ma-
chine was busy for the realization the suspension ﬁber for Advanced Virgo. Therefore,
for our ﬁrst tests for QuRaG suspension the faster way was to use the oxyhydrogen
ﬂame machine, still operational in Perugia. Hence, for their long term experience on
the Virgo suspensions, the collaboration with the Virgo group of the University of Per-
ugia has been necessary to learn the technique of pulling silica ﬁbers for the suspension
system of QuRaG. During this collaboration, I learned how to use the oxyhydrogen
ﬂame machine for pulling the ﬁber and I could learn also the technique of measuring
the intrinsic losses of the pulled ﬁber. I adapted the Perugia system to QuRaG's re-
quirements, to realize some rough samples of suspension, of which I measured the loss
angle. Then I brought back the acquired experience to Nice, where we adapted the
techniques to the speciﬁcations and equipments of our laboratory.
The process of pulling silica ﬁber is one of the most crucial step in the realization
of the monolithic suspension system. The material should remain as pure as possible,
because the incoming impurities in the lattice of the silica will decrease the breaking load
and will increase the internal dissipation. The fundamental idea for the production of
silica ﬁber is to heat at 2000°C a cylinder of the same material and of a thicker diameter
of few millimeters, that for its function is called seed. At this temperature, the fused
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silica becomes a ﬂuid with high viscosity and it looses its elastic behaviour. Therefore,
under mechanical stress it responds with a plastic deformation [147]. The method used
to reach such a high temperature with a suﬃcient level of pureness is the combustion
of hydrogen through the oxyhydrogen ﬂames. For the ﬂames is used a machine that
produces hydrogen and oxygen by electrolysis of distilled water shown in ﬁgure 5.7.
Figure 5.7: Machine for the production of the oxyhydrogen ﬂames by electrolysis of distilled water,
on the left. On the right the machine for the production of the silica ﬁbers.
The gases in the machine have a degree of pureness higher than 95%, therefore the
process is able to ensure the production of high pureness ﬂames and a low level of in-
coming impurities during the fusion of the silica. The technique that better allows us
to produce ﬁbers with well controlled geometric characteristics and with high repeat-
ability is the crown of ﬂames shown in detail in ﬁgures 5.9 and 5.7. This system has
been designed by the university of Perugia in collaboration with the group GEO600 of
the university of Glasgow [147], whose prototype is still functional at the university of
Perugia (see ﬁg. 5.7). With this machine I realized some samples of ﬁbers with the
QuRaG requirements.
The ﬁrst step to realize a pulled silica ﬁber with a ﬂame is to learn to control a
ﬂame. This can be done by calibrating the expulsion of oxygen and hydrogen, and by
choosing the suitable expulsion hole. A silica seed, a silica bar of thicker diameter, is
used to realize the thinner wires, as already said. A sample is shown in ﬁgure 5.8. By
using a unique ﬂame is possible to manually pull the wire by holding the two ends of
the silica seed (with appropriate gloves) and then pulling on opposite side and turning
the seed while the ﬂame is heating the central part. Anyway, in this way it is not
possible to well control the wire geometry, and the risk of having a not uniform surface
in the pulled ﬁber is very high. Moreover, the reproducibility is not assured. A better
system is therefore a crown holding 6 equal hooks with nozzles for the ﬂames, that can
be pointed on the desired area of the silica seed. In this way, the silica seed, ﬁxed in
the center of the crown from the upper end, as shown in ﬁgure 5.9, can be uniformly
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Figure 5.8: Silica seed having diameter of 3mm.
heated in the circular area covered by the hooks of the crown. When the area of the
seed starts to fuse, the lower part of the seed falls down under the eﬀect of gravity.
The ﬂames must be turned oﬀ before the ﬁber breaks, and when it reaches the desired
size and length. It is eventually possible to apply a load on the lower end of the seed.
This process allows to well control the geometry and to have high repeatability since
the ﬁber length and diameter depend on some parameters:
 the diameter of the starting seed of silica;
 the heating intensity and duration time;
 the load applied on the end part of the seed.
All these items can be controlled quite well with the system of ﬁgure 5.7. In the
ﬁgure 5.10 is shown one of the ﬁbers pulled with the system of crown of ﬂames. After
some tests, we realized that only 2 ﬂames on opposite ends of a diameter of the crown
were enough and no additional load was need to have ﬁbers of 60µm radius and few
cm length. The ﬁbers realized with this system have a central part with a constant
diameter (within 10% of the average diameter) and two tapering ends of few millimeters
length. The best pulled samples have been used to learn to measure the intrinsic loss
angle.
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Figure 5.9: The system with the crown of 6 hooks with nozzle for ﬂame. The pulled ﬁber is held in
the middle of the crown. It is visible the thicker part of the original silica seed.
5.4 Loss Angle Measurements
This experiment done in Perugia, did not aim at making an accurate estimation of
the loss angle, but only at learning the method of loss angle measurements. The used
method is the ringdown technique [73, 147]. It is important to underline that the value
of the loss angle that it is measured will be the sum of the several contributions: the
intrinsic losses of the material, the thermoelastic losses, and eventual other excess losses
[73]. These excess losses are caused by several eﬀects, as for example the rubbing at
the clamp-ﬁber interface between the ﬁber and its support for the measurements. This
can be reduced by optimizing the support system. Other phenomena causing excess
losses are the residual gas damping, or air damping, and the recoil damping. The air
damping is a source of external dissipation which occurs when a body vibrates in a ﬂuid
[40]. Thus, this phenomenon is well modeled as a viscous friction proportional to the
velocity. As already stated in the section 3.2.1, viscous dissipation is described by the
viscous loss angle which is proportional to the viscosity coeﬃcient β, appearing in the
Langevin equation (3.35). Therefore, as in eq.(3.39) the air damping viscous friction is
described by the loss angle due to gas friction
φgas(ω) =
βω
mω20
. (5.1)
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Figure 5.10: The pulled ﬁber is held in the middle of the crown. The thicker part of the original
silica seed is visible.
In dense ﬂuids the friction includes the eﬀect of shear forces, whereas in a rareﬁed gas
the dissipation is mainly due to the momentum transfer between the body and the gas
molecules which are moving with a mean thermal velocity equal to
v¯ =
√
kBT
m
. (5.2)
In this case the mean free path of molecules of mass mgas is larger than the typical
dimension of the oscillator and the viscosity coeﬃcient can be written as [134]
β =
1
4
ρgasAv¯, (5.3)
where A is the cross sectional area of the body in which collisions with gas occur, and
ρgas is the gas density deduced by the residual gas pressure Pres and temperature T
through the thermodynamical equation of state of gas
ρgas =
Presmgas
kBT
. (5.4)
Hence, eq. 5.1 can be rewritten as
φgas(ω) =
ρgasAv¯
4mω20
ω. (5.5)
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Then, for a vibrating cylindrical wire, the gas loss angle is
φgas(ω) =
ρgasv¯
ρwdwω20
ω. (5.6)
where ρw is the wire density, dw its diameter and ω0 the resonance of the harmonic
oscillator. The corresponding quality factor of residual gas is [73, 86]
Qgas =
dwρwω0
n
√
mgaskBT
, (5.7)
where n is the numeric density of the gas, or equivalently using equation 5.4
Qgas =
dwρwω0
Pres
√
kBT
mgas
. (5.8)
Therefore, in the current case of the pulled ﬁber having a cylindrical mass suspended
(which in reality is the end part of the silica seed that has preserved its original section)
the residual gas quality factors are
 for the wire
Qgas−wire =
dwρwω0
Pres
√
kBT
µH2
(5.9)
where I could approximate that the residual gas is just composed by the molecular
hydrogen, so that mgas = µH2
 whereas for the cylindrical mass
Qgas−pend =
4mω0
SlatPres
√
kBT
µH2
. (5.10)
where I can approximate the cross sectional area A with the lateral surface of the
cylindrical mass suspended (having diameter ds = 3mm and height hs = 3.5cm)
A = Slat = pidshs and as before I considered mgas = µH2 .
Then, the gas pressure limiting quality factors can be calculated by considering that the
lowest pressure reached inside the vacuum chamber is P = 10−4mbar = 10−2Pa, all the
ﬁbers characteristics, and by substituting in the eq.(5.10) the value of the pendulum
resonance ω0 = 2piν0 = 2pi × 1.4Hz:
 Qgas−wire = 2.0× 107
 Qgas−pend = 5.9× 106
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which are higher than the expected value of the pendulum quality factor Qp = 106.
Equivalently, supposing a Qgas−wire and Qgas−pend of the order of the expected Qp I can
derive the limiting gas pressure from the equations (5.9) and (5.10). Therefore, we can
state that the gas damping will not limit the losses if the gas pressure in the vacuum
chamber is lower than the so obtained limiting gas pressure Pres:
 from the eq.(5.9) of the vibrating wire gas viscous quality factor I obtain
Pres =
dwρwω0
Qgas−wire
√
kBT
µH2
= 2.7 · 10−3mbar (5.11)
 and from eq.(5.10) of the gas viscous quality factor of the pendulum I obtain the
limiting gas pressure value
Pres =
4mω0
SlatQgas−pend
√
kBT
µH2
= 0.97mbar, (5.12)
where for the Qgas−pend and for the Qgas−wire I used the values respectively of the
measured pendulum and ﬁrst violin mechanical quality factors, which are the inverse of
the values reported in the tab. 5.3 and tab. 5.4. This condition is guaranteed thanks
to a turbomolecular pump that assures a reached vacuum of few 10−4mbar.
The recoil damping, other eﬀect causing excess losses, is given by the coupling
between the resonant modes of the ﬁber and low-Q (highly dissipative) resonances of
the support structure holding the ﬁber. Therefore, this eﬀect can be minimized by
isolating the ﬁber resonances from the support resonance. A simple technique is to
realize a double pendulum structure in the ﬁber, by pulling a shorter and thicker ﬁber
in the upper part (called isolation ﬁber) separated to the relevant ﬁber by a cylinder
called isolation bob [73, 147]. The isolation bob will create a ﬁrst stage pendulum
acting like an attenuator of the recoil vibrations coming from the support structure of
the ﬁber but also from the seismic excitations.
Another phenomenon causing excess losses is the eddy-current damping. The oscil-
lating ﬁber carries a charge, induced by the exciter for the resonances, and the motion
of the charges induces back eddy currents in the nearby of the conductors. Resistance
in the conductors dissipates the mechanical energy stored in the currents, degrading
the loss angle. In the measured ﬁber the moving charges on the surface are negligible,
so the eddy current eﬀect does not aﬀect the system.
5.4.1 Experimental Set Up
The experimental set up was equiped of:
 a vacuum chamber;
 a pre-vacuum pump (dual stage rotary vane Alcatel Pascalr OME25-S);
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 a turbo molecular pump (Pfeiﬀerr Vacuum Pump with single phase direct current
motor (1500 Hz));
 a shadowmeter (alimented IR led HIRL5010, and a split photodiode);
 an exciter (made of two sharp ended screws);
 an HV ampliﬁer (max 2kV, TREKr Model 677A);
 a generator (Agilentr 33220A);
 a ﬁlter (Stanford Research System, inc.r SR650 high-pass/low-pass program-
mable ﬁlter);
 a Data Acquisition (DAQ) board (National Instrumentr NI USB 6221);
 LabViewr interface on PC;
 a ﬁber support;
 a pulled ﬁber.
With the pre-vacuum pump a few 10−2mbar vacuum is reached and then the turbomo-
mecular pump allows to reach few 10−4mbar. The support for the ﬁber is an aluminum
clamping system with a groove to place the upper end of the ﬁber. This one is then
ﬁxed by two screws, which should not be very tight so that no unwanted pressure is
exerted on the ﬁber. The system is shown in the pictures of ﬁg.5.12. The ﬁber proﬁle
with the isolation bob is schematized in the ﬁgure 5.11.
5.4.2 Measurements
For the loss angle measurements it is suitable to use the ringdown method [73]. The
basic principle is to excite the resonances of the ﬁbers and observe the amplitude decay.
The exponential time constant of this decay is inversely proportional to the loss angle
related to that resonance and directly proportional to the mechanical quality factor of
that resonance. The used sensing device is a shadow sensor, called shadowmeter and the
excitation of the modes is done with two electrodes, called exciter. The shadowmeter
measures the displacement of the ﬁber by sensing the displacement of the ﬁber's shadow
generated by an IR led on a split photodiode centered on the quiet position of the ﬁber,
as shown in the picture of ﬁg. 5.13. The resonances that should be observed are the
pendulum and violin modes, so they implies a horizontal displacement of the ﬁber to
be excited and sensed. The electrodes should be placed in the direction parallel to the
'sensing' direction of the shadowmeter. Therefore, the exciter and the shadow sensor
are placed on a plane normal to the ﬁber, and in orthogonal directions between them.
The ﬁber is placed at mid distance between the two electrodes, but as close as possible
to the led, in order to have the biggest shadow on the photodiode, since the diameter
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Figure 5.11: A scheme of the ﬁber proﬁle. The isolation bob acts as the ﬁrst stage of a double
pendulum attenuating the vibration to the last stage. The ﬁber has a length of 13cm and a radius of
60µm.
of the ﬁber is very small with respect to the gap between the two quadrants of the
photodiode. The system around the ﬁber is shown in the picture of ﬁg. 5.14.
An interface on LabViewr software (see ﬁg.5.15), programmed by the Perugia team,
shows in real time the amplitude of oscillation as voltage (V) over time (graphics in
the up left side of ﬁg.5.15), and calculates the square root of the power spectral density
(V/sqrt(Hz)) (graphics in the up right side of ﬁg.5.15), thus allowing to directly identify
the frequency of the excited resonances. The envelope of the exponential decay of the
amplitude of the excited resonance is sampled in the lowest graphics in the LabViewr
script interface, as shown int the ﬁg.5.15. This signal is called analytical signal. The
analytical signal z(t), associated to a physical signal y(t), is deﬁned as the sum of the
signal y(t) and its Hilbert transform y˜(t) [40]:
z(t) = y(t) + y˜(t) (5.13)
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Figure 5.12: The clamping system to hold the ﬁber for the loss angle measurements. The support
has a groove to place the upper end of the ﬁber. This one is then ﬁxed by two screws, taking care to
avoid unwanted pressure to be exerted on the ﬁber. Front (right) and upper (left) view of the system.
where the Hilbert transform of y(t) is deﬁned as:
y˜(t) =
1
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
y(t′)
t− t′dt
′. (5.14)
The amplitude of the analytical signal is therefore
|z(t)| =
√
y(t) + y˜(t) (5.15)
and it corresponds to the envelope of the real signal y(t). In the ring down method
measurements, the analytical signal of the read-out of the physical quantity is an ex-
ponential function, as I will show in the following of this section.
In order to identify the resonances, the wire is ﬁrstly excited with a white noise coming
from a function generator and ampliﬁed by a high voltage ampliﬁer [40]. The applied
voltage is of the order of few kV . Once the resonances are identiﬁed on the power
spectral density, I analyse them one by one, from the analytical signal that is the lower
signal displayed on the LabViewr interface in ﬁg. 5.15. The identiﬁed resonance is
excited by sending a sine function with frequency corresponding to the resonance I
want to excite. The ﬁber motion is detected by the shadowmeter: the ﬁber produces a
shadow on the split photodiode, and the signal from each side is subtracted from the
ground. Then, the output signal is ﬁltered with a pass-band ﬁlter around the resonance
and ampliﬁed. Once the resonance is excited, the driving signal is switched oﬀ and
the ﬁber is let free to oscillate. The exponential amplitude decay of the resonance is
recorded with a Data Acquisition Board and displayed on the LabViewr interface (see
ﬁg. 5.15). The LabViewr script allows to set the desired sampling frequency and the
resolution. From the exponential time decay of the amplitude of the resonance, I can
straightly derive the quality factor Q, which is the inverse of the loss angle φ, as I will
explain in the following. Once identiﬁed the peak frequency among all the resonances
in the power spectral density, an approximate value is given as input to LabViewr
together with a small incertitude range so that the program ﬁlters the data in this
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Figure 5.13: The picture shows how the shadowmeter works. It senses the displacement of the
shadow of the ﬁber on a split photodiode, created by an IR led light placed on the opposite side of the
ﬁber.
range of frequencies to then ﬁnd the real value of the frequency and amplitude peak
A(t). The amplitudes are calculated along the time, until the curve displayed on the
interface (see ﬁg. 5.15) has enough points to calculate the time decay of the amplitude.
This means having points on a time range comparable or higher than the expected
time decay. The amplitude peak (the amplitude of the analytical signal, eq.(5.15)), as
already outlined, has an exponential decay of the form
A(t) = A0e
−t/τ (5.16)
where τ represents the time in which initial amplitude A0 decays of 1/e. The exponential
time constant, τ , can be therefore derived by measuring the slope of the linearized
amplitude decay (eq. (5.16)) as follows
ln[A(t)] = −1
τ
t+ ln[A0] (5.17)
since the eq.(5.17) can be rewritten as
y(t) = bt+ a, (5.18)
where the slope b and the intercept a are related to the time decay and the initial
amplitude as
b = −1
τ
(5.19)
a = ln[A0], (5.20)
and estimated by a linear ﬁt. Moreover, given a mechanical system, the mechanical
quality factor of the resonance frequency ν is Q = 2piντ [60], and the Q corresponds
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Figure 5.14: The picture shows the system for the loss angle measurements. The exciter (in black),
the ﬁber holded by its clamping system (see ﬁg. 5.12) and the shadowmeter with the alimented led
and photodiode.
to the inverse of the associated loss angle. Therefore, from the slope obtained with the
linear ﬁt, the loss angle is
φ =
1
2piντ
=
b
2piν
. (5.21)
5.4.3 Results
The measurements done allowed to well identify only two ﬁber resonances: the pendu-
lum and the ﬁrst violin. The observed pendulum frequency is at 1.4Hz, very close to
the pure gravitational pendulum frequency 1
2pi
√
g/l = 1.38Hz, and the observed ﬁrst
violin frequency is at 120Hz, while from the analytical formula for violin modes already
discussed in the previous chapters, is expected at 110Hz. I repeated the measurements
with the same ﬁber, but with the lower mass cut and re-attached with the waterglass.
This was to have an idea of how much losses the waterglass can introduce for such
a thin ﬁber. From all collected data, for the pendulum resonance without waterglass
there are three measures of the loss angle value, therefore the ﬁnal value for this case
is the average of the three and the error is the standard deviation. Whereas for the
b(s−1) ∆b(s−1) τ(s) ∆τ(s) φ(×10−3) ∆φ(×10−3)
−7.25 0.11 137.7 2.1 1.650 0.025
−7.38 0.15 135.5 2.7 1.678 0.034
−7.10 0.11 140.8 2.2 1.614 0.025
Table 5.2: Measured values of slope, exponential time constant, loss angle for the pendulum mode
at 1.4Hz without the waterglass.
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Figure 5.15: The picture shows the interface of Labviewr for the loss angle measurements. The
amplitude of oscillation as voltage (V) over time (up left side) is collected in real time, and the square
root of the power spectral density (V/sqrt(Hz)) (up right side) allows to directly identify the frequency
of the excited resonances. The lowest curve is the analytical signal, which represents the envelope of the
exponential decay of the amplitude of the excited resonance (120Hz) that has been selected from the
power spectral density. In the captured moment showed in this picture, the resonance is continuously
alimented and does not decay.
case with waterglass, there is only one good sample of data. Therefore, the average
value of the loss angle without waterglass is compared with the value obtained in the
conﬁguration with the introduction of the waterglass (see table 5.3). The similar value
no WG (average) τ ± στ = (138± 2)s φ± σφ = (1.65± 0.03) · 10−3
with WG τ ±∆τ = (144± 3)s φ±∆φ = (1.50± 0.02) · 10−3
Table 5.3: Average values of exponential time constant and loss angle for the pendulum mode at
1.4Hz without the waterglass compared with the measured ones in the case with the waterglass used
to attach the mass to the ﬁber.
obtained with and without waterglass for the case of the pendulum mode (see tab. 5.3),
can be explained by the presence of other dominating excess loss, like for example the
clamping of the ﬁber support structure.
For what concerns the ﬁrst violin resonance, the obtained values without and with wa-
terglass, for the loss angles are in table tab.5.4. The obtained values, shown in the table
5.4, state that the introduction of the waterglass increases the loss angle of two orders
of magnitude. This can be reasonable since the known value of the intrinsic waterglass
loss angle is of the order 10−1. Moreover, the loss increases with increasing the amount
of waterglass used and with the eventual presence of impurities introduced during the
drying process of the waterglass. We suppose that the degrading of two orders of mag-
nitude of the loss angles, after introducing the waterglass, can be explained by two main
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no WG τ ±∆τ = (1088± 6)s φ±∆φ = (2.44± 0.01) · 10−6
with WG τ ±∆τ = (19.7± 0.1)s φ±∆φ = (1.344± 0.007) · 10−4
Table 5.4: Comparison between the exponential time constant and loss angle of the ﬁrst violin mode
at 120Hz in the case without waterglass (no WG) and with waterglass (with WG) used to attach the
mass to the ﬁber.
causes. Firstly, an exceeding amount of waterglass placed to glue the ﬁber to the mass,
and secondly the presence of impurities deposited during the drying process. In fact,
since the experiment has just been a preliminary test, the waterglass was used without
being diluted in water, thus to accelerate the process of drying. Whereas, on the other
hand, this increases the percentage of impurities introduced during the drying process,
not having the time to evaporates, thus not well reconstructing the glass structure.
5.5 Pulling Thin Silica Fibers for QuRaG
In Nice we developed a system to pull the suspension ﬁber that is a method that matches
the oxyhydrogen ﬂame method and the CO2 laser method used for Virgo+ and uses
a controlled electric arc as source of heating. The arc is produced by an old Portable
Fiber Splicer machine of Power Technology Inc.r and the machine also has a support
for holding the ﬁber. While making some tests for splicing ﬁbers, I discovered that this
machine could also work for pulling thicker ﬁbers into thinner ones by just shifting the
melting point along the seed. Within the ﬁrst sample that I pulled, starting from a
400µm diameter seed, the best two had diameters of:
(98± 5)µm, (5.22)
(101± 5)µm (5.23)
Therefore, we ﬁxed the machine on an optical table in order to have the ﬁber in vertical
position, and we upgraded it with two motors (see ﬁg. 5.16) to control the position of
the ﬁber and of the melting point along the ﬁber.
An electronic motor is used to pull the ﬁber downward while the arc is heating
the ﬁber, and a high precision position servo motor, placed on the upper part of the
ﬁber, is used to follow the movement of the ﬁber and to continuously feed the arc with
material to be fused. The best sample realized with this technique has a diameter of
(40±2)µm for 1.5cm length with two tapering ends having a bigger diameter of 400µm
for 1.45cm length which are connected to the central part by a cone of 0.05cm height
(see ﬁg. 5.17). One crucial point of this technique is to well control all the involved
parameters like the arc time duration and current (so the heating temperature) and the
speed of the two motors, in particular the synchronization of the two speeds. These
parameters are controlled on the computer through LabViewr with programs realized
on purpose. Nevertheless, the arc is not stable and not well controllable. Therefore,
another technique is under test, without using the lower motor and just pulling the
ﬁber in one time only under the eﬀect of the gravity. In the ﬁg. 5.16 is shown the
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Figure 5.16: The picture on the left shows the machine used to pull ﬁber. Is an old Portable Fiber
Splicer modiﬁed in order to place the ﬁber vertically and with a servo position motor to control the
position of the ﬁber. The motor velocity and the arc intensity current and duration time are controlled
on Labwiev. The picture on the right shows the detail of the best pulled ﬁber placed on the holding
system of the pulling machine.
machine as is at present time with only the upper motor, and the detail of one of the
best pulled ﬁber held on the machine. The ﬁgures 5.17 look more precisely into the best
ﬁber with the microscope, showing a more detailed proﬁle of the ﬁber. Its thinner part
in the middle has a 40µm diameter and the taper ends have a cone shape, as described
above.
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Figure 5.17: The picture shows the best pulled ﬁber. The image on the top is a detail of the middle
part of the ﬁber which has a diameter of (40± 2)µm, and the image on the bottom shows one of the
tapering end of the ﬁber having a cone shape.
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Chapter 6
Study of the Electrostatic
Control
The control system of QuRaG interferometer foresees a last control stage of electrostatic
actuation directly applied on the suspended mirrors, in order to damp the pendulum
resonances. Therefore, part of my research has been devoted to the study of the elec-
trostatic control on a suspended test mirror placed in a Michelson interferometer. The
basic principle of this experiment is to deduce the mirror displacement by looking at
the correction signal on the other mirror of the interferometer glued to a piezoelectric
ceramic bar (PZT) after sending a voltage on the electrodes placed behind the suspen-
ded mirror, while the interferometer is frequency locked at half of the fringe wavelength
(see ﬁg. 6.10). The experiment was done in a clean room of class 100000 (or equival-
ently ISO 8) at a temperature of 19°C closing the interferometer in a box, thus to avoid
unwanted eﬀects of the air ﬂuctuation (see ﬁg. 6.1). Several systems for suspending the
Figure 6.1: The picture shows the box ﬁxed on a table used to protect the Michelson from air
ﬂuctuation of the air conditioning of the clean room of class ISO 8.
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mirror have been tested. In fact, the electrostatic control has been applied on diﬀerent
kinds of suspensions, and their response to the applied voltage to the capacitor allowed
to choose the more suitable suspension system to be adopted in these measurements.
6.1 Basic Principle
Figure 6.2: Scheme of the capacitor. It is made of two rectangular electrodes of dimensions L × l,
and spaced of an amount δ.
The capacitor is made of two rectangular electrodes of dimensions L× l, and spaced of
an amount δ, as shown in the ﬁgure 6.2.
A capacitor is placed behind a suspended mirror at a distance d. When a voltage
∆V is applied, the charged capacitor will exert on the dielectric mirror a force
F (x) = −1
2
∂C
∂x
∆V 2, (6.1)
where the capacitance C(x) depends on the distance between the capacitor and the
mirror along the mirror axis x (which coincides with the optical axis) [104]. Moreover,
since the recall force of the pendulum for the suspended mirror is
Fp(x) =
mg
Lp
∆x, (6.2)
the displacement of the mirror ∆x will be proportional to the square of the voltage
∆x = − Lp
2mg
∂C
∂x
∣∣∣
d
∆V 2. (6.3)
If the two electrodes have surface charge ±σ respectively and ∆V is the voltage between
them, the capacitance is then given by:
C(x) =
σL · l
∆V
, (6.4)
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Figure 6.3: Schematic representation of the system electrodes-suspended mirror. The electrodes are
placed on a moving support, thus allowing to change the distance d that separates them from the
mirror.
where the dependence on x is implicit in the ∆V . In fact, as the distance between the
capacitor and the mirror decreases, the voltage necessary to displace the mirror of the
same amount ∆x also decreases. Therefore, the derivative ∂C
∂x
∣∣∣
d
can be written as:
∂C
∂x
=
∂C
∂∆V
∂∆V
∂x
= −σL · l
∆V 2
∂∆V
∂x
. (6.5)
Moreover, ∆V can be written as the diﬀerence between the average voltage on each
electrode (1 and 2):
∆V =< V1(2) > − < V1(1) >, (6.6)
< V1(1) > =
∫ l+δ
δ
∫ L
2
−L
2
V1dzdx (6.7)
< V1(2) > =
∫ −l−δ
−δ
∫ L
2
−L
2
V1dzdx (6.8)
where the expression of the potential V1 generated by the electrodes in the zone between
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them and the mirror is [119]
V1(x, y, z) =
σ
4pi0
[
f [(x−d)2, y−δ, z+L
2
, y−l−δ, z−L
2
]−f [(x−d)2, y+δ+l, z+L
2
, y+δ, z−L
2
]
+ r f [(x+ d)2, y− δ, z+ L
2
, y− l− δ, z− L
2
]− r f [(x+ d)2, y+ δ+ l, z+ L
2
, y+ δ, z− L
2
]
+
∞∑
i=0
(−t2)(−r)2i+1
(
f [(x+ d+ 2(i+ 1)b)2, y − δ, z + L
2
, y − l − δ, z − L
2
]
− f [(x+ d+ 2(i+ 1)b)2, y + δ + l, z + L
2
, y + δ, z − L
2
]
)]
(6.9)
where
f(a, y1, z1, y2, z2) =
∫ y2
y1
∫ z2
z1
1√
a+ y2 + z2
dydz (6.10)
and 0 is the vacuum permittivity, r and t are respectively the coeﬃcients of reﬂection
and transmission of the mirror, b is the thickness of the mirror, d the distance between
the mirror and the capacitor. Therefore, if the plane capacitor (like the one showed in
ﬁg. 6.2 and ﬁg.6.4) is placed at a distance of d = 0.5mm, supposing that the suspended
mirror has a mass of m ∼ 1g and an ideal suspension wire of length Lp ∼ 2.5 cm
a voltage of about ∆V = 100V is necessary to let the mirror move of 1µm [119].
By varying the applied voltage ∆V on the electrodes, at a given distance d between
the mirror and the capacitor, it is possible to reconstruct the expected behaviour of
equation (6.3), in which the absolute value of the induced displacements proportionally
increases to the square of ∆V . Moreover, the measurements are repeated by changing
the distance d between the electrodes and the mirror (see ﬁg. 6.3). In fact, we expect
that as the distance d decreases, in order to produce the same amount for the mirror
displacement, the necessary applied voltage ∆V will decrease. This eﬀect can be seen
as an increasing of the ﬁrst derivative of the capacitance with respect to the direction
of the mirror axis x ∂C
∂x
∣∣∣
d
with the decreasing of the distance d.
6.2 Suspension of the Test Mirror
This part of the work on the electrostatic control on the test mirror turned out to be
closely related to the issue of suspending it. The test mirror is a cylindrical mirror
having diameter of 1 inch and a weight of 1 g. The suspension system of the test
mirror should be as close as possible to a pendulum system, as it is required for QuRaG
suspended mirrors, and in order to observe, for the mirror displacement under the
electrostatic force F (x), the expected behaviour of eq. (6.3).
The ﬁrst suspension system tested was composed of a ring support of plexiglass1 sur-
rounding the mirror to which were glued two stripes of tape having the function of
1Poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) is a transparent thermoplastic often used as a lightweight or
shatter-resistant alternative to glass.
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Figure 6.4: The capacitor is made of two rectangular electrodes of height 1cm and width 3.5mm
spaced by 0.5mm (scheme on the left). The scheme is then printed on ceramic copper coated plaque
in order to realize the real electrodes used, that are shown on the picture on the right.
Figure 6.5: The picture shows the ﬁrst suspension system tested. The mirror is held by two ribbons
made with tape, and having dimension of 4mm width for 2.5cm length, attached to a ring support
surrounding the mirror. With this system it was not possible to place the capacitor at a distance closer
than 15mm because of the V-shape of the suspension ribbon.
two suspension ribbons (see ﬁg.6.5). The two tape ribbons had a width of 4mm for
2.5cm length and were placed in a V-shape conﬁguration on the plane orthogonal to
the mirror as shown in ﬁg.6.5. Nevertheless, the aperture angle created by the two tape
ribbons did not allow to approach the capacitor at distances closer than 15mm from
the mirror. Moreover, this suspension system did not let the mirror behave exactly like
a pendulum and the ﬁrst derivative of the capacitance with respect to the mirror axis
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Figure 6.6: The graphics show the measurements done with the ﬁrst suspension system tested of
ﬁg.6.5. The mirror displacements increase with increasing the applied voltage. Whereas, as the distance
d decreases, the same mirror displacement is not regularly reproduced for a decreasing applied voltage
∆V . The maximal displacement is not obtained for the closest distance d.
x did not increase as the distance from the capacitor d decreased, as shown in ﬁg.6.6.
In fact, while approaching the capacitor to the suspended mirror, the mirror response
to the applied voltage on the capacitor, did not show the expected behaviour. The
displacement was proportional to the square of the applied voltage on the capacitor
(eq.6.3), whereas the eﬀect of the dependence on the distance d of the derivative ∂C
∂x
∣∣∣
d
was not clearly increasing as decreasing the distance. Thus the maximal displacement
was not obtained for the closest distance d. We therefore passed to another suspen-
sion system which approached more a pendulum conﬁguration. This system, shown in
ﬁg.6.9, uses a metallic ring that ﬁts in the previous optic mount presented in ﬁg. 6.5,
with two screws on the top spaced of 1inch (the dimension of the mirror diameter) to
hold up the suspension. Therefore, the suspension has to be a unique wire closed in
loop in order to be placed on the screws, then ﬁxed between two nuts and spaced by
two washers in order to prevent from breaking the wire, which can be seen on the top
of the metallic ring in ﬁg.6.9. We extracted the mirror from the support of ﬁg. 6.5,
and we glued a wire with Aralditer 2 in only three points around the lower side of the
lateral surface (one on the lowest point and two just before the intersection with the
diameter). The Araldite® is an epoxy glue resin that sets its ﬁxation by interaction of
the resin and the hardener. It acts as a volume glue and is known to be very resistant.
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Araldite
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Figure 6.7: The picture shows the gluing of the copper wire of 40µm diameter on to the 1inch
diameter test mirror.
A fourth point of glue was used to close up the wire (see ﬁg. 6.7). The suspension
wire used was a copper wire, extracted from an electric cable, having a diameter of
40µm. Several tests have been done, by changing the positions of the points of glue or
by increasing the glue drying time. The picture of ﬁg. 6.7 shows the gluing process.
The mirror is placed on a metallic support and ﬁxed by three screws with nuts made of
PVC3 in order to preserver the mirror, since it is the plastic material in contact with the
mirror which applies a low pressure on it. Nevertheless, this process showed a problem
of perpendicularity of the suspension. This problem is due to the high dependency of
this suspension system to the symmetry of the gluing points. In fact, even the minimal
asymmetry in the amount of glue or in the position of the gluing points prevented the
mirror from being parallel to the suspension wire, thus not being perpendicular to the
optical axis and causing problems in the alignment of the Michelson interferometer.
To compensate this eﬀect of deviation from perpendicularity, we added an L-shaped
sustain in contact with the mirror. Once the mirror is suspended, the L-sustain slightly
pushes it from the top and the back of the mirror in order to let it assume the correct
vertical position, as shown in the ﬁgure 6.8. We also made some tests on adding a
second wire by gluing with Aralditer the two suspension opportunely spaced, always in
only three points. Anyway, it turned out to be impossible realizing a perpendicular sus-
pension with this method. Therefore, such kind of suspension could not be introduced
in the Michelson interferometer because it was not suitable to keep the mirror ortho-
gonal to the optical axis and to assure the alignment, and no electrostatic measurements
could have been possible with this suspension system.
We then decided to test a new system by gluing two ears on the mirror in order
to have two small handles to tie the wire. The ears were made by cutting along the
3Poly(vinyl chloride), commonly abbreviated PVC, is the third-most widely produced polymer,
after polyethylene and polypropylene.
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(a) The mirror suspends by one
copper wire.
(b) The mirror suspends by one
Niobium wire.
Figure 6.8: The pictures show two of the tested suspensions that could not be used for the electro-
static measurements. In the ﬁgure (a) on the left the mirror is suspended with the copper wire. Even
the use of an L sustain, as shown in this picture, to try to let the mirror settle along the vertical did
not solve the problem of perpendicularity. The picture (b) on the right shows the tentative to suspend
the mirror with the niobium wire wrapped back on itself around the PVC ears. Nevertheless, this wire
is too rigid and too thick to be tighten under the weight of the mirror.
diameter a PVC washer measuring 5mm and were then glued with Araldite on opposite
side of the mirror with a small inclination upwards. We tried to tie around the ears the
copper wire like the one used before, but it was too rigid and too thin so that it broke
down when doing the knot.
We then tried a niobium wire of thicker diameter (60 ± 3)µm. This material was
too rigid to be tied with a knot but we could bent each end of the wire around the
corresponding ear and we then ﬁxed it by wrapping the wire on itself, as shown in the
picture of ﬁg. 6.8. Nevertheless, the wire was still too rigid and too thick to be tighten
under the small weight of the mirror.
We then choose a more elastic material. The most easily available thin wire that
could be elastic enough it was one of my hair. This suspension having a diameter of (58±
3)µm, showed a good elastic behaviour over the time of the electrostatic measurements
and it was easy to tie on to the ears by two knots without breaking (see ﬁg. 6.9).
This system solved the problem of perpendicularity, because even if the ears might be
not glued in exactly symmetric position, once tied on the ears and placed on the screws
of the metallic ring support, the wire adjusts itself along the vertical position under
the weight of the mirror. Because the knotted wire can still move along the handles
of the ears. Nevertheless, this system with the ears works only if the suspension wire
is not too rigid and thin enough. For this reason the other materials (the copper and
the niobium) were not suitable. This system proved to be even more resistant than
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Figure 6.9: The picture shows the best suspension system used for the electrostatic control meas-
urements. A metallic ring that ﬁts in the previous optic mount (of ﬁg. 6.5) has two screws on the top
spaced of 1inch (the dimension of the mirror diameter) to hold up the suspension. The suspension is
a unique wire closed in loop with two knots around two PVC ears glued to the mirror with Araldite.
The wire is placed on the screws and ﬁxed between two nuts and spaced by two washers which prevent
from breaking the wire. The suspension wire is one of my hair, having a diameter of ∼ 60µm.
the ﬁrst with the ribbons and gave better results for the electrostatic control. In fact,
the mirror suspended in this way behaves like a pendulum so it showed the expected
response under the applied voltage on to the capacitor, as in equation (6.3). Moreover,
this system allowed to approach the capacitor closer to the mirror, reaching a minimal
distance of less than 4mm. I will report in the following section 6.4 the results on the
electrostatic control with the last suspension system used (see ﬁg. 6.9).
6.3 Experimental Set Up
The laser used is a Nd:YAG of wavelength 1064nm (IR) as those used for ground
based gravitational wave interferometer. The suspended mirror is placed in a Michelson
interferometer where the other end mirror was glued to a PZT ceramic bar as shown in
the ﬁg. 6.10. All the Michelson elements are placed on the optic table and the capacitor
is placed behind the suspended mirror at a distance d, as shown in the scheme of ﬁgure
6.3.
Once the mirrors and the beam splitter of the Michelson are aligned we optimize the
contrast by manually moving the knobs of the support of two mirrors placed before the
beam splitter, thus to adjust the inclination of the incident beam. When the contrast of
the interference fringes reaches a value close to 98% the interferometer can be frequency
locked at half of the fringe wavelength. The Michelson interferometer is then closed
in the box as shown in ﬁgure 6.1 to protect from air ﬂuctuation that could aﬀect the
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Figure 6.10: The picture shows the Michelson composed by the mirror glued to the PZT ceramic
bar (upper on the right), the beam splitter (lower on the right) and the suspended mirror with the
electrodes behind (on the left).
suspended mirror and thus the stability of the locking.
6.4 Measurements
The ﬁgure 6.11 represents a schematic view of the Michelson and of the procedure of the
measurements. The laser enters in the Michelson interferometer from the beam splitter
BS. The ﬁrst mirror M1 is suspended and the second mirror M2 is attached to a PZT
ceramic bar. A voltage is sent to the capacitor placed at a distance d from the suspended
mirror M1 and a force F (x) as the one in eq.(6.1) will be exerted on the mirror. A high
voltage ampliﬁer multiplies by a factor 10 the voltage from the synthesizer before being
applied on the capacitor. A second high voltage ampliﬁer multiplies by 10 the correction
signal before reaching the PZT (see ﬁg.6.11). The correction signal, in order to keep
the interferometer locked, changes the length of the PZT ceramic bar, and hence the
position of M2, thus compensating the displacement of M1. Therefore, it is crucial to
characterize the elongation parameter of the PZT bar kd at each measurement, because
the applied correction voltage to induce the same mirror displacement will vary in
function of the distance d between the suspended mirror and the electrodes.
The correction signal on the PZT V2 is read before being ampliﬁed 10 times and
it needs to be ﬁltered, as shown in the the scheme of ﬁg. 6.11, with a low pass ﬁlter.
In fact in the correction signal we formerly observed the modulation due to the pen-
dulum resonance of the suspended mirror at 3Hz. Therefore, in order to remove this
modulation we decided to use a low-pass ﬁlter with a cut frequency at 0.16Hz.
The elongation parameter of the PZT kd represents its variation of length under a
unitary voltage. It can be identify by sending a triangular signal modulated at 20Hz
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Figure 6.11: Scheme of the measurements. A voltage ∆V is given to the electrodes behind the
suspended mirror so that a force is applied on the mirror. In order to keep the Michelson locked a
correction signal act to the mirror attached to the PZT bar. By characterizing the PZT elongation over
a unitary voltage applied is possible to deduce the mirror displacement by just knowing the voltage
applied.
to the PZT and measuring on the oscilloscope the voltage ∆V0 in the correction signal
on the PZT bar, V2, that corresponds to half fringe (λ/4) of the interferometer output
signal on the photodiode. Thus with a simple proportion the elongation parameter kd
is:
λ
4
: ∆V0 = kd : 1V, (6.11)
and since λ = 1064nm, hence
kd =
λ
4
1
∆V0
=
266nm
∆V0(V )
. (6.12)
Once known kd for a given conﬁguration with a separation distance mirror-capacitor
of d, the suspended mirror (M1) displacement, corresponding to the PZT elongation
(M2 displacement), is directly obtained by multiplying the voltage on the PZT (V2,
correction signal) by the elongation parameter kd.
Before starting with the measurements, the interferometer needs to be locked. A
continuous signal is ﬁrstly given to the capacitor. Nevertheless, a d.c. signal turned
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out to not be the best choice for the electrodes, because it leaves a residual charge on
the capacitor, which alters the measurements. Although a square signal modulated at
8kHz has been used after, an eﬀect of residual charge on the capacitors was still present,
but much smaller. Hence, to cancel this eﬀect, while increasing the amplitude of the
signal from 0 to 100V , each time the signal was brought back to zero before increasing
the amplitude to the desired value for the measurements, and the corresponding zero
voltage on the PZT bar is read in order to then be subtracted from the ﬁnal value of V2.
This process of measurements had to be done very rapidly, in order to avoid drifting
eﬀects. For each given voltage to the capacitor (V1), we read the corresponding V2 on
the PZT, and then by multiplying this value by kd we obtain the mirror displacement.
While the V2 is a d.c. signal, the read voltage V1 is the root mean square value of the
square signal.
The ﬁgure 6.12 shows the best collected sample of measurements that has been obtained
for the conﬁguration of suspension with the PVC ears and the hair-wire of (58± 3)µm
diameter of ﬁgure 6.9. The capacitor was at a distance d = 4mm from the suspended
mirror M1 and the maximal displacement reached was of (731± 19)nm for an applied
voltage V1 = (93.1± 0.1)V on the capacitor. The elongation parameter of the PZT has
been measured to be
kd = (65.20± 0.01)nm/V. (6.13)
where it was measured ∆V0 = (4.08 ± 0.01)V . The collected and elaborated data
corresponding to this measurement are displayed in the graphic of ﬁg.6.12. The errors
on the displacements ∆X are calculated according to the theory of error propagation
[15]
∆X(V1, kd) =
∂X
∂V1
∆V1 +
∂X
∂kd
∆kd, (6.14)
where ∆V1 and ∆kd are respectively the errors on V1 and kd. The same formula has
been applied to calculate the error ∆kd on the kd.
With the software Origin® all the data have been plotted and a polynomial ﬁt of the
second order has been applied. The so obtained curve that best ﬁtted the data, with
the method of least squares, gave a R2 = 0.993 and it was, as expected, a second order
curve in V1 having parameters b, a1 and a2 as follows:
X = a2V
2
1 + a1V1 + b (6.15)
a2 = (0.069± 0.004)nm/V 2 (6.16)
a1 = (1.7± 0.2)nm/V (6.17)
b = (0.8± 1.7)nm. (6.18)
6.5 Conclusion
In the QuRaG interferometer there will be three control stages: a magnetic control,
to control the position between the suspension disk and the ﬁrst suspension stage of
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the pendulum, a direct electrostatic control to damp the pendulum oscillation along
the optical axis, and the thermal control to control the small Michelson interferometer.
Therefore, at this stage of the QuRaG project it was necessary to carry out some
experiment on the last control stage: the electrostatic control. This accurate study
on the electrostatic control of a test mirror showed good results as expected from the
analytical calculations mentioned at the beginning of this chapter in sec. 6.1 [119].
In the last conﬁguration of suspension used the mirror correctly responded as a
pendulum to the force applied by the capacitor. Therefore, both the choices of the
capacitor and of the suspension system were conﬁrmed by the measurements. Moreover,
from these tests the procedure of the electrostatic measurements starting from the
characterization of the PZT elongation parameter was correctly done and established.
The locking system was stable, even if very sensitive to any seismic disturbance coming
from the surrounding environment and the doors opening/closing of the neighbour clean
rooms.
A maximal displacement of almost 800nm has been obtained with a square signal
approaching 100V (see ﬁg. 6.12). Consequently, the electronics have to be improved to
increase the maximal signal up to 300V . Preliminary results showed that with such a
high voltage, the displacement of the mirror will increase of a factor 10, thus reaching
the requirements announced in sec. 6.1 [119], of controlling mirror displacements within
the order of 1µm. In addition, these tests had been done with a Michelson protected
only by a closed box (see ﬁg. 6.1), whereas better results would be obtained by repeating
the experiment in vacuum, condition that will decrease the eﬀect of the residual charge
on the capacitor.
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Figure 6.12: Graphic of the ﬁt on the best collected sample. The data show a law X ∝ V 21 as
expected. The maximal displacement reached is ∼ 800nm for an applied rms voltage on the capacitor
of V1 = 100V while the capacitor is at the closer distance d = 4mm to the suspended mirror, as
expected too. The mirror here is suspended with two ears and my hair as suspension wire (see ﬁg.6.9).
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Chapter 7
Hermite Gauss Modes of Higher
Order: Generation and
Optimization
My estimations on the thermal noise demonstrated that QuRaG sensitivity will not
be limited by the thermal noise of the mirrors in the middle frequency. Nevertheless,
the investigation on the optimization of the generation of the Hermite Gauss (HG)
modes of higher order seems very interesting for the development of a tool that could
help us, if needed, to further reduce the mirror thermal noise of QuRaG. Moreover,
the use of these modes could also be applied to reduce thermal noise in GW detectors
and for improving the sensitivity of optical clock experiments [150], which have also
approached the mirror thermal noise limit. Within this aim, great part of my research
work has been devoted to the problematic of the generation of high order HG modes
and optimization of their coupling with a mode cleaner cavity. I explain this work and
the best obtained results in the present chapter.
7.1 Higher Order Modes to Reduce Mirror Thermal
Noise in GW Detectors
In the central region (∼ 100Hz) of the detection band of current ground based grav-
itational wave interferometers, the main limitation to the sensitivity comes from the
ﬂuctuations of the mirror surfaces under random motions of matter in the bulk material
of the substrate [110]. Moreover, with the improvement of a factor 10 in sensitivity in
the whole frequency band of the second generation of GW detectors, the mirror thermal
noise ﬂuctuation is expected to be, together with the radiation pressure noise, one of
the major limiting noise sources [65]. In fact, from the second generation ahead, the
advancements in other areas of the interferometers, such as the increasing of the laser
power circulating inside the cavities and the improvement of the radiation pressure
noise, also require the optimization of the mirror thermal noise, in order to make all
the other enhancements eﬀective around the 100Hz region of the detection band (see
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Figure 7.1: Advanced Virgo sensitivity curve. (See chapter 2).
ﬁg. 7.1).
These ﬂuctuations of the mirror surface are interpreted by the readout optical beam
as a true motion of the mirror or a gravitational wave signal as well. One proposed
method for thermal noise reduction is to use, in place of the Gaussian beam proﬁle,
a wider intensity distribution which, [144, 66, 65] can better average over the mirror
surface distortions caused by the thermal motions. This method has been investigated
for possible upgrades of second [144] and third generation of gravitational wave detectors
[123].
It has been demonstrated that the use of beam proﬁles diﬀerent from the fun-
damental Gaussian beam, like the Top-Hat and Laguerre-Gauss already investigated
[110, 103, 71, 66, 65] and the Hermite Gauss, which have an intensity proﬁle not con-
centrated in the center of the beam spot, can reduce the internal noise of the mirror,
with an average gain in sensitivity of ∼ 2 or even better [144], due to an average process
on an area of the mirror's surface larger than with a fundamental Gaussian beam [110].
Nevertheless, the use of such beam proﬁles in GW interferometers will require no
more spherical mirrors but with a suitable shape, i.e. for the `ﬂat top' proﬁles, a
`mexican hat' mirror's surface is needed, while for the Laguerre Gauss it is suﬃcient
to replace the ﬂat/spherical arm cavities with symmetrical spherical/spherical cavities
[110].
However, the use of such modes has not yet been validated for the second generation
of GW detectors, the potentiality of the Hermite Gauss modes still need to be further
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Figure 7.2: Graphical representation of an optical cavity with symmetrical spherical/spherical mir-
rors. The light ﬁeld enters the input mirror from the left and resonates inside the cavity if its length is
divisible by an integer number of half wavelengths. The sinusoid in brown represents the longitudinal
mode properties, and the red shaded area the transverse mode properties.
investigated. The Hermite Gauss modes of higher order can have eﬀects analogous
to the Laguerre Gauss and Top Hat modes, by extending the power distribution on
the mirror's surface. An important test for those modes is the compatibility with
mode cleaner cavities technology [66], since these cavities are largely employed in GW
detectors in order to `clean' the beam intensity proﬁle before being injected inside the
interferometer. They are also applied to `clean' the signal before reaching the output
detector [10]. The advantage of mode cleaner cavities, which are usually triangular
cavities, is to observe the output mode in transmission and without the need to use
polarizing elements which are needed for linear cavities.
7.2 Spatial Laser Modes
Hermite Gauss modes, as well as Laguerre Gauss modes, represent a complete set of
solutions to the paraxial wave equation and are well suited to model the eigenmodes of
spherical optical resonators [66]. Before discussing on these solutions I introduce some
concepts about light modes in resonant cavities.
An optical resonator, or cavity, is almost always used to predeﬁne the geometric prop-
erties and the frequency of the light generated by a laser [65]. The light produced from
the laser transitions in the lasing material circulates in an optical resonator, and the
output beam is transmitted through a semi-transparent mirror. Consider a two mirror
optical cavity as in ﬁgure 7.2, with light incident on one mirror. An optical resonator,
as well as other resonators, owns the property of producing any of an inﬁnite number of
resonant modes. The mode operation of a laser is deﬁned by the frequency of the light
and the geometric properties of the beam. For an optical resonators these properties
are known as the longitudinal mode order and transverse mode order.
For describing the longitudinal mode order of an optical resonator, let's consider
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the response of an ideal optical resonator in the plane wave approximation (without
considering the transverse properties of the light) [65]. The corresponding circulating
power within an optical resonator for an input power of 1W is given by
Pcav =
t21
1 + r21r
2
2 − 2r1r2cos(2kL)
(7.1)
where t1 and r1 are the transmitting and reﬂective coeﬃcient of the input mirror and
r2 is the reﬂective coeﬃcient of the output mirror, L is the cavity length and
k =
2pi
λL
(7.2)
is the wavenumber of the light having wavelength λL. Then, there is an inﬁnite set of
discrete light frequencies that give a maximum in the circulating light power Pcav of eq.
(7.1), for a given cavity length L:
2kL = 2npi with n ∈ N (7.3)
or equivalently
2piνnL
c
= npi with n ∈ N, (7.4)
hence the maximum power is given by the frequencies:
νn = n
c
2L
with n ∈ N. (7.5)
Moreover, each resonance can be easily seen as a case that fulﬁls the criterion that an
integer number of half the wavelength matches the cavity length exactly, creating a
standing wave inside the cavity [65].
The transverse mode of an optical resonator describes the geometry of a beam cross
section, in a plane perpendicular to the propagation vector. An inﬁnite set of transverse
modes of an optical resonator with spherical mirrors can be found by solving the paraxial
wave equation with the boundary conditions given by the parameters of the cavity, i.e.
the cavity length and the curvatures of the mirrors [65]. The paraxial wave equation is
the wave equation of the electric ﬁeld with the additional approximation that the light
ﬁeld is beam-like, i.e. it varies much more rapidly along the transverse axes than the
propagation axis (the paraxial approximation). The electric ﬁeld can be described as
the product of a function containing the spatial properties u(x, y, z) and the oscillating
function in the propagation direction z, i.e. eikz:
E(x, y, z) = u(x, y, z)eikz. (7.6)
Then, substituting E(x, y, z) of eq.(7.6) into the wave equation for the electric ﬁeld, it
is obtained
∂2u
∂x2
+
∂2u
∂y2
+
∂2u
∂z2
+ 2ik
∂u
∂z
= 0, (7.7)
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and considering the condition that the variation on the beam shape is much slower in
z than in x and y, i.e. the paraxial approximation:∣∣∣∂2u
∂z2
∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∂2u
∂x2
∣∣∣, ∣∣∣∂2u
∂y2
∣∣∣, ∣∣∣2k∂u
∂z
∣∣∣ (7.8)
then the wave equation eq.(7.7) assumes the paraxial form:
∂2u
∂x2
+
∂2u
∂y2
+ 2ik
∂u
∂z
= 0. (7.9)
There exist many solutions to the eq.(7.9), each representing a transverse mode of the
electric ﬁeld. The lowest order solution is the Gaussian beam, with transverse ﬁeld
distribution (normalized) given by
E(x, y, z) =
√
2
pi
e−iψ(z)
ω(z)
ei
k
2
x2+y2
R(z) e
−x2+y2
w2(z) eikz, (7.10)
where ω(z) is the Gaussian spot size parameter, ψ(z) is the Gouy phase, and R(z) is
the radius of curvature of the spherical phase front, and which are deﬁned:
w(z) = w0
√
1 +
(z − z0)2
z2R
, (7.11)
R(z) = (z − z0) + z
2
R
(z − z0) , (7.12)
ψ(z) = − arctan
((z − z0)
zR
)
, (7.13)
where w0 is the beam waist at z0 and zR is the Rayleigh length equal to
zR = w
2
0
pi
λL
. (7.14)
The Rayleigh zone, for which z − z0 = zR, gives an idea of the area in which the
wavefront curves.
The eq.(7.10) is the paraxial wave which represents a propagating wave along z
with ﬁnite power, and that has a Gaussian proﬁle in x and y, which is completely
deﬁned through its parameter w0 (waist), and its source point z0.
There also exist several inﬁnite sets of solutions to the paraxial wave equation (7.9),
each including the Gaussian mode as well as higher order solutions. The two sets
of solutions which are more used are the Hermite Gauss (HG) and Laguerre Gauss
(LG) modes. Both sets are a complete base, which means that they can be used to
construct an orthonormal basis system in which all solutions to the paraxial wave can be
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represented as linear combination of the basis modes [65]. Since all beam-like electric
ﬁelds should satisfy the paraxial wave equation, it is always possible to use a linear
combination of the HG or LG modes to describe any beam proﬁle.
An important characteristic common to all transverse modes of spherical optical
resonators is their self-reproducing intensity pattern, i.e. when they propagate, the
overall scale of the transverse ﬁeld distribution will change, but the shape remains
constant.
7.3 High Order Hermite Gauss Modes
The Hermite Gauss modes represent a set of solutions to the paraxial wave equation
in Cartesian coordinates, having rectangular symmetry. In fact, starting from a set of
solutions in which the x and y component can be separated, i.e. having the form
un,m(x, y, z) = un(x, z)um(y, z), (7.15)
we obtain that the solutions un(x, z) and um(y, z) exist and are independent if they
simultaneously satisfy the reduced paraxial equation{
∂2un
∂x2
+ 2ik ∂un
∂z
= 0
∂2um
∂y2
+ 2ik ∂um
∂z
= 0.
(7.16)
A set of such solutions is represented by the normalized Hermite Gauss modes which
have the form [138]
En,m(x, y, z) = √
2
pi
(
e−i(2m+2n+2)ψ(z)
2n+mm!n!w2(z)
)1/2
Hn
(√
2x
w(z)
)
Hm
(√
2y
w(z)
)
ei
k
2
x2+y2
R(z) e
−x2+y2
w2(z) eikz,
(7.17)
of electric ﬁeld distributions essentially given (apart from the phase term) by the
product of a Gaussian function weighted by Hermite polynomials Hm and Hn with non-
negative integer indices n and m, in the transverse beam pattern (transverse modes).
I recall that the Hermite polynomials are:
H0(x) = 1
H1(x) = 2x
...
Hn+1(x) = 2xHn(x)− 2nHn−1(x)
(7.18)
The un(x, z) and um(y, z) functions are then of the form
un(x, z) =
( 2
pi
)1/4(e−i(2n+1)ψ(z)
2nn!w(z)
)1/2
Hn
(√2x
w(z)
)
ei
k
2
x2
R(z) e
− x2
w2(z) eikz, (7.19)
and they describe the variation of amplitude in the orthogonal x− z and y − z planes
and have an identical form. The indices n and m of the Hermite polynomials describe
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Figure 7.3: Intensity patterns of the Hermite Gauss modes HGn,m from the order HG0,0 till the
HG3,3. The ﬁrst index n is the horizontal mode index and the second index m refers to the vertical
mode index.
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respectively the order of the transverse mode in x and in y. Therefore, form = n = 0 we
ﬁnd back the Gaussian beam of eq. (7.10). Note that the separability in x and y means
that HG modes can be eigenmodes of astigmatic spherical optical resonators [65]. The
intensity distribution of a HGn,m mode has n nodes in the horizontal direction and m
nodes in the vertical direction. The order of a HGn,m mode is given by the horizontal
index n and the vertical index m, and in ﬁgure 7.3 are shown some examples of modes
from the HG0,0 till the HG3,3.
Observe from eq. (7.17) that the HGn,m modes have a Gouy phase which depends
on (n,m). In fact the phase term e−i(2m+2n+2)ψ(z) can be rewritten as
e−i2(m+n+1)ψ(z) = e−i2ψn,m(z), (7.20)
where ψn,m(z) is the new Gouy phase:
ψn,m(z) = (m+ n+ 1)ψ(z). (7.21)
I want now to derive the resonance condition for the HG modes in an optical cavity.
Let us deﬁne the parameters g1 and g2 for an optical cavity of length L composed by
two mirrors having radius of curvature Rc1 and Rc2:
g1,2 = 1− L
Rc1,c2
, (7.22)
therefore the accumulated phase in the optical path between z1 and z2 is
φ(z2)− φ(z1) = kL+ pi
2
+ ψn,m(z2)− ψn,m(z1). (7.23)
If we write the Gouy phase in function of the g1 and g2 parameters [136]: ψ(z1) = arctan
(√
g2
g1
1−g1√
1−g1g2
)
ψ(z2) = arctan
(√
g1
g2
1−g2√
1−g1g2
) (7.24)
we obtain that
ψ(z2)− ψ(z1) = arccos(±√g1g2), (7.25)
and the resonance condition writes as
2pi
c
Lνn,m +
pi
2
(m+ n+ 1) arccos(±√g1g2) = qpi. (7.26)
Hence the HG modes do not have the same resonant frequency, since it depends on the
mode order, i.e. νn,m, and the optical cavity in which the HG mode resonates acts as
a ﬁlter, and by changing the length of the cavity we can change the resonating mode.
The eﬀect of ﬁltering disappears if arccos(±√g1g2) → 0, hence if g1g2 → 1, moreover,
if arccos(±√g1g2) → ±pi2 , hence if g1g2 → 0, the odd modes are coincident with the
fundamental and they can not be ﬁltered by the cavity.
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7.4 Laguerre Gauss Modes
The Laguerre Gauss (LG) modes are solutions to the paraxial wave equation in cyl-
indrical polar coordinates and, unlike HG modes, the complex amplitude function is not
separable in x and y, so LG modes are not eigenmodes for astigmatic optical resonat-
ors. LG modes are commonly expressed in two diﬀerent forms, the sinusoidal mode set
and the helical mode set, but only the helical set all have circularly symmetric intensity
proﬁles [65]. The complex amplitude distribution of the sinusoidal LG mode set is given
by
usinp,l (r, φ, z) =
1
w(z)
√
2p!
pi(|l|+p)!e
i(2p+|l|+1)ψ(z)
(√
2r
w(z)
)|l|
Llp
(
2r2
w2(z)
)
e−ik
r2
2q(z)
{
sin(lφ)
cos(lφ)
}
(7.27)
where p, l and Llp are the radial mode index, the azimuthal mode index and the associ-
ated Laguerre polynomials. Moreover, the complex q(z) can be decomposed in the sum
of its real and imaginary part:
1
q(z)
=
1
qr(z)
+ i
1
qi(z)
=
1
Rc(z)
+ i
λ
piw2(z)
. (7.28)
The complex amplitude of the helical LG modes diﬀers from the sinusoidal in the
azimuthal dependence which is given by eilφ:
uhelicalp,l (r, φ, z) =
1
w(z)
√
2p!
pi(|l|+p)!e
i(2p+|l|+1)ψ(z)
(√
2r
w(z)
)|l|
Llp
(
2r2
w2(z)
)
e−ik
r2
2q(z) eilφ.
(7.29)
The radial mode index p determines the number of radial nodes appearing in the
amplitude cross section of the beam and is equivalent for sinusoidal and helical modes.
The azimuthal mode index l determines the number of azimuthal nodes for the sinus-
oidal modes. For the helical modes l determines the number of 2pi phase shifts that
appear around a circle of constant r. Helical modes can be seen as a linear combination
of two sinusoidal LG modes with the same mode indices but with a phase shift of pi/2
between them since from the Euler's formula eilφ = cos(lφ) + i sin(lφ) [65, 66].
We recall that the generalized Laguerre polynomials are solutions of the diﬀerential
equation:
xy′′(x) + (α + 1− x)y′(x) + ny(x) = 0 with α ∈ R, (7.30)
where y′(x) and y′′(x) identify the ﬁrst and second derivative of y in x. The generalized
Laguerre polynomials are then:

L
(α)
0 (x) = 1
L
(α)
1 (x) = 2 + α− x
...
L
(α)
k+1(x) =
(2k+1+α−x)L(α)k (x)−(k+α)L
(α)
k−1(x)
k+1
(7.31)
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Figure 7.4: Intensity patterns of the Laguerre Gauss modes Lp,l. In the left panel are shown the
helical LG modes up the L3,3 and in the right panel the sinusoidal LG modes up to the L3,3. The ﬁrst
index p is the radial mode index and the second index l refers to the azimuthal mode index.
or in a more compact form, the Rodrigues formula [6]:
L(α)n (x) = x
−α
(
d
dx
− 1)n
n!
xn+α. (7.32)
7.5 Generation of Hermite Gauss Modes
Several methods have been demonstrated for the generation of Higher Order LG modes
[88], and the optimization of higher-order LG modes has been carried out also with
methods not suited for gravitational wave detectors. For example, in the cold atoms
and optics ﬁelds the use of LG modes (or equivalently HG modes) requires high-speed
manipulation of the beam parameters and positions, whereas for high precision inter-
ferometry the use of higher order modes relies on the mode purity and stability [66].
One of the leading candidate method for the conversion from HG0,0 mode to higher-
order modes in high precision interferometry is the use of diﬀractive optics, or phase
plates, because of their stability, potentially high conversion eﬃciency and output mode
purity [66]. Other examples of conversion methods use computer generated holograms
[13] or spatial light modulators [103]. None of these methods is perfect since some
unwanted light inevitably remains in the modes. Nevertheless, an eﬀectively pure and
stable higher order mode light source can be obtained with the implementation of mode
cleaner cavities [66]. Mode cleaners are employed as medium to high ﬁnesse optical res-
onators which are feedback controlled to remain on resonance for the chosen laser mode.
Gravitational wave interferometers use mode cleaner cavities in several locations. For
example, the pre-mode cleaners are used in the initial frequency stabilization chain of
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the laser, then the beam passes through the input mode cleaners, suspended optical
cavities to ﬁlter beam geometry ﬂuctuations (beam jitter noise). Current interferomet-
ers also include optical cavities in the main interferometer acting as additional mode
cleaning cavities. Moreover, a small in-vacuum output mode cleaner is used to ﬁlter
the light leaving the interferometer before reaching the photodetectors. Mode cleaners
can be used to increase the spatial purity of any Gaussian mode. Therefore, the ex-
perimental veriﬁcation of the compatibility of higher order modes with mode cleaner
cavities is of great importance for validating the use of such modes in gravitational wave
interferometers, or in any high precision interferometer.
For mode cleaner cavities the use of the triangular conﬁguration is more frequent,
since it allows to spatially separate the injected beam from the reﬂected one, enabling
to measure the control error signal in reﬂection without the use of polarizing optics. It
is important to underline that after one full round trip in a triangular cavity any beam
is mirrored about the vertical axis, which means that the problem of the mode intensity
patter symmetry is a fundamental issue to deal with while generating the higher order
modes.
7.5.1 LCOS-SLM
The method using a spatial light phase modulator (SLM) is currently the most ap-
propriate method for the generation of higher order modes, because of its universal,
ﬂexible and widely applicable scheme and because it allows a dynamical control of the
higher order beam generation [75, 103]. In our experiment higher order HG modes are
generated using a phase only type Liquid-Crystal-on-Silicon Spatial Light Modulator
(LCOS-SLM). Our LCOS-SLM is a Hamamatsur X10468 series, for λ = 1064nm laser
light source, whose active area consists of a rectangular screen of 792× 600 pixels, with
pixel size 20µm × 20µm (see ﬁgure 7.5 ). The LCOS-SLM is a reﬂective light phase
modulation device equipped with a monolithic silicon circuit for electrically controlling
the orientation of parallel-aligned nematic1 liquid crystal (LC) molecules. As a result,
the LCOS-SLM device achieves easy and ﬂexible use while special care is required in
practical operations, particularly when precise phase setting is required [103].
The ﬁgure 7.6 shows a schematic cross sectional picture of the structure of the LCOS-
SLM device. A LC layer is placed between a pair of alignment layers and attached
to an optically ﬂat glass substrate (thickness 3mm) via a transparent electrode layer.
A silicon backplane, equipped with an active matrix circuit directly connected to the
pixelated metal electrodes, is mounted onto the other side of the LC layer to control the
orientation of the LC molecules at each pixel [103]. This process allows to change the
refractive index of the liquid crystal, but only for one polarization. For this reason it is
important to assure that the incoming beam is horizontally polarized, i.e. the direction
of polarization should be parallel to the plane including the incident and reﬂected light.
Thus the phase is modulated by the LC layer and the amount of phase modulation
varies according to the voltage level applied on the pixel electrodes. Moreover, the
1existing in or having a mesomorphic state in which a linear orientation of the molecules causes
anisotropic properties.
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Figure 7.5: Liquid-Crystal-on-Silicon Spatial Light Modulator (LCOS-SLM) device used. It is a
Hamamatsur LCOS-SLM X10468 series, for 1064nm light, whose active area consists of 792 × 600
pixels, with pixel size 20µm× 20µm.
Figure 7.6: Cross sectional picture of the structure of the Liquid Crystal on Silicon Spatial Light
Modulator (LCOS-SLM) device.
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Figure 7.7: The controller processes image signals sent from the PC via the DVI-D cable and sends
control signals to the LCOS-SLM.
diﬀraction eﬃciency depends on the spatial frequency, and in particular, it decreases
with increasing spatial frequency from a maximum of 90% to ≥ 40% 2. The LCOS-
SLM controller contains circuits for supplying power and for generating data signals
and control signals for driving the LCOS-SLM. The controller processes image signals
sent from the PC via the DVI-D cable and sends control signals to the LCOS-SLM (see
ﬁgure 7.7 ). The input light is projected onto the LCOS-SLM, where it is attached to
a phase distribution of a required HG mode. The output light, which propagates in
a slightly diﬀerent direction with respect to the unmodulated input light, due to the
blazed phase pattern, needs to be extracted by using a Fourier transform lens.
7.6 Experimental Set Up and Measurements
For the generation and optimization of the higher order HG modes, the fundamental
elements that I used on the optical bench are in order:
 the light source, a Innolightr Nd:YAG 1064nm IR laser;
 an ampliﬁer which assures an incident laser power of fewW ;
 the device to generate HG modes, a LCOS-SLM Hamamatsur, X10468series;
 the Fourier lens, a plane-convex lens with f = 300mm;
 a spatial ﬁlter, which allows us to clean the beam from unwanted diﬀracted light;
2Hamamatsur, LCOS-SLM X10468series, Hardware Instruction Manual
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 the suitable optics (lens and mirrors) to obtain the adequate beam waist on the
input mirror of the mode cleaner cavity (or the linear cavity), and to assure the
resonance condition;
 a photodiode to read the output signal in transmission;
 a Camera to check the mode pattern;
 a CCD camera to capture the mode intensity pattern and measure the beam waist
in x and y.
The phase maps displayed on the SLM screen are generated thanks to a program on
Matlabr. The interface of the program allows us to control the pixel area covered
by the phase map, the order of the mode in x and y, the waist of the mode wx in
x in pixel, the ellipticity (which contains the information on the waist wy in y), the
positions zx of the waist wx and zy of wy, and the focal lengths fx in x and fy in
y of a virtual lens to eventually correct mode's distortions. We separate the beam
characteristics in x and y in order to compensate possible discrepancies in the beam
size and position accumulated by the mode during the propagation on the optical
bench, as for example due to eventual asymmetries of the lens curvatures in x and y,
and/or to the fact that the SLM screen is rectangular. Moreover, in the last setting I
substitute the normal spherical lenses with cylindrical lenses, in order to realize a more
precise calibration in the two directions and manually correcting the diﬀerences in the
beam waist position in x and y. This step of the experiment is fundamental, because
in order to then obtain a mode that can be coupled in a mode cleaner cavity, it should
ﬁrstly be properly generated. This requires to choose the suitable input parameter of
the Matlabr program which gave a high quality mode, i.e. with an intensity pattern
as poor as possible of any diﬀracted light nearby the mode area.
The LCOS-SLM used requires that the incoming light on the SLM has an incident
angle θ ≤ 10◦ and horizontally polarized (the polarization direction should be parallel
to the plane including the incident and reﬂected light). The laser's power on the SLM
should also be controlled around few Watt.
To convert the beam reﬂected from the SLM a Fourier lens (a plane-convex lens) with
f = 300mm is used. A spatial ﬁlter, after the Fourier transform lens, allows to clean the
beam from unwanted diﬀracted light. The suitable optic elements are then chosen to
send the beam with the required characteristics (waist and waist position) at the input
mirror of the mode cleaner cavity. Before injecting the beam in the cavity, a Gaussian ﬁt
on the beam, with the help of the camera software DataRayr to measure the waist at a
given position and then of the GaussianBeamr software to identify the beam waist and
position, allows to verify the beam characteristics before being injected in the cavity,
and to further act on the input parameters to be set on theMatlabr program interface.
To monitor the cavity length, the position of the concave mirror is controlled and
adjusted thanks to the correction signal generated from the transmission signal on the
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Figure 7.8: Photo of the used phase only spatial light modulator (SLM) a Hamamatsur,
X10468series, liquid crystal on silicon -SLM.
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Figure 7.9: Experimental set up for the generation of the HG modes.
photodiode. Once the beam is coupled inside the mode cleaner cavity, I estimate the
HG mode coupling with the cavity by measuring the contrast of the signal in reﬂection.
Two movable mirrors, placed before the injection of the HG mode into the mode cleaner
cavity, are manually adjusted to optimize the contrast, while always checking the order
of the mode on a camera displayed on a screen. Once the contrast is optimized I
observe the mode pattern with a CCD camera (for IR light at 1064nm) controlled by
the DataRayr software on the PC. I then compare the mode intensity pattern with
the mode intensity pattern of the mode before the `cleaning' in the cavity. The mode
pureness is progressively increased by varying the input parameters on the Matlabr
program interface.
The ﬁrst mode cleaner cavity used has the characteristics described in ﬁgure 7.10.
It has mirrors of diameter 1inch, a length of L = 150mm, an aperture angle of α = 12◦,
an end mirror with radius of curvature Rc = 30cm. In order to have a proper mode
resonating in the cavity it requires a beam waist of 550µm at the entrance of the cavity
(ﬁrst plane mirror on the top-right of the ﬁgure 7.10). Then we had to move to a 2inches
mirrors triangular cavity, shown in the picture of ﬁg.7.12, for geometrical reasons. This
cavity has been used as a test cavity, to verify the nature of the generated higher order
mode. The eﬀective area of the cavity mirrors of the ﬁrst triangular cavity, is too small
with respect to the beam size of modes higher than the HG5,5, as explained in sec. 7.7.
Therefore, we decided to use a linear cavity to avoid the geometrical problem related
to the previous triangular cavity. The linear cavity used, as shown in ﬁgure 7.11, has a
length of 150mm and mirrors of 1inch. The cavity is locked by locking the laser on the
cavity length. The two mirrors are one ﬂat and one concave with a radius of curvature
Rc = 30cm, and the beam waist of 273µm should coincide with the ﬂat mirror.
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Figure 7.10: First Triangular Cavity with 1inch mirrors, used for the optimization and `cleaning' of
the higher order HG modes.
Figure 7.11: Real picture and scheme of the linear cavity used for the optimization and 'cleaning'
of the higher order HG modes.
7.7 Results
The developed method of creating phase maps with the LCOS-SLM by communicating
with the PC which produces the desired phase maps thanks to a Matlabr program
interface, demonstrates that proper Hermite Gauss modes till the order HG25,25 can be
generated. For what concerns the coupling in mode cleaner cavities, the ﬁrst triangular
mode cleaner cavity used (see ﬁg. 7.10) gives good results for HG modes until the
HG5,5 for which the geometry of the cavity was not suited. In fact, with respect to
the beam size of HG modes of orders higher than HG5,5, the size of the mirrors (1inch
diameter) is too small because of the mechanical conﬁguration of the cavity which
prevents the possibility to use the whole mirror surface, thus reducing the eﬀective
mirror size. Therefore, we used as test cavity a triangular cavity with bigger mirrors
having diameter of 2inches.
Anyway, with the ﬁrst triangular cavity I obtained a coupling of ≥ 85% for the modes
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Figure 7.12: Second Triangular Cavity with 2inch mirrors.
Figure 7.13: HG5,5 with the best obtained coupling in the linear cavity, i.e. 80%.
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Figure 7.14: HG5,5 with one of the best obtained coupling in the linear cavity, i.e. 78%.
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HG1,1 and HG2,2, percentage which decreases to 75% for a mode HG5,5. Then,
in order to overcome the geometrical problem of the triangular cavity, we used a
linear cavity, with same length (150mm) and 1inch mirrors, as shown in the ﬁgure 7.11.
Therefore, I tested the coupling of the higher HG modes with the linear cavity of ﬁgure
7.11. When using this cavity, we observed a small tilt angle in the mode coupled with
the cavity due to the optics places before the cavity. We tried to compensate the tilt by
acting on the optics before the cavity and also by slightly turning the cavity inside its
support. Nevertheless, this eﬀect could not be totally removed, and a small tilt of less
than ∼ 2◦ is still present and much more visible in higher order modes. This problem
is due to the fact that while reﬂecting the generated higher order mode it can slightly
change polarization, so that we also tried to compensate this eﬀect by slightly turning
the SLM, thus changing the direction of the polarization for which the SLM modiﬁes
the refractive index. Among the last best mode optimized with the linear cavity of
ﬁgure 7.11 I obtained a coupling of 80% for a HG5,5, which is shown in the DataRayr
screen-shot of ﬁgure 7.13. In ﬁgure 7.14 I show an example of another optimized HG5,5
with a contrast of 78% for a slightly diﬀerent combination of input parameter in the
Matlabr program interface. For the mode HG10,10, I obtained a coupling of 50%, but
we further reached the 70%. In ﬁgure 7.15 and 7.16 are shown two of the samples of
the mode HG10,10 for which I obtained the couplings 47% and 48% respectively.
Within all the problematic encountered during this experiment there is the stability
of the SLM, a serious issue that prevents us to easily reproduce the results. In fact, for
the same mode and the same input parameter on the Matlabr program interface, in
the same environment conditions, in the same day, I did not obtain the same coupling
percentage.
The experimental problematics which lie behind this work are numerous. The most
important discussed in this chapter are the problem of polarization, the issue of gen-
erating a proper mode with no diﬀraction sparse around the mode intensity pattern
and the problem of the coupling in the mode cleaner cavity. Other problems are re-
lated on the performance of the LCOS-SLM which are not constant along the time.
Nevertheless, the work done till now allowed us to reach a good coupling of ∼ 90% for
modes HG1,1 and HG2,2, of 80% for a mode HG5,5 and 70% for a HG10,10. Although
my calculations on the thermal noise of QuRaG showed that it will not be necessary
to reduce the mirror thermal noise, the use of higher order Hermite Gauss modes could
be later applied if further thermal noise reductions will be needed.
With the current state of the art, the use of these modes seems not very interesting
for GW interferometers. In fact, while on one hand the use of such modes will give a
gain of a factor 9 − 10 in the thermal noise, on the other hand the light power that
these modes will let circulate in the interferometer is too low that the shot noise will
increase. These modes can also be applied to reduce the mirror thermal noise in the
optical clock experiments, which, as already discussed at the beginning of this chapter,
are currently limited in sensitivity by this noise.
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Figure 7.15: HG10,10 with one the best obtained coupling in the linear cavity, i.e. 47%.
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Figure 7.16: HG10,10 with the best obtained coupling in the linear cavity, i.e. 48%.
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Conclusion
The work that I have done during my PhD thesis covers various aspects of the QuRaG
project and then related issues belonging to diﬀerent ﬁelds of Physics. Therefore, my
thesis touches many themes from the operation of a ground based suspended inter-
ferometer for the detection of gravitational waves and the related noise sources which
prevents its sensitivity, to the study of the construction of a small scale suspended
interferometer (QuRaG) whose aim is to observe the radiation pressure noise. Hence,
in the present thesis I analyse numerous suspension systems for the end mirrors of
QuRaG interferometer by estimating and comparing their thermal noise budget with
the radiation pressure noise, and I validate the best conﬁguration as being the one
which has the less thermal noise level with respect to the radiation pressure and that
can practically be realized and employed in QuRaG.
My analysis shows that the last suspension stage of the suspended end mirror should
be a monolithic fused silica Double Stage Pendulum with 2 suspension wires of
40µm diameter and 2cm length, and the suspended mass should be a parallelepiped
mirror of m ≤ 0.1g and dimensions 5mm × 3mm × 3mm. Moreover, the modal ana-
lysis on the whole optics of the suspended interferometer QuRaG, also shows that the
interferometer disk which directly holds all the optics of the interferometer, should be
thicker than what foreseen at the beginning, i.e. 40mm instead of 10mm, to prevent
the internal resonances of this disk to fall inside the detection band of QuRaG.
Hence, this analysis demonstrates that QuRaG will be not limited by the thermal
noise of the suspensions and of the mirror, and it will be the ﬁrst suspended interfer-
ometer capable to observe the radiation pressure noise in the same detection band of
ground based gravitational wave interferometer (of Virgo in particular). More in detail,
with a ﬁnesse of 5 · 104 and an input power of the Nd:YAG λ = 1064nm IR laser equal
to Plas = 50mW , the suspended mirror of QuRaG will be sensitive to the quantum
radiation pressure eﬀect of the order of 10−15 m/
√
Hz at 100Hz.
The study on the realization of the mirror suspension wires, as required from the
results of my thermal noise analysis, lead us to collaborate with the Virgo group of
Perugia. Therefore, I worked there for few weeks, where I learned the technique of
pulling thinner silica ﬁber from a thicker silica seed of 3mm diameter, by an oxy-
hydrogen ﬂame machine. Moreover, I learned the technique to measure the losses on
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the so pulled ﬁber. I brought back all this expertise to Nice, where we set up a similar
procedure for pulling silica ﬁbers from 400µm diameter ﬁbers with a Fiber Splicer
Machine re adapted with two motors controlled on the PC, to very precisely control the
melting point position and the heating time. The best pulled samples realized at the
moment and closer to the thermal noise requirements have a central part of 1.5cm for
40µm diameter, connected by two cones of 0.05cm height, to two ends having a bigger
diameter of 400µm for 1.45cm length.
My work also covers the problematic of how to realize the electrostatic control of
the suspended mirrors, since the overall control system of the QuRaG interferometer
foresees a last control stage directly applied on the suspended mirror. Therefore, I
studied the issue on a prototype 1g mirror suspended in a simple Michelson inter-
ferometer. The electrostatic control on the prototype mirror is realized by placing a
capacitor on a movable support behind the suspended mirror and by gluing the other
mirror onto a piezoelectric bar. When a voltage is applied on the capacitor, a force
acts on the suspended mirror and the mirror displacement is compensated thanks to
the correction signal send back to the piezoelectric bar which moves the other mirror.
The problematic of electrostatically control a suspended prototype mirror turned out
to be directly connected to the problematic of suspending the prototype mirror. Thus,
several techniques and kinds of wires have been tested. Nevertheless, the conﬁguration
of suspension which gave the best result is composed by two PVC ears glued to the
mirror, with a unique suspension wire knotted in its two ends, around the ears and
being one of my hair having (58 ± 3)µm diameter. With this suspension I obtained a
maximal displacement of (731±19)nm for an applied voltage V1 = (93.1±0.1)V on the
capacitor. We suppose, and we already did some rough tests, that with an ampliﬁer
which allows to reach applied voltage till 300V will increase of a factor 10 the maximal
displacement.
The other important topic covered by my work is the generation and optimization
of the Hermite Gauss modes of Higher Order. These modes have a wider intensity
distribution with respect to the fundamental Gaussian beam, thus they can average
better over the mirror surface distortions caused by the thermal motions. Although my
estimations of QuRaG thermal noise showed that its sensitivity will not be limited by
this noise source, we could use these modes to further reduce the thermal noise level of
the QuRaG mirrors, if during operation will result necessary. Moreover, these modes
could also be applied for improving the sensitivity of next generation of gravitational
wave interferometers as well as optical clock experiments, which approached the mirror
thermal noise limit.
In fact, the thermal noise of the mirrors is one of the most important limit to the
sensitivity of current gravitational wave detectors in the middle range of frequencies
(around 100Hz). Moreover, the enhancements required by the next generations of
these detectors, such as the increasing of the laser power circulating inside the arm
cavities, require also the optimization of the mirror thermal noise.
The work done on these modes demonstrates that the system that we implemented
is able to generate proper Hermite Gauss modes till the order HG25,25, that we can
obtain a coupling percentage of ' 90% for the modes HG1,1 and HG2,2, values which
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decreases to ' 80% for the HG5,5 and to ' 70% for the HG10,10.
The whole work demonstrates that it is possible to build a small scale suspended
interferometer which is able to observe the radiation pressure noise in the same
detection band of Earth based gravitational wave detectors. This interferometer
should have two suspended end mirrors of m ≈ 0.08g, those sensitive to radiation
pressure eﬀect, and its thermal noise is optimized if the last suspension system
for the end mirrors is a Double Stage Pendulum, as required by the thermal noise
estimations. Suspension wires very close to thermal noise estimation requirements
have been realized, so we are conﬁdent to soon reach the goal. At the present time,
we are able to control the amount of waterglass used to attach the suspension wires
to the mirrors within a thickness of 1µm, while in the thermal noise estimations I
suppose a thickness of 60nm, i.e. the same thickness of the silicate bonding layers for
attaching the suspension wires to the mirror's ears in Virgo. Therefore, I have made
a simulation on ANSYSr with a 1µm thickness layer of waterglass. This calculation
showed that the waterglass losses increase of a factor 10 with respect to the 60nm layer.
Nevertheless, while improving the pulling and waterglass gluing techniques, we can
work on reducing the waterglass volume and with further thermal noise estimations it is
possible to check if the state of the art on the ﬁber and on the waterglass thickness and
diameter will signiﬁcantly improve the suspended mirror thermal noise. This work also
demonstrates that the electrostatic control can directly be applied behind the suspend
mirror. Moreover, it demonstrates a powerful technique to generate and optimize
high quality higher order Hermite Gauss modes with the coupling inside mode cleaner
triangular and linear cavities. Although my thermal noise estimations demonstrates
that the employment of higher order HG modes in QuRaG is not necessary since the
mirror thermal noise does not dominate in the QuRaG detection band, they could be
further used in next generation of ground based interferometer and in optical clock
experiments. When the design will be ﬁnalized in all its aspects, we will be able to
build the interferometer and QuRaG will be able to observe the radiation pressure noise.
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Appendix A
A brief treatise on Gravitational
Waves
Einstein's Theory of General Relativity (GR) predicts the existance of ripples in the
space-time frame due to accelerating massive objects, such as the electromagnetic waves
are emitted by accelerated charged particles. These waves propagate at the speed of
light and they carry energy and informations about their source. They can be derived
from the ﬁeld equation of GR: the Enstein's equations
Gµν = Rµν − 1
2
gµνR =
8piG
c4
Tµν µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3. (A.1)
The solutions of eq.(A.1) describe the form of the metric tensor gµν in presence of a
source of gravitational ﬁeld, whose characteristics are enclosed in the energy-momentum
tensor Tµν . Einstein's tensor Gµν is symmetric since it is deﬁned as the sum of two
symmetric tensors Rµν and gµν [59]. Ricci's tensor Rµν is obtained by contracting
Riemann's tensor Rαµβν with the metric tensor gµν
Rµν = g
αβRαµβν = R
β
µβν α, β, µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3. (A.2)
The scalar curvature R is then derived by contracting Ricci's tensor Rµν with the metric
tensor gµν
R = gµνRµν . (A.3)
The metric tensor is deﬁned by the line element ds, which is the distance between two
points in the space-time frame
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν (A.4)
where the xα are the coordinates of a generic reference frame.
The Riemann curvature tensor Rαµβν is constructed by linear combinations of second
derivatives of the metric tensor
Rαµβν = Γ
α
µν,β − Γαµβ,ν + ΓκµνΓακβ − ΓκµβΓακν (A.5)
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since the Christoﬀel symbols Γλµν , symmetric by the lower index, depends on the ﬁrst
derivative of the metric
Γλµν =
1
2
gλκ [gκν,µ + gκµ,ν − gµν,κ] . (A.6)
Commas represent the ordinary partial derivative with respect to the coordinates of the
space-time
gµν,α =
∂gµν
∂xα
. (A.7)
The Riemann tensor contains information about the curvature of space-time since it
expresses how the generic four-vector Aβ varies when it is parallel transported along a
closed path in a curved space-time
Aβ;µ;ν − Aβ;ν;µ = RαβµνAα. (A.8)
The semicolons represent the covariant derivatives with respect to the coordinates of
space-time
Aβ;µ = Aβ,µ − ΓαβµAα. (A.9)
In eq. (A.8) the diﬀerent order of the derivatives corresponds to the displacement of the
vector Aβ from P1 to P3 along two diﬀerent paths. That is Aβ;µ;ν and Aβ;ν;µ represent
respectively the displacements of Aβ along the paths P1P2P3 and P1P4P3 (see the ﬁg.
A.1).
Figure A.1: The two points of the space-time P1 and P3, are connected by the two alternative paths
P1P2P3 and P1P4P3.
The symmetric energy-momentum tensor Tµν , as already said, contains the inform-
ation on the sources of the gravitational ﬁeld, i.e. matter and energy.
Consider the simple case of a system of n non-interacting particles, each with co-
ordinates ξαl(t) (inertial reference system) and four-momentum pαl , with l = 1, .., n and
α = 0, .., 3 [116]. Then the components of Tµν are deﬁned respectively:
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 T00 as the energy density of the system,

1
c
T0i, where i = 1, 2, 3, as the densities of momentum,
 Tik where i, k = 1, 2, 3, as the momentum current of the i-th component through
the unitary surface orthogonal to the k-th axis.
And in the limit conditions of:
 low velocities regime (non relativistic particles) v  c,
 weak gravitational ﬁeld gµν ≈ ηµν (ﬂat space-time) and stationary gµν,0 = 0,
the equation of gravitational ﬁeld takes the classical formulation, i.e. the Einstein
equations are reduced to the equation of Poisson
∇2φ = 4piGρ, (A.10)
where φ is the gravitational potential and ρ the density.
Returning to the Einstein equations (A.1) it can straightforwardly be noticed that
since it is symmetric, the Einstein tensor Gµν has 10 independent components, so the
equation (A.1) constitutes a system of 10 equations for 10 independent components
of gµν . However, the actual number of independent equations is equal to 6, since eq.
(A.1) must comply with 4 conditions imposed by the equation Gµν;ν = 0 (demonstrable
from the Bianchi identities) [108]. The remaining 4 degrees of freedom are ﬁxed by
the choice of the reference system in which is written the metric tensor, i.e. the gµν ,
solution of the Einstein equations (A.1), is determined up to an arbitrary choice of the
coordinate system. This implies the gauge invariance of the solution.
The Solution of the Gravitational Waves
The GWs are solutions of Einstein's equations, and they simultaneously describe the
sources and the emitted waves. GWs, in fact, constitute both the propagating signal
and the source of that signal, since the energy carried by the waves is also the source
of the gravitational ﬁeld. Two diﬀerent approaches can be used to study GWs. The
former consists on the search for the exact solutions of the Einstein's equations, and the
latter is a perturbative approach. The former, called numerical relativity, results to be
very complex and still uncompleted, a part for solutions of some case with particular
conditions. The principal diﬃculties derive from the non-linearity of the equations to
solve. The latter demonstrates how a weak perturbation of the space-time propagates
as a wave.
The ﬁeld of numerical relativity emerged from the desire to construct and study more
general solutions to the ﬁeld equations by approximately solving the Einstein equations
numerically. A necessary precursor to such attempts was a decomposition of space-time
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back into separated space and time. This was ﬁrst published by R. Arnowitt, S. Deser,
and C. W. Misner in the late 1950s in what has become known as the ADM formalism
[14]. Although, for technical reasons, the precise equations formulated in the original
ADM paper are rarely used in numerical simulations. Most or all practical approaches
to numerical relativity use a 3+1 decomposition of space-time into three-dimensional
space and one-dimensional time that is closely related to the ADM formulation, because
the ADM procedure reformulates the Einstein ﬁeld equations into a constrained initial
value problem that can be addressed encoded on a computer for solution. At the time
that Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner published their original paper, computer technology
would not have supported numerical solution to their equations on any problem of any
substantial size. The ﬁrst documented attempt to solve the Einstein ﬁeld equations
numerically appears to be those of Hahn and Lindquist in 1964 [78], followed soon
thereafter by those of Smarr [139, 140] and Eppley [58]. These early attempts were
focused on evolving Misner data in axisymmetry (also known as 2+1 dimensions).
At around the same time T. Piran wrote the ﬁrst code that evolved a system with
gravitational radiation using a cylindrical symmetry [120]. In this calculation Piran
has set the foundation to many of the concepts used today in evolving ADM equations.
Moreover, by applying the symmetry it was possible to reduce the computational and
memory requirements associated with the problem, allowing the researchers to obtain
results on the supercomputers available at the time [7].
However, in the present work I will not treat the numerical relativity, but the per-
turbative approach. Consider an unperturbed metric g0µν , exact solution of the Ein-
stein's equations in presence of a source described by T 0µν , in which is added a small
perturbation hµν , due to the source T pertµν . Summarizing, we have that the source of the
total ﬁeld is
Tµν = T
0
µν + T
pert
µν (A.11)
and the perturbed metric tensor will be
gµν = g
0
µν + hµν , (A.12)
where
|hµν |  |gµν |. (A.13)
For the sake of simplicity we consider the case in which the unperturbed space-time
frame is the Minkoski one
g0µν = ηµν . (A.14)
Then
gµν = ηµν + hµν . (A.15)
It is useful to underline that, under these conditions [59],
gµν = ηµν − hµν , (A.16)
since
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gλµg
µν = (ηλµ + hλµ)(η
µν − hµν) =
= δµλ + hλµη
µν − ηλµhµν +O(h2) ' δνλ + hνλ − hνλ ' δνλ. (A.17)
GWs are then obtained as solutions of the linearized Einstein's equations (eq. (A.1)).
The ﬂat space-time metric is described by the Minkowski tensor
ηµν = η
µν =

−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 (A.18)
deﬁned in such a way that
ds2 = −(cdt)2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 = ηµνdxµdxν (A.19)
and note that ηµαηαν = δνµ, where δ
ν
µ is the delta of Kronecker.
In the metric we use here (eq.(A.15)) the Ricci's tensor and the scalar of curvature
become
Rµν = R
β
µβν = g
αβRαµβν ' ηαβRαµβν +O(h2) (A.20)
R = gµκRκµ = R
µ
µ ' ηµκRκµ +O(h2), (A.21)
and since the derivatives of the ﬂat metric are zero ηµν,λ =
∂ηµν
∂xλ
= 0, the Christoﬀel's
symbols become
Γλµν =
1
2
gλκ [gκν,µ + gκµ,ν − gµν,κ] ' 1
2
ηλκ [hκν,µ + hκµ,ν − hµν,κ] +O(h2) (A.22)
Hence, from the expression of Christoﬀel's symbols eq. (A.22), the Ricci's tensor of eq.
(A.20) is
Rµν ' 1
2
ηλκ (hκν,µλ − hµν,κλ − hκλ,µν + hµλ,κν) +O(h2). (A.23)
Going back to Einstein's equations (A.1), it is likely to use another equivalent form
Rµν =
8piG
c4
(
Tµν − 1
2
gµνT
λ
λ
)
, (A.24)
where T λλ = g
λνTνλ. Moreover it is possible to make the approximation [59]
Rµν ' 8piG
c4
(
Tµν − 1
2
ηµνT
λ
λ
)
. (A.25)
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From the eq. (A.23) it is straightforward veriﬁed that
Rµν ' Γλµν,λ − Γλµλ,ν . (A.26)
Therefore, the eq. (A.24) can be rewritten
Rµν ' Γλµν,λ − Γλµλ,ν =
1
2
[
−ηλκ ∂
2hµν
∂xλ∂xκ
+
(
∂2hλν
∂xλ∂xµ
+
∂2hλµ
∂xλ∂xν
− ∂
2hλλ
∂xµ∂xν
)]
,(A.27)
where we brought up the indices of the tensors by contracting it with the metric tensor
ηµν
ηµνhνλ = h
µ
λ. (A.28)
Moreover, it can be noticed that
ηλκ
∂
∂xλ
∂
∂xκ
= − 1
c2
∂2
∂t2
+∇2 =  (A.29)
which is equivalent to the operator of D'Alambert in the ﬂat metric. Then the eq.
(A.27) can be re-written
hµν −
[
∂2hλν
∂xλ∂xµ
+
∂2hλµ
∂xλ∂xν
− ∂
2hλλ
∂xµ∂xν
]
= −16piG
c4
(
Tµν − 1
2
ηµνT
λ
λ
)
. (A.30)
Furthermore, in order to simplify the previous formulas, the following change of variable
can be applied
hµν = h˜µν − 1
2
ηµν h˜ (A.31)
where the inverse transformation is
h˜µν = hµν − 1
2
ηµνh (A.32)
and the equality between the scalars h˜ = −h is satisﬁed .
Then, imposing the following inﬁnitesimal transformation of coordinates which leaves
the ﬁeld hµν weak
xµ → x′µ = xµ + µ, (A.33)
and which corresponds to a new metric [59]
g′µν =
∂x′µ
∂xα
∂x′ν
∂xβ
gαβ (A.34)
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it is obtained that
h˜′µν = h˜µν − ∂µ
∂xν
− ∂ν
∂xµ
. (A.35)
Hence, making the suitable gauge choice, called the Lorentz gauge:
∂h˜µν
∂xµ
= 0, (A.36)
Einstein's equations become
ηαβ
∂2h˜µν
∂xα∂xβ
= −16piG
c4
(
Tµν − 1
2
ηµνT
λ
λ
)
. (A.37)
It is also important to notice that the Lorentz gauge condition (eq.(A.36)) implies that
Γλ = 0. In fact, since it is
h˜κν = hκν − 1
2
ηκνh
λ
λ → h˜µν = ηµκh˜κν = hµν −
1
2
ηµκηκνh
λ
λ, (A.38)
then being
h˜µν,µ = h
µ
ν,µ −
1
2
δµνh
λ
λ,µ = h
µ
ν,µ −
1
2
hλλ,ν = 0, (A.39)
it is, therefore
Γλ = gµνΓλµν ' ηµνΓλµν +O(h2) ' ηλκ
(
hµκ,µ −
1
2
hνν,κ
)
= 0. (A.40)
In the new frame it is then
Γ
′λ = g
′µνΓλµν (A.41)
and while the metric tensor transforms as
g
′µν = gτσ
∂x
′µ
∂xτ
∂x
′ν
∂xσ
, (A.42)
the Christoﬀel's symbols Γ transform as follows
Γλµν =
∂x
′λ
∂xρ
∂xτ
∂x′µ
∂xσ
∂x′ν
Γρτσ +
∂x
′λ
∂xσ
∂2xσ
∂x′ν∂x′µ
, (A.43)
hence in the new frame the Γ symbols become
Γ
′λ = Γρ
∂x
′λ
∂xρ
+ gτσ
∂2x
′λ
∂xτ∂xσ
= gτσ
∂2x
′λ
∂xτ∂xσ
. (A.44)
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This implies [59] that also in the new frame the Γ
′β = 0, if
gβσ
∂2x′λ
∂xβ∂xσ
= 0, (A.45)
i.e. if the µ satisﬁes the wave equation
µ = ηµν
∂2µ
∂xµ∂xν
= 0. (A.46)
In fact, the following approximation can be done
gτσ
∂2x
′λ
∂xτ∂xσ
= gτσ
[
∂
∂xτ
(
∂xλ
∂xσ
+
∂λ
∂xσ
)]
= gτσ
[
∂
∂xτ
(
δλσ + 
λ
,σ
)]
=
= (ητσ − hτσ) ∂
∂xτ
δλσ + η
τσ ∂
2λ
∂xτ∂xσ
+O(h2) ' λ. (A.47)
The Einstein's equations in the approximated form of eq. (A.37) can be written in the
more compact form {
h˜µν = −16piGc4 Tµν
h˜µν,µ = 0
(A.48)
Moreover, the condition that outside the source the perturbation propagates in vacuum
states that the components of the energy-momentum tensor are zero Tµν = 0, and the
ﬁeld equations (eq.(A.48)) in the new frame become{
h˜µν = 0
h˜µν,µ = 0.
(A.49)
The latter equation in the systems (A.48) and (A.49) represent the Lorentz gauge, also
called harmonic gauge.
The simplest solution of the diﬀerential equation (A.49) is a monochromatic plane wave,
which propagates at the speed of light in vacuum. In order to obtain the ﬁnal solution
it is important to observe that the degrees of freedom of the gravitational wave are 2.
In fact, as it has already been underlined, the tensor h˜µν is symmetric, so it has only 10
independent components. Moreover, the Lorentz gauge (eq. (A.36)) gives 4 conditions
and the eq.(A.46) implies other 4 conditions. Consequently, a gravitational wave has
only 2 degrees of freedom. Consider, then, a wave propagating along the z axis. It
follows that h˜µν is independent of x and y:(
− ∂
2
c2∂t2
+
∂2
∂z2
)
h˜µν = 0, (A.50)
where h˜µν is an arbitrary function of the time t± zc . The treatise is then restricted only
to the case of a progressive wave h˜µν = h˜µν [χ(t, z)], where χ(t, z) = t − zc . Moreover,
note that adding to the Lorentz gauge the conditions{
∂
∂t
= ∂
∂χ
∂χ
∂t
= ∂
∂χ
∂
∂z
= ∂
∂χ
∂χ
∂z
= −1
c
∂
∂χ
(A.51)
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it follows that
∂h˜µν
∂xµ
=
1
c
∂h˜tν
∂t
+
∂h˜zν
∂z
=
1
c
∂
∂χ
[h˜tν − h˜zν ] = 0. (A.52)
Then, by integrating it is obtained
h˜tν = h˜
z
ν ν = t, x, y, z, (A.53)
which reduces the degrees of freedom of the progressive wave. However, there are still
4 degrees of freedom coming from the conditions of eq. (A.46). Then it is convenient
to set equal to zero the 4 quantities
h˜tx = h˜
t
y = h˜
t
z = h˜
x
x + h˜
y
y = 0, (A.54)
from which it results also that
h˜zx = h˜
z
y = h˜
z
z = h˜
t
t = 0. (A.55)
Then, the tensor h˜µν is traceless
h˜µµ = h˜
t
t + h˜
x
x + h˜
y
y + h˜
z
z = 0. (A.56)
Moreover, since it is
h˜µµ = η
µν h˜νµ = η
µν(hνµ − 1
2
ηνµh) = h
µ
µ −
1
2
ηµµh = h
µ
µ −
1
2
4h = hµµ − 2hµµ = −hµµ,(A.57)
then hµµ = 0→ h˜µν ≡ hµν . Hence, in the Lorentz gauge hµν and h˜µν coincide and they
are traceless. Finally, from the conditions (A.54) and (A.55) the progressive wave hµν
propagating at the speed of light in vacuum and along the z axis can be written
h˜µν =

0 0 0 0
0 h+ h× 0
0 h× −h+ 0
0 0 0 0
 (A.58)
that in the more compact form is
hµν(z, t) = [h+
⊕
µν + h×
⊗
µν ]exp[jω(t− z/c)] (A.59)
where the
⊕µν =

0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0
 (A.60)
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⊗µν =

0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
 (A.61)
are the tensors of polarization. They are transverse to the direction of propagation
of the wave and they corresponds to the two diﬀerent possible polarization of the
GW. The Lorentz gauge it is also called gauge TT, which stands for transverse
and traceless. Hence, the two degrees of freedom correspond to the two diﬀerent
polarizations ⊕µν and 
⊗
µν of the wave.
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The Emission of Gravitational
Waves
The Emission of Gravitational Waves
As the emission of electromagnetic radiation is associated to the acceleration of charged
particles, the emission of GWs is related to the acceleration of a test mass, i.e. electric-
ally neutral and subjected only to the gravity force. In the linear approximation, if the
dimensions of the source are small with respect to the wavelength and the distance to
the observer, the non homogeneous equations of Einstein can be solved by a multi-pole
expansion of the emitted radiation.
The laws of conservation of momentum and angular momentum make the terms ana-
logous to the electric dipole vanish
→
d=
N∑
i=0
(mi
→
r i)→
·→
d=
N∑
i=0
(mi
·→
r ) = 0. (B.1)
Thus, the ﬁrst term of the expansion that is not zero is the one associated to the
variation of the tensor of quadrupole moment of a mass distribution, deﬁned as [59]:
qkn(t− z/c) = 1
c2
∫
V
T 00(t− z/c)xkxnd3x, k, n = x, y, z. (B.2)
From this deﬁnition it follows that the amplitude of the gravitational signal emitted at
a distance d from the source is:
hik(t− d/c, d) = 2G
c4d
[
∂2
∂t2
qik(t− d/c)
]
. (B.3)
Note that the factor
G
c4
∼ 10−44s2/(kg m) (B.4)
justiﬁes the initial assumption of weak ﬁeld for the gravitational perturbation. In
addition, GWs can not be emitted by a motion of radial symmetry in which the terms
∂2qik
∂t2
= 0.
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In the quadrupole approximation, the luminous power emitted by a source of gravita-
tional wave emission, or gravitational radiation, is then deﬁned as [59, 108]:
LGW =
G
5c5
3∑
k,n=1
(
∂3qkn(t− d/c)
∂t3
∂3qkn(t− d/c)
∂t3
)
. (B.5)
Note that, the emitted power LGW depends on the third derivative of the quadrupole
moment qkn and by the coeﬃcient
G
5c5
= 5.5 · 10−54m−2kg−1s3 (B.6)
For this low value of the coeﬃcient G/5c5 the observable sources of gravitational waves
are astrophysical sources characterized by having high quadrupole moment, hence being
highly massive and/or in high speed non spherical motion.
The Gravitational Signal
It is necessary to obtain information on the status of the metric tensor gµν in order to
catch the gravitational signal. This in principle is possible by observing the motion of a
free test mass with respect to another free test mass and not with respect to a reference
frame, in which the body is stationary and therefore does not provide any information
on the metric. Consider, then, the motion of two free particles with respect to the
Figure B.1: Eﬀect on a circular discrete distribution of test masses due to the two diﬀerent polariz-
ation states, in function of the phase of the gravitational wave.
reference frame gµν . This is described by the equation:
d2xi
ds2
+ Γimk
dxm
ds
dxk
ds
= 0 (B.7)
called the geodesic equation [108]. The eq. (B.7) is the explicit form of the covariant
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derivative of the four-vector velocity of the particle having coordinate vector xi, where s
represents the curvilinear coordinate and the ds is proportional to the dτ , and where τ
is the proper time of the particle [59, 108]. However, the geodesic as written in equation
(B.7) is not yet suﬃcient to shed light on the fundamental nature of the phenomenon
under consideration.
Therefore, let us consider then two free particles A and B moving along two very close
geodesics, with parameters τ and τ+dτ . For simplicity, the origin of the reference frame
is chosen to be coincident with A, so that the vector that connects the two geodesics
is just xiB. It is possible to obtain then that [59] the variation of the geodesic equation
with respect to the parameter τ is:
d2xαB
dτ 2
= Rαβνµ
dxβ
dτ
dxν
dτ
xµB (B.8)
and it is called the equation of the geodesic deviation. This equation shows that
the relative acceleration of two particles moving along nearby geodesics depends on the
curvature tensor Rαβνµ (the Riemann tensor). Therefore, since the Riemann tensor is
zero if and only if the gravitational ﬁeld is null or constant and uniform (eq. (A.5)), the
equation of geodesic deviation contains the information about the gravitational ﬁeld
and hence about the perturbation hµν to the ﬂat metric.
In the reference frame chosen for the two free test masses A and B, and assuming to be
in the case of small perturbation to the ﬂat metric such as in eq.(A.15), the equation
of geodesic deviation eq.(B.8) becomes [59]
d2xiB
dτ 2
=
1
2c2
∂2h
i(TT )
k
∂t2
xkB, (B.9)
where the gravitational perturbation hi(TT )k has been written in the Lorentz gauge (or
TT gauge), of eq. (A.58). So, the motion of the particle B (as seen from the particle
A) seems due to an acceleration ﬁeld proportional to the second derivative of h. The
solution of this equation is:
xiB(τ) = x
k
B(0)
(
δik +
1
2
h
i(TT )
k
)
. (B.10)
The eq.(B.9) gives in addition an intuitive idea of the polarization properties of the
GWs. Assume that the wave propagates along the polarization axis z with polarization
h×. In this case the percent change in the distance of separation between A and B due
to the presence of the perturbation hµν is
∆lAB
lAB
=
h×
2
. (B.11)
This equation shows the eﬀect of a gravitational wave on a system of two material
points and allows to obtain a representation of the state of polarization of the wave.
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Appendix C
Table of Acronyms
RP: Radiation Pressure
GR: General Relativity
GW: Gravitational Wave
GWd: Gravitational Wave detector
IR: Infra-red
FDT: Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem
PR: Power Recycling
PRM: Power Recycling Mirror
SQL: Standard Quantum Limit
QND: Quantum Non Demolition
ITF: Interferometer
FP: Fabry-Pérot
FEA: Finite Element Analysis
BS: Beam Splitter
FRS: Free Spectral Range
FWHM: Full Width at Half Maximum
PVC: PolyVinyl Chloride
PZT: piezoelectric
ISO: International Organization for Standardization
DAQ: Data Acquisition
WG: Water-Glass
HG: Hermite Gauss
LG: Laguerre Gauss
LC: Liquid Crystal
LCOS: Liquid Crystal on Silicon
SLM: Spatial Light Modulator
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Appendix D
Physical Constants and Units of
measurement
Units of measurement
Megaparsec 1Mpc = 3.0857 · 1022 m
Physical constants
speed of light in vacuum c = 2.9979 · 108 m s−1
Newtonian constant of gravitation G = 6.6738 · 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−1
Planck constant h = 6.6261 · 10−34J s
reduced P lanck constant ~ = 1.0546 · 10−34 J s
vacuum permittivity 0 = 8.8542 · 10−12 F m−1
Boltzmann constant kB = 1.3806 · 10−23 J K−1
Earth′s standard acceleration of gravity g = 9.8066 m s−2
ideal gas constant R = 8.3145 J K−1 mol−1
molecular mass of H2 µH2 = 3.3452 · 10−27 kg
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